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Project Location:
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Federal Agency:
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Project Sponsor:
Primary Contact:

Town of Rosendale
Jeanne L. Walsh, Town Supervisor
1915 Lucas Avenue
Cottekill, NY 12419
(845) 658-3159, supervisor@townofrosendale.com

Project NEPA Classification:

24 CFR 58.36 (Environmental Assessment)

Environmental Finding:

☒ Finding of No Significant Impact - The project will not result in a
significant impact on the quality of the human environment.
☐ Finding of Significant Impact - The project may significantly affect
the quality of the human environment.

Certification

The undersigned hereby certifies that New York State Homes and
Community Renewal has conducted an environmental review of the
project identified above and prepared the attached environmental
review record in compliance with all applicable provisions of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended (42 USC Sec.
4321 et seq.) and its implementing regulations at 24 CFR Part 58.

Signature
Lori A. Shirley
Environmental
Assessment Prepared
By:

Tectonic Engineering & Surveying
PO Box 37, 70 Pleasant Hill Road
Mountainville, NY 10953

CERTIFICATION OF NEPA CLASSIFICATION
It is the finding of the New York State Housing Trust Fund Corporation that the activity(ies) proposed in
its 2015 NYS CDBG-DR project, Town of Rosendale – James Street Flood Control are:
Project Year

Project Name

Check the applicable classification.
Exempt as defined in 24 CFR 58.34 (a).
Categorically Excluded as defined in 24 CFR 58.35(b).
Categorically Excluded as defined in 24 CFR 58.35(a) and no activities are affected by federal
environmental statues and executive orders [i.e., exempt under 58.34(a)(12)].
Categorically Excluded as defined in 24 CFR 58.35(a) and some activities are affected by federal
environmental statues and executive orders.
"Other" neither exempt (24 CFR 58.34(a)) nor categorically excluded (24 CFR 58.35).
Part or all of the project is located in an area identified as a floodplain or wetland. For projects located
in a floodplain or wetland, evidence of compliance with Executive Orders 11988 and/ or 11990 is
required.
For activities excluding those classified as "Other", attached is the appropriate Classification Checklist
(Exhibit 2-4) that identifies each activity and the corresponding citation.

__________________________________
Signature of Certifying Officer

October 20, 2017
Date

Lori A. Shirley
Print Name

Certifying Environmental Officer
Title

CERTIFICATION OF SEQRA CLASSIFICATION

It is the finding of the New York State Housing Trust Fund Corporation that the activity(ies) proposed in
its 2015 NYS CDBG-DR project, Town of Rosendale – James Street Flood Control are:
Project Year

Project Name

Check the applicable classification:
Type I Action (6NYCRR Section 617.4)
Type II Action (6NYCRR Section 617.5)
Unlisted Action (not Type I or Type II Action)

Check if applicable:
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Prepared
Draft EIS
Final EIS

__________________________________
Signature of Certifying Officer

October 20, 2017
Date

Lori A. Shirley
Print Name

Certifying Environmental Officer
Title

Description of the Proposed Project [24 CFR 50.12 & 58.32; 40 CFR 1508.25]:
The James Street Flood Control Project (proposed project) is a stormwater management improvement
project located on James Street between John Street and Route 32 and along and within Rondout Creek in
the Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York (see project location maps in Attachment 1 and project
site plans in Attachment 2). The Town of Rosendale proposes to replace the existing small-bore stonebuilt culvert that passes beneath James Street near the intersection of Parkcrest Drive. This existing 48-inch
pipe is to be replaced with a 60-inch HDPE pipe culvert that will run under James Street, with a retaining
wall built on the north side of James Street at the outfall location into Rondout Creek. A proposed catch
basin and storm manhole are to be installed on the western side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street
intersection, with a new 36-inch HDPE pipe to replace the existing 36-inch pipe running under Parkcrest
Drive. This 36-inch HDPE pipe connects to the 60-inch HDPE pipe and storm manhole located on the
eastern side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street intersection.
Four additional catch basins are proposed to be built along James Street, west of Parkcrest Drive. The catch
basins will be located on the north and south side of James Street, with two catch basins located
approximately 170 feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and two catch basins located 520 feet west
of Parkcrest Drive on James Street. The proposed construction includes flattening the south bank slope with
a buttress toe for slope stability on the south bank of the Rondout Creek. Additionally, the proposed
construction includes armoring Rondout Creek’s south bank with riprap. This riprap will begin at the
western edge of the existing riprap and extend 600 feet upstream. A point bar along the northern bank of
Rondout Creek will be removed, which will restore the original Rondout Creek flood control creek bottom
to 39.5 feet. The Town also proposes to construct guide rails along James Street, as well as a 5-foot asphalt
pedestrian walkway that will run parallel to the north side of James Street, extending approximately 330
feet west of Parkcrest Drive to the intersection of James Street and Route 32.

Statement of Purpose and Need for the Proposal [40 CFR 1508.9(b)]:
This funding assistance will provide for culvert and HDPE replacements; retaining wall, manhole and catch
basins installations; constructing guide rails along James Street and a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian walkway;
flattening the southern bank slope and constructing a buttress toe for stability aton the slope on the south
bank of Rondout Creek; armoring Rondout Creek’s southern bank with riprap; and removing a point bar
along the northern bank of Rondout Creek in the Town of Rosendale to address flooding during heavy
rainfall events. The FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (Firmette) is included in Attachment 4.
The purpose of the proposed project is to ensure that James Street, a critical connector road, will be
accessible during and after future storm events. On August 28, 2011, Hurricane Irene dropped
approximately 6 inches of rain during a 24-hour period. A few weeks later in early September 2011,
Tropical Storm Lee dropped several more inches of rain on already saturated soils and overloaded Rondout
Creek leading to record high water levels and severe flash flooding. As a result of the high water during
these storm events, the lower portion of James Street washed out and collapsed causing a substantial safety
risk for vehicles and residences located on James Street and in the surrounding area. During these storm
events, residents were unable to access necessary health and social service facilities. James Street serves as
a critical alternate vehicular and pedestrian route, providing an ingress/ egress thoroughfare that connects
NY Route 32/213 and an emergency route for Rosendale’s Downtown District (See NYRCR Program
Flood Control Along James Street Project Pre-application Report, December 2014).

Existing Conditions and Trends [24 CFR 58.40(a)]:
Project activities will occur along James Street between John Street and Route 32 and along and within
Rondout Creek, which has been washed out during historic high water events and collapsed during
Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee. As a result of the high waters, the washout created substantial risk
for vehicles and residences located on James Street and in the surrounding area. During these storm events,
residents were unable to access necessary health and social service facilities.
According to the Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan for Ulster County, New York,
approximately 9.8% of the properties (Page 3a-46), and approximately 12.7 % of the improved land value
(Page 3a-47) in the Town of Rosendale are located in a High Flood Risk area. This Plan highlights past
actions that have been taken in the Town to mitigate damages from natural disasters. Still, flooding is
identified as a hazard vulnerability for the Town. The proposed project, described herein, is specifically
identified in the Hazard Mitigation Plan as a mitigation initiative that has a high estimated benefit to the
community.
According to the New York Rising Community Reconstruction (NYRCR) Plan for Ulster Communities,
this proposed project will allow the installed infrastructure to withstand future storm events without
damage, will likely improve the Town's emergency response and recovery efforts, and will provide
continued access for EMS providers and to health and social service facilities.
Funding Information
Estimated Total Project Cost (HUD and non-HUD funds) [24 CFR 58.32(d)]: $600,000.00
Estimated Total HUD Funded Amount:
CDBG-DR
$ 48,330.00
Public Facilities and Improvements (Phase I)
CDBG-DR
$551,670.00
Public Facilities and Improvements (Phase II)
Total
$600,000.00

Compliance with 24 CFR 58.5, and 58.6 Laws and Authorities
Record below the compliance or conformance determinations for each statute, executive order, or
regulation. Provide credible, traceable, and supportive source documentation for each authority. Where
applicable, complete the necessary reviews or consultations and obtain or note applicable permits of
approvals. Clearly note citations, dates/names/titles of contacts, and page references. Attach additional
documentation as appropriate.

Compliance Factors:
Statutes, Executive Orders,
and Regulations listed at 24
CFR §58.5 and §58.6

Are formal
compliance
steps or
mitigation
required?

Compliance determinations

STATUTES, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, AND REGULATIONS LISTED AT 24 CFR 50.4
and 58.6
Airport Hazards
24 CFR Part 51 Subpart D

Yes No

Based on guidance provided by HUD via Fact
Sheet #D1, the National Plan of Integrated
Airport Systems (NPIAS) was reviewed for
civilian, commercial service and military airports
located near the site. There are no civilian,
commercial service airports located within 2,500
feet of the proposed project. There are no military
airports located within 15,000 feet of the site
(Attachment 1). No additional review is
required.
Fact Sheet #D1: Siting HUD-Assisted Projects in
Accident Potential Zones

Coastal Barrier Resources
Coastal Barrier Resources Act, as
amended by the Coastal Barrier
Improvement Act of 1990 [16
USC 3501]

Yes No

Based on the USFWS Coastal Barrier Resources
System Map, the proposed project is not located
in or immediately adjacent (within 150 feet) to a
Coastal Barrier Resource System Unit or
Otherwise Protected Area (Attachment 3).
https://www.fws.gov/ecological-services/habitatconservation/cbra/Maps/index.html

Flood Insurance
Flood Disaster Protection Act of
1973 and National Flood
Insurance Reform Act of 1994
[42 USC 4001-4128 and 42 USC
5154a]

Yes No

Based on the FEMA Firmette 36111C0605E, the
proposed project is located within a FEMA
designated flood zone (100-year floodplain,
Special Flood Hazard Area - AE Zone) and
floodway (Attachment 4). The Floodplain
Management Determination (Executive Order
11988) for the proposed project is included in
Attachment 4.
However, proof of National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) insurance is not required as the

proposed project does not involve insurable
structures.
https://msc.fema.gov/portal

STATUTES, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, AND REGULATIONS LISTED AT 24 CFR 50.4
& 58.5
Clean Air
Clean Air Act, as amended,
particularly section 176(c) & (d);
40 CFR Parts 6, 51, 93

Yes No

The proposed project site is located in Ulster
County, which is listed as a current attainment
county for particulate matter (PM2.5 or PM10),
carbon monoxide, and ozone. Therefore, a
conformity and screening analysis was not
performed according to the requirements of 40
CFR 93, Subpart B (federal general conformity
regulations).
The proposed project involves: culvert
replacement under James Street; retaining wall,
manhole and catch basins installations; HDPE
pipe replacements; flattening the southern bank
slope and constructing a new toe at the base of the
slope on the southern bank of Rondout Creek;
armoring Rondout Creek’s southern bank with
riprap; removing a point bar along the northern
bank of Rondout Creek; constructing guide rails
along James Street; and constructing a 5-foot
asphalt pedestrian walkway that will run parallel
to the north side of James Street, extending
approximately 330 feet west of Parkcrest Drive to
the intersection of James Street and Route 32.
Construction of the proposed project would not
generate significant levels of vehicular traffic;
therefore, no exceedances of the National
Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS)
associated with carbon monoxide (CO) or
particulate matter (PM) is anticipated occur. The
proposed project will not result in siting any new
source of air pollutants. The proposed project will
not adversely affect the State Implementation
Plan (SIP). Any air quality impacts would be
short-term and localized during construction and,
therefore, no significant adverse impacts to air
quality are anticipated. However, it is
recommended that construction activities are
conducted in such a way as to ensure acceptable
air quality during these activities (e.g., through
minimization of volatile organic compounds and
nitrogen oxides emissions, mindful operation of
gas-powered construction equipment to avoid
prolonged idling, or fugitive dust management

during construction). It is also recommended that
low-VOC materials and inventory and energy star
efficient equipment are used, as practicable.
Idling Restriction. In addition to adhering to the
local law restricting unnecessary idling on
roadways, on-site vehicle idle time will also be
restricted to five minutes for all equipment and
vehicles that are not using their engines to operate
a loading, unloading, or processing device (e.g.,
concrete mixing trucks) or otherwise required for
the proper operation of the engine.
Utilization of Newer Equipment. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Tier 1
through 4 standards for non-road engines
regulates the emission of criteria pollutants from
new engines, including PM, CO, NOx, and
hydrocarbons (HC). All non-road construction
equipment with a power rating of 50 horsepower
(hp) or greater would meet at least the Tier 2
emissions standard to the extent practicable.
Best Available Tailpipe Reduction Technologies.
Non-road diesel engines with a power rating of 50
hp or greater and controlled truck fleets (i.e., truck
fleets under long-term contract with the Project)
including but not limited to concrete mixing and
pumping trucks would utilize the best available
tailpipe (BAT) technology for reducing DPM
emissions. Diesel particulate filters (DPFs) have
been identified as being the tailpipe technology
currently proven to have the highest reduction
capability. Construction contracts would specify
that all diesel non-road engines rated at 50 hp or
greater would utilize DPFs, either installed by the
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) or
retrofitted. Retrofitted DPFs must be verified by
EPA or the California Air Resources Board
(CARB). Active DPFs or other technologies
proven to achieve an equivalent reduction may
also be used.
EPA, Nonattainment Areas for Criteria Pollutants
https://www.epa.gov/green-book
Ozone specific:
https://www3.epa.gov/airquality/greenbook/hbca
.html#Ozone_8-hr.2008.New_York

EPA, Recent Updates: Federal Register Notices
Published or Effective After September 22, 2016
http://www.epa.gov/airquality/greenbook/adden.
html
Coastal Zone Management
Coastal Zone Management Act,
sections 307(c) & (d)

Yes No

Contamination and Toxic
Substances
24 CFR Part 50.3(i) & 58.5(i)(2)

Yes No

Not applicable. The proposed project is not
located within the New York State Coastal
Boundary (Attachment 3).
Records Review for the Subject Property
Subject Property Description:
This environmental review was completed for the
James Street Flood Control Project in the
Rosendale, New York. The proposed action
involves: culvert replacement under James Street;
retaining wall, manhole and catch basins
installations; HDPE pipe replacements; flattening
the southern bank slope and constructing a new
toe at the base of the slope on the southern bank
of Rondout Creek; armoring Rondout Creek’s
southern bank with riprap; removing a point bar
along the northern bank of Rondout Creek;
constructing guide rails along James Street; and
constructing a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian walkway
that will run parallel to the north side of James
Street, extending approximately 330 feet west of
Parkcrest Drive to the intersection of James Street
and Route 32. Any properties located along James
Street within the proposed project area and the
immediately surrounding areas to be impacted by
construction will collectively be referred to as the
Subject Property throughout the environmental
review.
EPA Records:
The Subject Property is not listed on an EPA
Superfund National Priorities or CERCLA list or
equivalent State list. A review of the EPA
Facilities Database provides no indication of past
uses of the Subject Property that could have
contaminated the Subject Property, or potentially
adversely affect the occupants of the Subject
Property.
County and New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC)
Records:
The Subject Property is not located within 3,000
feet of a toxic or solid waste landfill site.
According to the NYSDEC Environmental

Remediation Database, the Subject Property is
listed in the Spill Incidents Database. Two spills
were reported on the Subject Property; both spills
have been closed. A spill closure by the NYSDEC
indicates that the records and data submitted for
the spill demonstrated that the necessary cleanup
and removal actions have been completed and no
further remedial actions are necessary under these
spill reports. As such, these two spills are not
considered a hazard that could affect the health
and safety of occupants or conflict with the
intended utilization of the Subject Property.
The Subject Property is not listed in the NYSDEC
Environmental Site Remediation or Bulk Storage
Databases.
Surrounding Properties
EPA Records:
There are 12 EPA-permitted hazardous waste, air
emissions, and water discharger facilities located
within 3,000 feet of the Subject Property. Of the
12 facilities, 11 are located across Rondout Creek
or have no violations reported at the facility.
Facilities with no permit violations are not
considered a hazard because the facilities are in
compliance with permit conditions that are
enforced and meet standards that protect public
health and the environment by preventing releases
to the environment. As such, these 11 facilities are
not considered a hazard that could affect the
health and safety of occupants or conflict with the
intended utilization of the Subject Property. One
facility with violations and in non-compliance
with permit conditions is identified as the
Rosendale WWT Facility. This facility was
reviewed in detail in the HUD Environmental
Standards Review included in Attachment 5. The
facility is determined to NOT pose a hazard that
could affect the health and safety of occupants or
conflict with the intended utilization of the
Subject Property because hazardous substances
have not been released from the facility.
NYSDEC Records:
A review of the NYSDEC Spill Incidents, Bulk
Storage, and Environmental Site Remediation
Databases resulted in the identification of: 34
spills located on properties within 1,000 feet of
the Subject Property, seven (7) bulk storage sites
within 3,000 feet of the Subject Property, and two

(2) Environmental Remediation Sites within
3,000 feet of the Subject Property.
Of the 34 spills identified within 1,000 feet of the
Subject Property, 31 have been closed by the
NYSDEC. A spill closure by the NYSDEC
indicates that the records and data submitted for
the spill demonstrated that the necessary cleanup
and removal actions have been completed and no
further remedial actions are necessary under these
spill reports. As such, these 31 spills are not
considered a hazard that could affect the health
and safety of occupants or conflict with the
intended utilization of the Subject Property.
The three (3) remaining spills are associated with
a single site located at 1083 Route 32, currently
known as Azam & Sons (3-168874). These spills
have not been closed by the NYSDEC and are
discussed in detail in Attachment 5. While these
open spills do constitute a potential hazardous
condition, this site is not considered a hazard that
could conflict with the intended utilization of the
Subject Property.
Seven Bulk Storage sites were identified within
the NYSDEC Bulk Storage Database. These
seven Bulk Storage sites including any associated
spills are reviewed in detail in the HUD
Environmental Standards Review in Attachment
5. The registered tanks are permitted and
regulated by NYSDEC which requires leak
detection, containment and monitoring. Any site
that has registered tanks and no reported or closed
spills is not considered a hazard to the Subject
Property. Therefore, these Bulk Storage sites are
not considered a hazard that could affect the
health and safety of occupants or conflict with the
intended utilization of the Subject Property.
Two Environmental Remediation Sites were
identified within 3,000 feet of the Subject
Property and are briefly discussed below:
1083 Route 32 (356031) is a State Superfund site
located approximately 1,160 feet south of the
Subject Property. Primary contaminants of
concern at the site include volatile organic
compounds. This contamination has been
attributed to the nearby Rosendale Cleaners site
(356050). The Rosendale Cleaners site is also a

State Superfund site located adjacent to the 1083
Route 32 site, approximately 1,100 feet south of
the Subject Property. A Remedial Investigation
was completed at the sites, which included
investigation on the spill at the gas station located
at 1083 Route 32. These sites are reviewed in
detail in the HUD Environmental Standards
Review in Attachment 5. However, while there
is potential for soil vapor intrusion in downgradient buildings and enclosed structures, the
proposed work to be performed does not involve
the construction of buildings or structures. As
such, while the contamination at this site does
constitute a hazardous condition, this site is not
considered a hazard that could conflict with the
intended utilization of the Subject Property.
In Summary:
Based on a review of available environmental
records for the Subject Property and surrounding
area, two (2) Superfund sites and three (3) open
spills with known petroleum contamination
located directly up-gradient of the Subject
Property were identified as potential sources of
contamination. As such, the Subject Property is
likely to contain hazardous materials and
contamination and it is recommended any soil be
tested for petroleum and chlorinated VOCs prior
to disposal or reuse on site. The proposed project
does not involve the construction of buildings or
enclosed structures that would contain occupants.
Rather, the proposed project involves the
construction of stormwater management
improvements. Therefore, the Subject Property is
unlikely to contain toxic chemicals and gases, or
radioactive substances which would constitute a
hazard that could conflict with the intended
utilization of the Subject Property. A Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) or Phase II
Investigation is not warranted. Maps, NYSDEC
reports, and EPA reports are provided in
Attachment 5.
Endangered Species
Endangered Species Act of 1973,
particularly section 7; 50 CFR
Part 402

Yes No

A formal request was submitted to the NYSDEC
Natural Heritage Program (NHP) for records of
threatened or endangered species in the vicinity of
the proposed project site. On May 24, 2017, a
response was received from the NHP indicating
their database contained records of rare or statelisted animals or plants, or significant natural
communities within the vicinity of the proposed

project site. These records indicated the
endangered Indiana Bat and threatened Northern
Long-eared Bat have been documented within
one mile from the proposed project site. Also, the
NHP response indicated that a high-quality
occurrence of the rare community type of
Limestone Woodland and uncommon community
type of Calcareous Talus Slope Woodland are
present in the greater Rosendale woods, located
west of the proposed project site. However,
Limestone Woodland and Calcareous Talus Slope
Woodland are not present at the proposed project
site. In addition, NHP indicated that the
endangered Cut-leaved Evening-primrose may be
present in the vicinity of the proposed project site,
however, that is based upon documentation from
1979 or earlier and there is uncertainty regarding
its continued presence in the area. According to
the NHP Website, the Cut-leaved Eveningprimrose is found primarily in New York City and
Long Island, but may have found its way north to
Ulster County within the Hudson River Valley.
However, the habitat of this species includes dry,
sandy,
successional
old
fields,
sandy
embankments, and disturbed areas of maritime
grasslands. The project locations do not include
these types of habitats. Also, the project locations
are primarily located within previously disturbed
areas. The point bar removal is not seen as an area
of concern considering it is often inundated with
water, therefore, would be habitat for aquatic
plants and the Cut-leaved Evening-primrose is not
defined as aquatic. Furthermore, conservation
measures include the need of disturbance to
reduce competition from woody plants. However,
it is recommended that this disturbance be
conducted when the Cut-leaved Eveningprimrose is dormant (not flowering or fruiting),
which is from late-September/early-October to
mid-May. Therefore, it is not anticipated that the
proposed project activities will have an effect on
the Cut-leaved Evening-primrose and no further
review is necessary. NHP documentation is
included in Attachment 6.
NHP Website:
http://www.acris.nynhp.org/guide.php?id=9207
&part=3
Note: The Rondout Creek is classified under
Article 15 as “B.” In perennial warm-water

fisheries (Class “A, B or C”), in-water work is
prohibited beginning March 1st and ending July
15th.
The USFWS lists the threatened Northern Longeared Bat (NLEB) (Myotis septentrionalis), the
endangered Indiana Bat (Myotis sodalis), the
threatened Bog Turtle (Clemmys muhlenbergii),
and migratory birds of concern as species with the
potential to occur within the vicinity of the
proposed project site. The IPaC Resource List
indicates that there are 19 species of migratory
birds protected by the MBTA and BGEPA that
could potentially be affected by the proposed
project, including the Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus
leucocephalus) (Attachment 6). However, there
are no known breeding Bald Eagles within the
vicinity of the proposed project site; therefore, no
adverse impacts to breeding Bald Eagles are
expected to occur as a result of the proposed
project. There is no habitat for the Bog Turtle in
the proposed project area and migratory birds are
expected to temporarily leave the area during
construction due to noise and disturbance.
Therefore, the proposed project is likely to have
no effect on the Bog Turtle and migratory birds of
concern.
GOSR performed a Phase I Summer Habitat
Assessment in April 2017 to evaluate the trees
that need to be removed for project construction
(Attachment 6). During the Summer Habitat
field inspection, it was confirmed that the trees
proposed to be removed are part of a small strip
of forested habitat located immediately adjacent
to residential development and residential yard
habitat. Any bats living in the vicinity of the
proposed project area would still be able to breed,
feed, and find shelter. Similar habitat (forested
creek corridor surrounded by residential
development) is located immediately west of the
proposed project area. Since 1) tree clearing will
be conducted between November 1 and March 31
when bats are hibernating, 2) the proposed project
will not impact a large area of suitable habitat
relative to the surrounding landscape, and 3) the
proposed project will not impact high-quality
habitat, a “may affect, not likely to adversely
affect” determination was made for the Indiana
Bat and Northern Long-eared Bat and submitted
to USFWS (Attachment 6).

The USFWS concurred with this determination
on June 20, 2017. The USFWS stated that
“[g]iven the project location, small amount of tree
removal (0.86 acres), and conservation measure
to conduct all tree removal between November
1 and March 31, we concur with your
determination.” The USFWS had no further
comment on GOSR’s no effect determination for
the Bog Turtle. The response stated that “No
further coordination or consultation under ESA is
required with the Service at this time. Should
project plans change, or if additional information
on listed or proposed species or critical habitat
becomes available, this determination may be
reconsidered…Until the proposed project is
complete, we recommend that you check our
website every 90 days from the date of this letter
to ensure that listed species presence/absence
information for the proposed project is current.”
The USFWS also recommended that if Bald
Eagles are found within the proposed project area,
then GOSR and the Town of Rosendale should
follow the Bald Eagle Management Guidelines on
the USFWS website (Attachment 6).
GOSR will promptly report any departures from
the described proposed project activities that
would change the effect determination to the New
York Field Office. GOSR will provide the New
York Field Office with the results of any surveys
conducted for the IB and NLEB. Involved parties
will promptly notify the New York Field Office
upon finding a dead, injured, or sick IB or NLEB.
Explosive and Flammable
Hazards
24 CFR Part 51 Subpart C

Yes No

Not applicable. This criterion is applicable to
HUD‐assisted projects that involve new
residential construction, conversion of non‐
residential buildings to residential use,
rehabilitation of residential properties that
increase the number of units, or restoration of
abandoned properties to habitable condition. The
proposed project does not include these activities.
Further, the proposed project does not involve the
introduction of bulk storage of hazardous
materials.

Farmlands Protection
Farmland Protection Policy Act
of 1981, particularly sections

Yes No

The proposed project, consisting of stormwater
management improvements and additional work
involving removal of a point bar along the

1504(b) and 1541; 7 CFR Part
658

northern bank of Rondout Creek, anticipates less
than one acre of ground disturbance in the
approximately 2.2 acre area shown on the USDA
NRCS Land Classification Map in Attachment 7.
This 2.2-acre area situated along James Street and
along Rondout Creek is identified as
approximately 60.5% or 1.3 acres in “not prime
farmland,” 33.8% or .8 acre in “prime farmland,”
and 3.7% or 0.1 acre in “farmland of statewide
importance” in Attachment 7 and excludes the
point bar within the creek. The proposed project
is not located in an Agricultural District and does
not involve the conversion of farmland to nonagricultural use. Therefore, the proposed project
would not violate the Farmland Protection Policy
Act. Thus, no further review is required.
http://www.agriculture.ny.gov/ap/agservices/agri
cultural-districts.html

Floodplain Management
Executive Order 11988,
particularly section 2(a); 24 CFR
Part 55

Yes No

The proposed project is located within a FEMA
designated flood zone (100-year floodplain,
Special Flood Hazard Area - AE Zone) and
floodway. Therefore, a formal floodplain review
process is required for compliance with Executive
Order 11988 Floodplain Management. This 8step decision making process is detailed in
Attachment 4.
https://msc.fema.gov/portal

Historic Preservation
National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966, particularly sections
106 and 110; 36 CFR Part 800;
Tribal notification for new
ground disturbance.

Yes No

On April 15, 2016, the New York State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO) reviewed the
proposed project and determined that there will be
No Historic Properties Affected by the proposed
undertaking. An updated consultation was
submitted to SHPO and a No Historic Properties
Affected determination was issued by SHPO on
March 3, 2017. The SHPO response
documentation is included in Attachment 8.
On April 1, 2016, GOSR sent consultations letters
to the Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO)
of the following Tribes, Communities and
Nations:
Delaware Nation
Delaware Tribe of Indians
Mohawk Nation
St. Regis Mohawk Tribe

Stockbridge-Munsee
Mohicans

Community

Band

of

The THPO of the Delaware Tribe of Indians,
Delaware Nation, St. Regis Mohawk Tribe, and
Stockbridge-Munsee Community Band of
Mohicans responded that they have no objection
to the proposed project activities. No response
was received from the Mohawk Nation to the
2016 Consultation Letter.
An updated Consultation Letter was sent on
February 24, 2017 to the THPO of the
aforementioned Tribes, Communities and
Nations who had responded. The Delaware Tribe
of Indians and Stockbridge-Munsee Community
Band of Mohicans responded that they have no
objection to the proposed project activities in the
updated 2017 Consultation Letter. No response
was received from the Delaware Nation and St.
Regis Mohawk Tribe to the updated 2017
Consultation Letter.
The THPO consultations and responses have been
included in Attachment 8. Any subsequent
responses received for the THPO consultations
will be incorporated into the requirements of this
environmental review and appended to
Attachment 8.
In the event any unanticipated discoveries of
human remains and/or cultural resources
including, but not limited to, funerary objects,
sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony
are made during execution of the proposed
project, work shall be halted immediately and the
SHPO and the THPOs of the Delaware Tribe of
Indians, Delaware Nation, Mohawk Nation, St.
Regis Mohawk Tribe, and Stockbridge-Munsee
Community Band of Mohicans shall be consulted
before work resumes.
Noise Abatement and Control
Noise Control Act of 1972, as
amended by the Quiet
Communities Act of 1978; 24
CFR Part 51 Subpart B

Yes No

The proposed project use is not a noise-sensitive
use. The proposed project activities are not
expected to generate excessive noise during the
short-term construction work and will adhere to
local noise control standards. The proposed
project activities will be completed in accordance
with all applicable federal, state and local laws,
regulations, and permit requirements and

conditions. Therefore, the proposed project is not
expected to generate any significant adverse noise
impacts.
Sole Source Aquifers
Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974,
as amended, particularly section
1424(e); 40 CFR Part 149

Yes No

Not applicable. The proposed project site is not
located within the surficial bounds of a designated
sole source aquifer. See the EPA designated sole
source aquifers map in New York State included
in Attachment 9.
http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/water_pdf/ssa.pdf

Wetlands Protection
Executive Order 11990,
particularly sections 2 and 5

Yes No

The proposed project site is located adjacent to,
and partially within, a federally designated
wetland as shown in Attachment 3. An 8-step
review of the proposed project pursuant to 24
CFR Part 55 was undertaken. The Wetlands
Protection (EO 11990) Determination documents
the reasoning for locating the proposed project in
wetland as shown in Attachment 4.
The proposed project area is adjacent to and
within the Rondout Creek. The require following
permits are required:
•
•
•
•
•
•

USACE Section 404 Permit
NYSDEC Article 15 - Protection of
Waters
NYSDEC Article 15 - Stream
Disturbance
NYSDEC Article 15 - Excavation and
Fill in Navigable Waters
NYSDEC Article 16, 6 NYCRR Part 501
- Permit for Flood Control Land Use
CWA Section 401 Water Quality
Certification

Project activities will be completed in accordance
with all applicable federal, state and local laws,
regulations, and permit requirements and
conditions. Permits required for this project shall
be obtained by the Town before commencing
work and appended to the environmental review
record when received from the permitting
agencies.
NYSDEC Environmental Resource Mapper
http://www.dec.ny.gov/gis/erm/
USFWS National Wetland Inventory - V2

Wild and Scenic Rivers
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of
1968, particularly section 7(b)
and (c)

Yes No

https://www.fws.gov/wetlands/Data/Mapper.htm
l
The proposed project is not located near any wild,
scenic or recreational rivers, as designated by the
U.S. Department of the Interior and NYSDEC or
included in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers
System (Attachment 3). Thus, there is
compliance with this section.
http://www.rivers.gov/new-york.php
http://www.dec.ny.gov/permits/32739.html
https://www.nps.gov/ncrc/programs/rtca/nri/state
s/ny.html

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
Environmental Justice
Executive Order 12898

Yes No

The proposed project site is not located in an area
defined by the NYSDEC as a potential
environmental justice area, see map included in
Attachment 10. Therefore, the proposed project
does not contribute to, or promote, environmental
injustice.
http://www.dec.ny.gov/public/899.html

Environmental Assessment Factors [24 CFR 58.40; Ref. 40 CFR 1508.8 &1508.27] Recorded below
is the qualitative and quantitative significance of the effects of the proposal on the character, features and
resources of the project area. Each factor has been evaluated and documented, as appropriate and in
proportion to its relevance to the proposed action. Verifiable source documentation has been provided and
described in support of each determination, as appropriate. Credible, traceable and supportive source
documentation for each authority has been provided. Where applicable, the necessary reviews or
consultations have been completed and applicable permits of approvals have been obtained or noted.
Citations, dates/names/titles of contacts, and page references are clear. Additional documentation is
attached, as appropriate. All conditions, attenuation or mitigation measures have been clearly
identified.

Impact Codes: Use an impact code from the following list to make the determination of impact
for each factor.
(1) Minor beneficial impact
(2) No impact anticipated
(3) Minor Adverse Impact – May require mitigation
(4) Significant or potentially significant impact requiring avoidance or modification which may
require an Environmental Impact Statement
Environmental
Assessment Factor

Impact
Code

Impact Evaluation

LAND DEVELOPMENT
Conformance with
Plans / Compatible
Land Use and Zoning
/ Scale and Urban
Design

1

The Town of Rosendale Official Zoning Map and Ulster County
Zoning Map, as shown in Attachment 7, depicts the properties
surrounding the proposed project area to be primarily residential
with some nearby areas of designated commercial use. The
proposed project involves: culvert replacement under James
Street; retaining wall, manhole and catch basins installations;
HDPE pipe replacements; flattening the southern bank slope and
constructing a new toe at the base of the slope on the southern bank
of Rondout Creek; armoring Rondout Creek’s southern bank with
riprap; removing a point bar along the northern bank of Rondout
Creek; constructing guide rails along James Street; and
constructing a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian walkway. The proposed
project is situated primarily within the existing right-of-way on the
roadway, and along and in Rondout Creek (Attachment 1).
According to the NYRCR Plan for Ulster Communities,
Rosendale Flood Control Project Improvement (March 2014), the
proposed project would help prevent future roadway compromise
or failure. The proposed work will improve flood control measures
and protect community residents in the event of high-water events,
while allowing for easier access to the business district from the
residential area. The NYRCR Plan also stated that the proposed
project “would support the Mid-Hudson Regional Economic
Development Council’s goal of promoting infrastructure
investments in established city or village centers.” The James
Street Flood Control Project is a stormwater management
improvement project. The proposed project will not change the
current use or characteristics of the local area. Additionally, it will
not alter residential or commercial density nor adversely affect the

infrastructure in these neighborhoods. The proposed project would
enhance public access throughout the proposed project area by
creating more reliable and resilient travel routes and a walkway.
The proposed project is intended to provide flood and stormwater
controls and increase the economic and environmental resiliency
of the Rosendale community to future climate-related events.
Furthermore, the NYRCR Plan on the proposed project stated
“[m]itigated upstream and downstream flooding protects
roadways from inundation protecting public and private property.”
Town of Rosendale, Building Zone Ordinance
http://ecode360.com/6614028
NYRCR Plan for Ulster Communities, Rosendale Flood Control
Project Improvement, March 2014. (pg 176)
https://stormrecovery.ny.gov/sites/default/files/crp/community/do
cuments/ulstercounty_nyrcr_plan.pdf
Ulster County Comprehensive Plan
http://ulstercountyny.gov/planning/land-use
Ulster County Open Space Plan
http://ulstercountyny.gov/planning/open-space-plan
Soil Suitability/
Slope/ Erosion/
Drainage/ Storm
Water Runoff

2

Per the USGS Topographic Map, the proposed project site is
located in an area of moderate to light slope (Attachment 1).
The proposed project activities would not significantly alter the
overall slope of the site, although the shoreline of Rondout Creek
will be stabilized and the slope flattened to reduce future erosion
on the southern bank of Rondout Creek (Attachment 2).
USDA NRCS maps provide information on soils types and
properties that influence development of building sites.
According to the USDA NRCS soils map data for “Local Roads
and Streets,” “Shallow Soil Excavation,” and Soil classification,
the proposed project site contains Hamlin silt loam (Ha), and 3
to 8 percent and 8 to 15 percent sloped Riverhead fine sandy loam
(RvB and RvC) (Attachment 7). The RvB soils, reported at the
proposed slope flattening and streambank stabilization, was rated
as somewhat limited on the “Local Roads and Streets” and
“Shallow Excavations” soils map. According to the NRCS,
"somewhat limited" indicates that the soil has features that are
moderately favorable for the specified use. Therefore, the
proposed project conforms to the soil ratings assigned by the
USDA. As such, the soils at the proposed project site will not
limit the construction activities and designs. The proposed
project includes slope flattening, streambank stabilization, and
upgrading existing stormwater infrastructure with increased
drainage for these areas. Also, removing a point bar along the
northern bank of Rondout Creek. No potential undesirable
impacts are anticipated and the area should be improved in terms

of its landscape and stability upon completion of the proposed
project.
The proposed project will be implemented in accordance with all
applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations, and permit
requirements and conditions. Thus, no potential impacts from the
proposed project are anticipated.
Hazards and
Nuisances
including Site Safety
and Noise

2

Based on a review of available environmental records for the
Subject Property and surrounding area, two (2) Superfund sites
and three (3) open spills with known petroleum contamination
located directly up-gradient of the Subject Property were
identified as potential sources of contamination. As such, the
Subject Property is likely to contain hazardous materials and
contamination and it is recommended any soil be tested for
petroleum and chlorinated VOCs prior to disposal or reuse on
site. The proposed project does not involve the construction of
buildings or enclosed structures that would contain occupants.
Rather, the proposed project involves the construction of
stormwater management improvements. Therefore, the Subject
Property is unlikely to contain toxic chemicals and gases, or
radioactive substances which would constitute a hazard that
could conflict with the intended utilization of the Subject
Property. A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) or
Phase II Investigation is not warranted. Maps, NYSDEC reports,
and EPA reports are provided in Attachment 5.
The proposed project use is not a noise-sensitive use. The
proposed activities are not expected to generate excessive noise
during the short-term construction work and will adhere to local
noise control standards. The proposed project will be completed
in accordance with all applicable federal, state and local laws,
regulations, and permit requirements and conditions. Therefore,
the proposed project is not expected to generate any significant
adverse noise impacts.

Energy Consumption

2

Environmental
Assessment Factor

Impact
Code

The proposed project would not cause an increase in long-term
energy consumption.

Impact Evaluation

SOCIOECONOMIC
Employment and
Income Patterns

2

The proposed project will not adversely affect employment
opportunities or income patterns, is not likely to impact traffic
and potential customer access to residences and businesses in the
area, either during construction or operation. Rather, the
proposed project would decrease the vulnerability of the
surrounding community through the proposed stormwater
management improvements. One main purpose of the proposed

project is to ensure that a critical connector road will be
accessible during future storm events. James Street serves as a
critical alternate vehicular and pedestrian route, providing an
ingress/ egress thoroughfare that connects NY Route 32/213 and
an emergency route for Rosendale’s Downtown District.
Furthermore, the NYRCR Plan on the proposed project stated
“[m]itigated upstream and downstream flooding protects
roadways from inundation protecting public and private
property.” Thus, the proposed project will have beneficial
effects on the local business community by improving
transportation accessibility, safeguarding infrastructure, and
enhancing emergency response operations during and after
severe storm events.
Ulster County, NY Rising Community Reconstruction Program
Plan, March 2014
https://stormrecovery.ny.gov/sites/default/files/crp/community/
documents/ulstercounty_nyrcr_plan.pdf

Demographic
Character Changes,
Displacement

1

Environmental
Assessment Factor

Impact
Code

The proposed project will not cause any change in the
demographic character of the area. The proposed project will not
involve residential or commercial development activities. Also,
the proposed project will not present the potential to cause the
displacement of individuals or families, destroy jobs, local
businesses or public community facilities, or disproportionately
affect particular populations. Instead, this project entails
mitigation measures which will protect residential homes and
prevent possible displacement of residents that might occur if the
erosion along this creek were allowed to continue unmitigated.

Impact Evaluation

COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES
Educational and
Cultural Facilities

1

The proposed project will not introduce any new populations that
would increase the student population of the area. As such, the
proposed project would not have an adverse impact on
educational or cultural facilities. Rather, the NYRCR Plan on the
proposed project stated “[m]itigated upstream and downstream
flooding protects roadways from inundation protecting public
and private property.” Thus, the proposed project will have
beneficial effects for public facilities by improving
transportation accessibility, safeguarding infrastructure, and
enhancing emergency response operations during and after
severe storm events.

Commercial
Facilities

1

The proposed project will not introduce any new commercial
development that would require additional retail services or other
commercial facilities. Rather, the NYRCR Plan on the proposed
project stated “[m]itigated upstream and downstream flooding

protects roadways from inundation protecting public and private
property.” Also, the NYRCR Program Flood Control Along
James Street Project Pre-application Report (December 2014),
states “[t]he residents and businesses within the target area
remain highly vulnerable to future flooding.” Thus, the proposed
project will have beneficial effects on the local business
community by improving transportation accessibility,
safeguarding infrastructure, and enhancing emergency response
operations during and after severe storm events.

Health Care and
Social Services

1

The proposed project will not introduce any new development
that would require the availability of additional routine or
emergency health services. Rather, the proposed project is likely
to help provide better access for emergency health services to the
local community during and after future storm events. Hurricane
Irene and Tropical Storm Lee overloaded Rondout Creek causing
severe flash flooding and the lower portion of James Street to
wash out and collapse which caused a substantial risk for
vehicles and residences located on James Street and in the
surrounding area. During these storm events, residents were
unable to access necessary health and social service facilities.
One main purpose of the proposed project is to ensure that a
critical connector road will be accessible during and after future
storm events. According to the NYRCR Plan for Ulster
Communities on the proposed project, “[t]he entire community
will benefit from flood control measures and the protection of
Town roads from inundation and collapse during acute storm
events by providing continued access for EMS providers and to
health and social service facilities.”

Solid Waste
Disposal / Recycling

2

The proposed project will not introduce new development that
would generate solid wastes on an ongoing basis. All
construction wastes will be appropriately disposed of according
to the type of waste generated and construction waste
management practices in an appropriate, legally compliant
receiving facility.

Waste Water /
Sanitary Sewers

2

The proposed project will not introduce any new development
that would generate waste water. Mitigative measures such as
Best Management Practices (BMPs) will be utilized during
construction to prevent soil and/ or debris from being washed offsite. No additional waste water will be generated during
construction.

Water Supply

2

The proposed project will not increase demand for water. As
such, the proposed project will not have an impact on local water
supplies.

Public Safety Police, Fire and
Emergency Medical

1

The proposed project will not generate new demand for police,
fire, or emergency services. Therefore, there will be no adverse
effect on the access and travel time for emergency services.
Rather, the proposed project will improve access for emergency
services to the local community during and after future storm
events. During Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee, the
lower portion of James Street collapsed and impeded emergency
responders and recovery efforts. One main purpose of the
proposed project is to ensure that this critical connector road will
be accessible during and after future storm events. According to
the NYRCR Plan for Ulster Communities on the proposed
project, “[t]he entire community will benefit from flood control
measures and the protection of Town roads from inundation and
collapse during acute storm events by providing continued
access for EMS providers and to health and social service
facilities.”

Parks, Open Space
and Recreation

2

The proposed project will not introduce new development that
would generate demand for open space resources or impede open
space access. Instead, the proposed project aims to reduce
flooding in the area, safeguard infrastructure, and public and
private properties, and reduce the vulnerability of assets by
increasing the resiliency of the community during future
flooding events. As such, the proposed project would not have
an adverse effect on existing open space resources, or impede
open space access.

Transportation and
Accessibility

1

Besides limited trips generated by construction vehicles during a
short window of construction, the proposed project will not
introduce new development that generates continuing demand
for transportation access or transportation services. One main
purpose of the proposed project is to ensure that a critical
connector road will be accessible during and after future storm
events. James Street serves as a critical alternate vehicular and
pedestrian route, providing an ingress/ egress thoroughfare that
connects NY Route 32/213 and an emergency route for
Rosendale’s Downtown District. During Hurricane Irene and
Tropical Storm Lee, most of the area residents were stranded
until the floodwaters receded; additionally, stormwater washed
out and collapsed the lower portion of James Street. The
proposed stormwater management improvements will protect the
residents’ public health and safety by improving transportation
accessibility, safeguarding infrastructure, and enhancing
emergency response operations during and after severe storm
events. According to the NYRCR Plan for Ulster Communities
on the proposed project, “[t]he risk reduction benefits include a
substantial decrease in in safety risks for vehicles during storm
events by minimizing road inundation. Implementation of the
improvement measures would reduce risk of isolation to adjacent
residences due to road inundation, by ensuring that key

intersections remain open providing uninterrupted access during
and after storm events.” Furthermore, the NYRCR Plan stated
“[i]mplementation of this project would result in long-term
sustainable benefits by reducing the risk of flooding of the
roadways in the target area for the foreseeable future” and
“[m]itigated upstream and downstream flooding protects
roadways from inundation protecting public and private
property.”

Environmental
Assessment Factor

Impact
Code

NATURAL FEATURES
Unique Natural
2
Features,
Water Resources

Impact Evaluation
According to NYSDEC, there are no unique geological features
located on or adjacent to the proposed project. According to
NYSDEC’s Environmental Resource Map, the proposed project
is not located in or adjacent to “Significant Natural
Communities.” This data layer identifies locations within ½ mile
of an identified significant natural community (Attachment 3).
NYSDEC Unique Geologic Features
http://www.dec.ny.gov/permits/53826.html
Based on the USFWS National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) map
and NYSDEC Environmental Resource Mapper, there is a
federally designated riverine (R5UBH) and the NYSDEC
classifies Rondout Creek as a Class B waterway, while the
tributary running under James Street is classified as a Class C
waterway (Attachment 3). Therefore, a formal wetland
management review process is required for compliance with
Executive Order 11990 Protection of Wetlands, as documented
in Attachment 4.
NYSDEC Environmental Resource Mapper
http://www.dec.ny.gov/gis/erm/
USFWS National Wetland Inventory - V2
https://www.fws.gov/wetlands/Data/Mapper.html
The proposed project will not interfere with the restoration of a
vital ecosystem and preservation of its natural heritage. The
proposed project will be implemented in accordance with all
applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations, and permit
requirements and conditions in order to ensure the preservation
of water quality. Thus, no potential impacts from the proposed
project are anticipated.
The proposed project will not introduce new demand for
groundwater or surface water, nor would the proposed project
introduce septic flows that may affect groundwater.

Additionally, the proposed project will not significantly
increase impervious surfaces. Rather, the proposed project
involves: culvert replacement under James Street; retaining
wall, manhole and catch basins installations; HDPE pipe
replacements; flattening the southern bank slope and
constructing a new toe at the base of the slope on the southern
bank of Rondout Creek; armoring Rondout Creek’s southern
bank with riprap; removing a point bar along the northern bank
of Rondout Creek; constructing guide rails along James Street;
and constructing a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian walkway.
According to the NYRCR Plan for Ulster Communities on the
proposed project, “[i]mproving the flow capacity of a waterway
minimizes rates of erosion, decreases surface water elevations,
undercut/eroded banks, and an imbalance in their
erosion/deposition budget.” Therefore, unique natural features
or water resources are not expected to be adversely affected by
this proposed project.

Vegetation, Wildlife

2

The proposed project involves: culvert replacement under
James Street; retaining wall, manhole and catch basins
installations; HDPE pipe replacements; flattening the southern
bank slope and constructing a new toe at the base of the slope
on the southern bank of Rondout Creek; armoring Rondout
Creek’s southern bank with riprap; removing a point bar along
the northern bank of Rondout Creek; constructing guide rails
along James Street; and constructing a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian
walkway. Disturbed areas will be restored to pre-existing and/
or improved conditions after construction is complete.
For a detailed vegetation and wildlife analysis, see the
Endangered Species (Endangered Species Act of 1973,
particularly section 7; 50 CFR Part 402) section above.

Other Factors

Attachments:

1

This project will ensure that emergency responder services and
residents can carry out a post-disaster survival and recovery
plan by improving access to the area during and after a major
storm event. Therefore, the proposed project activities are
needed to greatly reduce flood risk by increasing the stormwater
drainage capabilities of the existing stormwater sewer system,
improving the flow capacity of the waterway, and armoring
portions of Rondout Creek’s southern bank. The proposed
project is intended to sustain and build resiliency of this area
during future flooding events while not detracting from visual
quality. Additionally, this will further protect the residents’
public health and safety, safeguard infrastructure, and enhance
emergency response operations during and after severe storm
events.

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Attachment 1: Project Location Maps
o Aerial Photograph
o Street Map
o Topographic Map
o Airport Hazards Map
o Airport Site Documentation
Attachment 2: Project Site Plans and Hydrology and Hydraulic Analysis
o Flood Control Along James Street 30% Site Plans (March 2016)
o USACE Jurisdiction Review – Point Bar Removal Plan (November 2016)
o Hydrology and Hydraulic Analysis (December 2015)
Attachment 3: Wetlands, Coastal and River Maps
o USFWS Coastal Barrier Resources System Mapper
o NYSDEC Coastal Boundary Map
o NYSDEC Environmental Resource Map
o USFWS NWI Map
o NYSDEC Tidal Wetlands Map
o NYSDEC Wild and Scenic Rivers Map
Attachment 4:
o Floodplain Management (EO 11988) and Protection of Wetlands (EO 11990) Determination
Appendix I
• NYSDEC Environmental Resources Map
• USFWS NWI Map
Appendix II
• FEMA Firmette
Appendix 1
• Notice of Early Public Review
Appendix 2
• Notice of Early Public Review Affidavit
Appendix 3
• Notice of Final Public Review
Attachment 5: HUD Environmental Standards Review
Attachment 6: Section 7 Documents
o NHP Documentation
o USFWS Acknowledgment and Determination Letter
o Phase I Bat Summer Habitat Assessment (April 2017)
Attachment 7: Agricultural, NRCS and Zoning Maps
o New York State Agricultural Districts Map
o USDA NRCS Soil Resource Map
o USDA NRCS Building Site Development
o USDA NRCS Land Classification Map
o Zoning Maps
Town of Rosendale, NY
Ulster County, NY
Attachment 8: SHPO and THPO Documentation
o SHPO Responses (March 3, 2017 and April 15, 2016)
o THPO Consultation Letter Responses
Delaware Tribe
St. Regis Mohawk Tribe
Stockbridge-Munsee Community Band of Mohicans
o THPO Consultation Update Letter Responses

•
•
•
•

Delaware Tribe (Request and Responses)
Stockbridge-Munsee Community Band of Mohicans
o THPO Consultation & Update letters (as applicable)
Delaware Nation
Delaware Tribe of Indians
Mohawk Nation
St. Regis Mohawk Tribe
Stockbridge-Munsee Community Band of Mohicans
Attachment 9: EPA Sole Source Aquifer Maps
Attachment 10: Potential Environmental Justice Areas Map
Attachment 11: Permit Documentation (To be added upon receipt)
Attachment 12: SEQR Documentation

List of Sources, Agencies and Persons Consulted [40 CFR 1508.9(b)]:
• Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
• Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
• United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
• United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
• U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
• Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
• United States Department of Interior (USDOI)
• National Parks Service (NPS)
• United States Geological Survey (USGS)
• New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC)
• Natural Heritage Program (NHP)
o NHP Website: http://www.acris.nynhp.org/guide.php?id=9207&part=3
• New York State Department of State (NYSDOS)
• New York State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)
• Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO)
o Delaware Nation
o Delaware Tribe of Indians
o Mohawk Nation
o St. Regis Mohawk Tribe
o Stockbridge-Munsee Community Band of Mohicans
• NY Rising Community Reconstruction (NYRCR) Plan for Ulster Communities, March 2014
https://stormrecovery.ny.gov/sites/default/files/crp/community/documents/ulstercounty_nyrcr_plan.p
df
• NYRCR Program Flood Control Along James Street Project Pre-application Report, December 2014
• Ulster County, All Hazards Mitigation Plan (Approved February 2009)
http://ulstercountyny.gov/emergency-services/hazard-mitigation
• Broome County, Comprehensive Plan
http://ulstercountyny.gov/planning/land-use
• Broome County, Comprehensive Plan – Housing
• http://ulstercountyny.gov/planning/housing/housing-strategies-plan
• Town of Rosendale, Comprehensive Plan
https://ulstercountyny.gov/sites/default/files/documents/rosendale-comp_plan.pdf
• Town of Rosendale, Zoning, February 8, 1995
http://ecode360.com/6614028

•

Flood Control Along James Street 30% Design Site Plans, developed by Brinnier And Larios, (March
2016)

List of Permits Obtained or Required:
•
•
•
•
•
•

USACE Section 404 Permit
NYSDEC Article 15 - Protection of Waters
NYSDEC Article 15 - Stream Disturbance
NYSDEC Article 15 - Excavation and Fill in Navigable Waters
NYSDEC Article 16, 6 NYCRR Part 501 - Permit for Flood Control Land Use
CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification

Public Outreach [24 CFR 50.23 & 58.43]:
•
•

•
•

June 19, 2017 – Publication of Notice of Early Public Review of a Proposed Activity in 100-year
Floodplain and Wetland.
October 20, 2017 – Publication of a combined Final Notice and Public Review of a Proposed Activity
in a 100-year Floodplain and Wetland, Notice of Finding of No Significant Impact, and Notice of
Intent to Request Release of Funds.
January 4, 2012 – Rosendale Town Board Meeting
January 4, 2017 – Rosendale Town Board Meeting

Cumulative Impact Analysis [24 CFR 58.32]:
This proposed project was evaluated according to detailed site plans which encompassed a review of
proposed actions. There are no other known future projects in the area of the James Street Flood Control
Project that would create environmental or social impacts in the area. The proposed project fits within the
surrounding area as it repurposes existing infrastructure and implements new infrastructure to reduce flood
impacts on designated flood control land.

Alternatives [24 CFR 58.40(e); 40 CFR 1508.9]
The primary alternative for the proposed project is the “no action” alternative. This alternative means that
there would be no work undertaken to alleviate the flood problem or mitigate the future flooding. This
would leave the surrounding community vulnerable to future flood damage. The “no action” alternative
would provide no protection to the residential neighborhoods and greater community from future flood
events, as mitigation would be compromised due to lack of financial support. Thus, the “no action”
alternative is not feasible in relation to the desired objective of creating area resiliency to future flooding
events.

Summary of Findings and Conclusions:
The preceding Statutory Checklist and Environmental Assessment Checklist, and the discussion below,
document that the proposed work will comply with regulations in 24 CFR part 58 and that there are no
direct or cumulative adverse environmental impacts anticipated as a result of the proposed action.

Mitigation Measures and Conditions [40 CFR 1505.2(c)]
Summarize below all mitigation measures adopted by the Responsible Entity to reduce, avoid, or eliminate
adverse environmental impacts and to avoid non-compliance or non-conformance with the above-listed
authorities and factors. These measures/conditions must be incorporated into project contracts,
development agreements, and other relevant documents. The staff responsible for implementing and
monitoring mitigation measures should be clearly identified in the mitigation plan.
Law, Authority, or Factor

Mitigation Measure

Stream Protection

The proposed project area is adjacent to and within the
Rondout Creek. The following permits are required:
•
•
•
•
•
•

USACE Section 404 Permit
NYSDEC Article 15 - Protection of Waters
NYSDEC Article 15 - Stream Disturbance
NYSDEC Article 15 - Excavation and Fill in
Navigable Waters
NYSDEC Article 16, 6 NYCRR Part 501 - Permit for
Flood Control Land Use
CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification

Project activities will be completed in accordance with all
applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations, and permit
requirements and conditions. Permits required for this project
shall be obtained by the Town before commencing work and
appended to the environmental review record when received
from the permitting agencies.
Species Protection

The Rondout Creek is classified under Article 15 as “B.” In
perennial warm-water fisheries (Class “A, B or C”), in-water
work is prohibited beginning March 1st and ending July 15th.

Determination:
Finding of No Significant Impact [24 CFR 58.40(g)(1); 40 CFR 1508.27]
The project will not result in a significant impact on the quality of the human environment.
Finding of Significant Impact [24 CFR 58.40(g)(2); 40 CFR 1508.27]
The project may significantly affect the quality of the human environment.
Preparer Signature: __________________________________________Date: October 20, 2017
Name/Title/Organization: __________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Certifying Officer Signature: __________________________________Date: October 20, 2017
Name/Title: ______________________________________________________________
This original, signed document and related supporting material must be retained on file by the
Responsible Entity in an Environmental Review Record (ERR) for the activity/project (ref: 24
CFR Part 58.38) and in accordance with recordkeeping requirements for the HUD program(s).
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I.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The Town of Rosendale is replacing two culverts located in the Town of Rosendale,

N.Y., approximately 1,200 feet from Route 32 near the intersection of James Street and
Park Crest Drive. A location map of the culverts is given in Figure 1 in Appendix A. The
existing 48-inch culvert is located at Latitude 41º 50’ 34.86” N and Longitude 74º 04’ 38.50”
W below a section of James Street. A 36-inch diameter culvert originates on the west side of
the Park Crest Drive-James Street intersection and connects to the 48-inch diameter culvert
at a point below James Street. The combined stormwater flow from these culverts is
discharged into the Rondout Creek. An analysis of the hydrology and hydraulics of the
watershed was performed to determine the peak discharge rates that will occur in various
storm events (10-year, 25-year, 50-year, and 100-year frequency). The calculated peak flow
rates will be used to determine the required dimensions for the replacement culverts.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF WATERSHED

A.

Land Use and Topography
The total watershed area of this unnamed tributary draining to the Rondout Creek is

approximately 154 acres. This watershed features gently sloping hills that drain into
tributaries to the Rondout Creek from the south and southeast before reaching the James
Street culverts. The maximum elevation in this watershed is approximately 240 ft. (USGS
1988 datum).
For the purpose of the hydrologic model, the total watershed was divided into the two
catchment areas (Area A and Area B) that drain to each culvert. The watershed for each of
the culverts is shown on Figure 2 in Appendix B. Area A is a 116 acre area that drains to the
48-inch corrugated metal pipe (CMP) below James Street (Design Point A on Figure 2).
Area B is a 37.6 acre area that drains to the 36-inch steel culvert (Design Point B). The Still
Pond Reservoir, a water supply source for the Rosendale Water District, is located within
the Area B drainage area.
The land cover in this watershed area was approximated using available aerial
imagery. The watershed area is mostly covered in forest and residential lots, with some
grassed areas, roadways, and bare sand. The land cover is summarized in Table 1 below.
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Table 1. Land Cover in Watershed Area
Land
Cover
Forest
Impervious
Grassed
Residential
Sand
Total

Area
(acres)
98
6
5
41
4
154

These land covers are used to assign runoff curve numbers to the catchment area in
the hydrologic model, which allows the model to predict how quickly stormwater will runoff.

B.

Soils
Information on the soil types in this watershed area was obtained from a USDA Soil

Resource Report, which is included in Appendix C. The report indicates a total of 5 different
soil types in this area, primarily Plainfield and Riverhead loamy sands. Table 2 displays the
total acreage of each hydrologic soil group (HSG) that was used in the hydrologic model.
Table 2. Hydrologic Soil Groups
Hydrologic Soil Group (HSG)
A
B
C
D
Area
(acres)

148

0

0

6

Percent of
Area (%)

96

0

0

4

Table 2 illustrates the prevalence of sandy, loamy soil types falling within hydrologic
soil group A. In these soils, water infiltrates through the soil at high rates even when wetted
and runoff potential is low. Table 2 also shows 6 acres of soil classified as HSG D. This soil
is Farmington-Rock outcrop complex, and is found within drainage Area A.
A single soil boring was drilled on James Street approximately 250 feet west of the
culvert replacement location. A copy of the boring log is given in Appendix C. The soil
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boring found brown silt and fine sand to a depth of 24 feet which is consistent with the
USDA Soil Report.

C.

Stream Dimensions and Modeling
In order to determine the peak rates of runoff in this watershed, the “time of

concentration” was calculated. This is the time for water from the most remote point in the
watershed to reach the discharge point at the Rondout Creek. This calculation was
performed for both catchment areas. For Area A, a flow path from the southeast edge of the
watershed in the Mountain View Road area was used, as shown on Figure 2 of Appendix B.
For Area B, the flow path originated in the forest area just above Elting Road.
After analyzing the field survey plot and visually inspecting the tributary streams, the
stream dimensions were approximated. The tributary streams in both catchment areas were
modeled as trapezoidal channels with a bottom width of 8 feet, depth of 2 feet, and side
slopes of 1.5:1 (run/rise). All channel flow was modeled with a Manning’s “n-value” of 0.040,
due to the sluggish, weedy nature of the tributary streams. The time of concentration was
found to be 27.3 minutes in Area A, and 13.2 minutes in Area B.

D.

Stream Classification
The James Street culvert receives flows from two unnamed tributaries. The flow to

the 48-inch culvert is from a Class C stream as listed by the NYSDEC with a Water Index
Number H-139-14-4. The flow to the 36-inch culvert is from a Class AA stream with a Water
Index Number of H-139-14-4-1 but it is noted that the proposed culvert replacement work is
located approximately 1,400 feet downstream of the Still Pond Reservoir water supply
system.

E.

Existing Hydraulic Conditions
The existing steel culvert, originating on the west side of Park Crest Drive-James

Street intersection, has a 36-inch circular hydraulic opening. This culvert runs for
approximately 140 linear feet at a slope of 7.7%. This culvert connects to the 48-inch
diameter culvert below James Street approximately 40 feet from the downstream end. Using
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Manning’s Equation, with a roughness coefficient (n) of 0.014, the capacity of the existing
36-inch steel culvert was calculated to be 171 cubic feet per second (cfs).
The existing culvert below James Street is made of corrugated metal pipe (CMP).
This culvert has a 48-inch circular hydraulic opening, running for approximately 64 linear
feet at a slope of 1.8%. The hydraulic opening is slightly larger at the downstream end, as
there is an old stone archway abutting the CMP. Using Manning’s Equation, with a
roughness coefficient (n) of 0.030 due to the pipe’s deterioration, the capacity of the existing
48-inch CMP culvert was calculated to be 83 cfs.

III. HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS OF TRIBUTARY AREA

A.

Methodology Used
For the purpose of this analysis, HydroCAD (version 10) computer software was

utilized for modeling of the hydrology and hydraulics of stormwater runoff for the tributary
drainage area. HydroCAD adopts the U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service hydrologic method
known as the Technical Release 55 (TR-55), Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds. The
watershed was modeled as two catchments, as shown on the Figure 2 in Appendix B. This
catchment was modeled with input data based on the soil map, land cover areas, and
hydraulic data discussed above. The complete HydroCAD output (existing and proposed
conditions) including runoff hydrographs can be found in Appendix D.
B.

Design Storms
The design storms (10-year, 25-year, 50-year, and 100-year frequency) utilized in

this analysis are from Cornell University’s Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC)
precipitation database (http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). This database provides site-specific
design storms, allowing us to more accurately model the hydraulic conditions at the exact
location of the bridge. The 24-hour rainfall depths for the four design storms analyzed are
shown below in Table 3.
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IV.

CULVERT SIZING

Existing Culvert Analysis
The hydraulic capacity of the existing 36-inch steel and 48-inch CMP culverts were
calculated to be 171 cfs and 83 cfs, respectively. Based on the results given in Table 4, the
existing 48-inch culvert has adequate capacity to convey peak discharges for the 10-year
and 25-year design storms, but is not properly sized to convey the 50-year and 100-year
design storms.
Based on the results shown in Table 5, the existing 36-inch steel culvert has
adequate capacity to convey each storm event including the 100 year storm event. The
connection of the 36-inch culvert to the 48-inch culvert is problematic because it is not
accessible.
It is recommended that both culverts be replaced and designed with adequate
capacity to convey peak discharges from the 100-year design storm.

Proposed Replacement Culvert Analysis
The proposed culvert replacement plan is to install a storm sewer manhole on the
south side of James Street to provide a proper connection point for the former 36-inch and
48-inch culverts. A 10 foot-long section of 48-inch diameter high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) smooth interior storm sewer piping with a flared end section inlet will convey the
flow from Area A into the proposed storm sewer manhole. A new 36-inch diameter HDPE
smooth interior storm sewer pipe with a flared end section inlet from the west side of Park
Crest Drive will convey the flow from Area B to the proposed storm sewer manhole. A new
60-inch diameter HDPE pipe will be installed to replace the existing 48-inch CMP under
James Street. A HydroCAD model for proposed culvert replacement conditions is given in
Appendix E.
The hydraulic capacity of the proposed replacement culvert sections and the
corresponding 100-year peak flows are given below in Table 6.
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from Area B to the new manhole. It is also proposed that the existing 48-inch CMP be
replaced with a 60-inch HDPE culvert to convey the combined flows from both drainage
areas. This proposed plan was modeled in HydroCAD (Appendix E). The results from this
model (shown in Table 6 above) show that each proposed section of culvert provides
adequate hydraulic capacity to convey peak stormwater runoff for the 100-year storm.
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Appendix A
Figure 1-Location Map

.
SITE
.

Name: ROSENDALE
Date: 7/15/115
Scale: 1 inch equals 1000 feet

Location: 041° 50' 33.9" N 074° 04' 33.4" W
Caption: JAMES STREET
1'=1000'
Copyright (C) 1997, Maptech, Inc.

Appendix A
Figure 1

Appendix B
Figure 2-Tributary Drainage Area Map

Appendix C
USDA Soil Survey

United States
Department of
Agriculture

Natural
Resources
Conservation
Service

A product of the National
Cooperative Soil Survey,
a joint effort of the United
States Department of
Agriculture and other
Federal agencies, State
agencies including the
Agricultural Experiment
Stations, and local
participants
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Custom Soil Resource Report

MAP LEGEND
Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)
Soils
Soil Map Unit Polygons
Soil Map Unit Lines
Soil Map Unit Points
Special Point Features
Blowout
Borrow Pit
Clay Spot
Closed Depression
Gravel Pit
Gravelly Spot
Landfill
Lava Flow
Marsh or swamp

MAP INFORMATION
The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at 1:15,800.

Spoil Area
Stony Spot

Warning: Soil Map may not be valid at this scale.

Very Stony Spot
Wet Spot

Enlargement of maps beyond the scale of mapping can cause
misunderstanding of the detail of mapping and accuracy of soil line
placement. The maps do not show the small areas of contrasting
soils that could have been shown at a more detailed scale.

Other
Special Line Features
Water Features

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map
measurements.

Streams and Canals
Transportation
Rails

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL: http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Interstate Highways
US Routes
Major Roads

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more accurate
calculations of distance or area are required.

Local Roads
Background
Aerial Photography

Mine or Quarry

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of
the version date(s) listed below.

Miscellaneous Water
Perennial Water

Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 12, Sep 16, 2014

Rock Outcrop
Saline Spot

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales 1:50,000
or larger.

Sandy Spot
Severely Eroded Spot

Date(s) aerial images were photographed:
2011

Sinkhole

Mar 20, 2011—Oct 10,

Slide or Slip

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor shifting
of map unit boundaries may be evident.

Sodic Spot
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Custom Soil Resource Report

Map Unit Legend
Ulster County, New York (NY111)
Map Unit Symbol

Map Unit Name

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

FAE

Farmington-Rock outcrop
complex, steep

6.1

4.1%

GP

Gravel pit

4.4

3.0%

PlB

Plainfield loamy sand, 0 to 8
percent slopes

21.1

14.4%

PlC

Plainfield loamy sand, 8 to 15
percent slopes

13.6

9.3%

PmD

Plainfield-Riverhead complex,
moderately steep

18.4

12.5%

PmF

Plainfield-Riverhead complex,
very steep

64.1

43.7%

RvB

Riverhead fine sandy loam, 3 to
8 percent slopes

9.7

6.6%

RvC

Riverhead fine sandy loam, 8 to
15 percent slopes

7.6

5.2%

W

Water

1.9

1.3%

146.8

100.0%

Totals for Area of Interest

Map Unit Descriptions
The map units delineated on the detailed soil maps in a soil survey represent the soils
or miscellaneous areas in the survey area. The map unit descriptions, along with the
maps, can be used to determine the composition and properties of a unit.
A map unit delineation on a soil map represents an area dominated by one or more
major kinds of soil or miscellaneous areas. A map unit is identified and named
according to the taxonomic classification of the dominant soils. Within a taxonomic
class there are precisely defined limits for the properties of the soils. On the landscape,
however, the soils are natural phenomena, and they have the characteristic variability
of all natural phenomena. Thus, the range of some observed properties may extend
beyond the limits defined for a taxonomic class. Areas of soils of a single taxonomic
class rarely, if ever, can be mapped without including areas of other taxonomic
classes. Consequently, every map unit is made up of the soils or miscellaneous areas
for which it is named and some minor components that belong to taxonomic classes
other than those of the major soils.
Most minor soils have properties similar to those of the dominant soil or soils in the
map unit, and thus they do not affect use and management. These are called
noncontrasting, or similar, components. They may or may not be mentioned in a
particular map unit description. Other minor components, however, have properties
and behavioral characteristics divergent enough to affect use or to require different
management. These are called contrasting, or dissimilar, components. They generally
are in small areas and could not be mapped separately because of the scale used.
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Appendix D
Existing Conditions Runoff Hydrographs
HydroCAD Model Output
HydroCAD Iterations included:
10-yr
25-yr
50-yr
100-yr

1S
2S
Area A
Area B

3R
2R

Existing 36'' Steel

Existing 48'' CMP

Subcat

Reach

Pond

Link

Routing Diagram for JamesSt-Existing
Prepared by Microsoft, Printed 12/15/2015
HydroCAD® 10.00 s/n 00930 © 2012 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC

Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"

JamesSt-Existing
Prepared by Microsoft
HydroCAD® 10.00 s/n 00930 © 2012 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC

Printed 12/15/2015
Page 2

Time span=5.00-20.00 hrs, dt=0.05 hrs, 301 points
Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS
Reach routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method - Pond routing by Stor-Ind method
Subcatchment 1S: Area A

Runoff Area=116.000 ac 10.06% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.22"
Flow Length=4,410' Tc=27.3 min CN=43 Runoff=8.07 cfs 2.138 af

Subcatchment 2S: Area B

Runoff Area=37.600 ac 10.84% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.13"
Flow Length=2,500' Tc=13.2 min CN=40 Runoff=1.09 cfs 0.423 af

Avg. Flow Depth=0.90' Max Vel=4.33 fps Inflow=9.13 cfs 2.560 af
48.0" Round Pipe n=0.030 L=64.0' S=0.0177 '/' Capacity=82.71 cfs Outflow=9.13 cfs 2.558 af

Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP

Avg. Flow Depth=0.17' Max Vel=6.81 fps Inflow=1.09 cfs 0.423 af
36.0" Round Pipe n=0.014 L=138.0' S=0.0769 '/' Capacity=171.73 cfs Outflow=1.09 cfs 0.422 af

Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel

Total Runoff Area = 153.600 ac Runoff Volume = 2.560 af Average Runoff Depth = 0.20"
89.75% Pervious = 137.855 ac 10.25% Impervious = 15.745 ac

Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"

JamesSt-Existing
Prepared by Microsoft
HydroCAD® 10.00 s/n 00930 © 2012 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC

Printed 12/15/2015
Page 3

Summary for Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Runoff

=

8.07 cfs @ 12.43 hrs, Volume=

2.138 af, Depth> 0.22"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"
Area (ac)
67.900
34.680
4.400
0.100
6.020
2.320
0.580
116.000
104.330
11.670

CN
30
54
77
98
77
98
98
43

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
9.8
100

Description
Woods, Good, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Fallow, bare soil, HSG A
Water Surface, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG D
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG D
Weighted Average
89.94% Pervious Area
10.06% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.0200

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.17

1.0

250

0.0800

4.24

9.0

760

0.0790

1.41

7.5

3,300

0.0240

7.36

27.3

4,410

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

161.93

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Grassed Waterway Kv= 15.0 fps
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals

Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"

JamesSt-Existing

Printed 12/15/2015
Page 4

Prepared by Microsoft
HydroCAD® 10.00 s/n 00930 © 2012 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC

Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Hydrograph
9

Runoff

8.07 cfs

Type II 24-hr
10-yr Rainfall=4.73"
Runoff Area=116.000 ac
Runoff Volume=2.138 af
Runoff Depth>0.22"
Flow Length=4,410'
Tc=27.3 min
CN=43

8

7

Flow (cfs)

6
5

4

3

2
1

0
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13
Time (hours)

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"

JamesSt-Existing
Prepared by Microsoft
HydroCAD® 10.00 s/n 00930 © 2012 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC

Printed 12/15/2015
Page 5

Summary for Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Runoff

=

1.09 cfs @ 12.50 hrs, Volume=

0.423 af, Depth> 0.13"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"
Area (ac)
1.800
4.900
23.600
0.600
6.700
37.600
33.525
4.075

CN
98
39
30
98
54
40

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
3.9
100

Description
Water Surface, HSG A
>75% Grass cover, Good, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Weighted Average
89.16% Pervious Area
10.84% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.2000

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.43

6.3

600

0.1000

1.58

3.0

1,800

0.0440

9.97

13.2

2,500

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

219.25

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals

Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"

JamesSt-Existing

Printed 12/15/2015
Page 6

Prepared by Microsoft
HydroCAD® 10.00 s/n 00930 © 2012 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC

Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Hydrograph
Runoff

1.09 cfs

Type II 24-hr
10-yr Rainfall=4.73"
Runoff Area=37.600 ac
Runoff Volume=0.423 af
Runoff Depth>0.13"
Flow Length=2,500'
Tc=13.2 min
CN=40

Flow (cfs)
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Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"

JamesSt-Existing

Printed 12/15/2015
Page 7

Prepared by Microsoft
HydroCAD® 10.00 s/n 00930 © 2012 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC

Summary for Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

153.600 ac, 10.25% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.20" for 10-yr event
9.13 cfs @ 12.44 hrs, Volume=
2.560 af
9.13 cfs @ 12.45 hrs, Volume=
2.558 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.6 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 4.33 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.2 min
Avg. Velocity = 3.27 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.3 min
Peak Storage= 135 cf @ 12.44 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 0.90'
Bank-Full Depth= 4.00' Flow Area= 12.6 sf, Capacity= 82.71 cfs
48.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.030 Corrugated metal
Length= 64.0' Slope= 0.0177 '/'
Inlet Invert= 48.63', Outlet Invert= 47.50'

Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

9.13 cfs
9.13 cfs
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Inflow Area=153.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=0.90'
Max Vel=4.33 fps
48.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.030
L=64.0'
S=0.0177 '/'
Capacity=82.71 cfs

9
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Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"

JamesSt-Existing

Printed 12/15/2015
Page 8

Prepared by Microsoft
HydroCAD® 10.00 s/n 00930 © 2012 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC

Summary for Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

37.600 ac, 10.84% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.13" for 10-yr event
1.09 cfs @ 12.50 hrs, Volume=
0.423 af
1.09 cfs @ 12.51 hrs, Volume=
0.422 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.6 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 6.81 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.3 min
Avg. Velocity = 5.73 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.4 min
Peak Storage= 22 cf @ 12.50 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 0.17'
Bank-Full Depth= 3.00' Flow Area= 7.1 sf, Capacity= 171.73 cfs
36.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.014 Steel, smooth
Length= 138.0' Slope= 0.0769 '/'
Inlet Invert= 58.33', Outlet Invert= 47.72'

Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

1.09 cfs
1.09 cfs

Inflow Area=37.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=0.17'
Max Vel=6.81 fps
36.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.014
L=138.0'
S=0.0769 '/'
Capacity=171.73 cfs

Flow (cfs)

1
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Time span=5.00-20.00 hrs, dt=0.05 hrs, 301 points
Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS
Reach routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method - Pond routing by Stor-Ind method
Subcatchment 1S: Area A

Runoff Area=116.000 ac 10.06% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.54"
Flow Length=4,410' Tc=27.3 min CN=43 Runoff=36.63 cfs 5.200 af

Subcatchment 2S: Area B

Runoff Area=37.600 ac 10.84% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.39"
Flow Length=2,500' Tc=13.2 min CN=40 Runoff=10.09 cfs 1.222 af

Avg. Flow Depth=2.03' Max Vel=6.63 fps Inflow=42.56 cfs 6.421 af
48.0" Round Pipe n=0.030 L=64.0' S=0.0177 '/' Capacity=82.71 cfs Outflow=42.51 cfs 6.419 af

Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP

Avg. Flow Depth=0.49' Max Vel=13.20 fps Inflow=10.09 cfs 1.222 af
36.0" Round Pipe n=0.014 L=138.0' S=0.0769 '/' Capacity=171.73 cfs Outflow=10.01 cfs 1.222 af

Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel

Total Runoff Area = 153.600 ac Runoff Volume = 6.422 af Average Runoff Depth = 0.50"
89.75% Pervious = 137.855 ac 10.25% Impervious = 15.745 ac

Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"

JamesSt-Existing
Prepared by Microsoft
HydroCAD® 10.00 s/n 00930 © 2012 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC
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Summary for Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Runoff

=

36.63 cfs @ 12.31 hrs, Volume=

5.200 af, Depth> 0.54"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
Area (ac)
67.900
34.680
4.400
0.100
6.020
2.320
0.580
116.000
104.330
11.670

CN
30
54
77
98
77
98
98
43

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
9.8
100

Description
Woods, Good, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Fallow, bare soil, HSG A
Water Surface, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG D
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG D
Weighted Average
89.94% Pervious Area
10.06% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.0200

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.17

1.0

250

0.0800

4.24

9.0

760

0.0790

1.41

7.5

3,300

0.0240

7.36

27.3

4,410

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

161.93

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Grassed Waterway Kv= 15.0 fps
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals

Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"

JamesSt-Existing

Printed 12/15/2015
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Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Hydrograph
40

Type II 24-hr
25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
Runoff Area=116.000 ac
Runoff Volume=5.200 af
Runoff Depth>0.54"
Flow Length=4,410'
Tc=27.3 min
CN=43

36
34
32
30
28

Flow (cfs)

Runoff

36.63 cfs

38
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Summary for Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Runoff

=

10.09 cfs @ 12.12 hrs, Volume=

1.222 af, Depth> 0.39"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
Area (ac)
1.800
4.900
23.600
0.600
6.700
37.600
33.525
4.075

CN
98
39
30
98
54
40

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
3.9
100

Description
Water Surface, HSG A
>75% Grass cover, Good, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Weighted Average
89.16% Pervious Area
10.84% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.2000

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.43

6.3

600

0.1000

1.58

3.0

1,800

0.0440

9.97

13.2

2,500

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

219.25

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals

Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"

JamesSt-Existing

Printed 12/15/2015
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Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Hydrograph
11

Type II 24-hr
25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
Runoff Area=37.600 ac
Runoff Volume=1.222 af
Runoff Depth>0.39"
Flow Length=2,500'
Tc=13.2 min
CN=40

10
9
8
7
Flow (cfs)

Runoff

10.09 cfs
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Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
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Summary for Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

153.600 ac, 10.25% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.50" for 25-yr event
42.56 cfs @ 12.29 hrs, Volume=
6.421 af
42.51 cfs @ 12.30 hrs, Volume=
6.419 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.3 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 6.63 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.2 min
Avg. Velocity = 4.14 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.3 min
Peak Storage= 411 cf @ 12.30 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 2.03'
Bank-Full Depth= 4.00' Flow Area= 12.6 sf, Capacity= 82.71 cfs
48.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.030 Corrugated metal
Length= 64.0' Slope= 0.0177 '/'
Inlet Invert= 48.63', Outlet Invert= 47.50'

Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP

Flow (cfs)

Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

42.56 cfs
42.51 cfs

46
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40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
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16
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10
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4
2
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Time (hours)

Inflow Area=153.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=2.03'
Max Vel=6.63 fps
48.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.030
L=64.0'
S=0.0177 '/'
Capacity=82.71 cfs
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Summary for Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

37.600 ac, 10.84% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.39" for 25-yr event
10.09 cfs @ 12.12 hrs, Volume=
1.222 af
10.01 cfs @ 12.12 hrs, Volume=
1.222 af, Atten= 1%, Lag= 0.3 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 13.20 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.2 min
Avg. Velocity = 7.61 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.3 min
Peak Storage= 105 cf @ 12.12 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 0.49'
Bank-Full Depth= 3.00' Flow Area= 7.1 sf, Capacity= 171.73 cfs
36.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.014 Steel, smooth
Length= 138.0' Slope= 0.0769 '/'
Inlet Invert= 58.33', Outlet Invert= 47.72'

Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

10.09 cfs
10.01 cfs

11

Inflow Area=37.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=0.49'
Max Vel=13.20 fps
36.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.014
L=138.0'
S=0.0769 '/'
Capacity=171.73 cfs

10
9
8

Flow (cfs)
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Time span=5.00-20.00 hrs, dt=0.05 hrs, 301 points
Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS
Reach routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method - Pond routing by Stor-Ind method
Subcatchment 1S: Area A

Runoff Area=116.000 ac 10.06% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.93"
Flow Length=4,410' Tc=27.3 min CN=43 Runoff=79.52 cfs 8.977 af

Subcatchment 2S: Area B

Runoff Area=37.600 ac 10.84% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.72"
Flow Length=2,500' Tc=13.2 min CN=40 Runoff=27.84 cfs 2.267 af

Avg. Flow Depth=4.00' Max Vel=7.49 fps Inflow=93.87 cfs 11.243 af
48.0" Round Pipe n=0.030 L=64.0' S=0.0177 '/' Capacity=82.71 cfs Outflow=83.81 cfs 11.239 af

Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP

Avg. Flow Depth=0.82' Max Vel=17.88 fps Inflow=27.84 cfs 2.267 af
36.0" Round Pipe n=0.014 L=138.0' S=0.0769 '/' Capacity=171.73 cfs Outflow=27.74 cfs 2.266 af

Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel

Total Runoff Area = 153.600 ac Runoff Volume = 11.244 af Average Runoff Depth = 0.88"
89.75% Pervious = 137.855 ac 10.25% Impervious = 15.745 ac

Type II 24-hr 50-yr Rainfall=7.03"

JamesSt-Existing
Prepared by Microsoft
HydroCAD® 10.00 s/n 00930 © 2012 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC
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Summary for Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Runoff

=

79.52 cfs @ 12.28 hrs, Volume=

8.977 af, Depth> 0.93"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
Area (ac)
67.900
34.680
4.400
0.100
6.020
2.320
0.580
116.000
104.330
11.670

CN
30
54
77
98
77
98
98
43

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
9.8
100

Description
Woods, Good, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Fallow, bare soil, HSG A
Water Surface, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG D
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG D
Weighted Average
89.94% Pervious Area
10.06% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.0200

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.17

1.0

250

0.0800

4.24

9.0

760

0.0790

1.41

7.5

3,300

0.0240

7.36

27.3

4,410

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

161.93

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Grassed Waterway Kv= 15.0 fps
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals

Type II 24-hr 50-yr Rainfall=7.03"

JamesSt-Existing

Printed 12/15/2015
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Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Hydrograph
85
80

Type II 24-hr
50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
Runoff Area=116.000 ac
Runoff Volume=8.977 af
Runoff Depth>0.93"
Flow Length=4,410'
Tc=27.3 min
CN=43

75
70
65
60
55
Flow (cfs)

Runoff

79.52 cfs
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Summary for Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Runoff

=

27.84 cfs @ 12.10 hrs, Volume=

2.267 af, Depth> 0.72"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
Area (ac)
1.800
4.900
23.600
0.600
6.700
37.600
33.525
4.075

CN
98
39
30
98
54
40

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
3.9
100

Description
Water Surface, HSG A
>75% Grass cover, Good, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Weighted Average
89.16% Pervious Area
10.84% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.2000

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.43

6.3

600

0.1000

1.58

3.0

1,800

0.0440

9.97

13.2

2,500

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

219.25

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals

Type II 24-hr 50-yr Rainfall=7.03"

JamesSt-Existing

Printed 12/15/2015
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Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Hydrograph
30
28

Type II 24-hr
50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
Runoff Area=37.600 ac
Runoff Volume=2.267 af
Runoff Depth>0.72"
Flow Length=2,500'
Tc=13.2 min
CN=40

26
24
22
20
Flow (cfs)

Runoff

27.84 cfs
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Summary for Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

153.600 ac, 10.25% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.88" for 50-yr event
93.87 cfs @ 12.25 hrs, Volume=
11.243 af
83.81 cfs @ 12.15 hrs, Volume=
11.239 af, Atten= 11%, Lag= 0.0 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 7.49 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 4.67 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.2 min
Peak Storage= 804 cf @ 12.20 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 4.00'
Bank-Full Depth= 4.00' Flow Area= 12.6 sf, Capacity= 82.71 cfs
48.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.030 Corrugated metal
Length= 64.0' Slope= 0.0177 '/'
Inlet Invert= 48.63', Outlet Invert= 47.50'

Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP

Flow (cfs)

Hydrograph
105
100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Inflow
Outflow

93.87 cfs
83.81 cfs

5
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Time (hours)

Inflow Area=153.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=4.00'
Max Vel=7.49 fps
48.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.030
L=64.0'
S=0.0177 '/'
Capacity=82.71 cfs
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Summary for Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

37.600 ac, 10.84% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.72" for 50-yr event
27.84 cfs @ 12.10 hrs, Volume=
2.267 af
27.74 cfs @ 12.10 hrs, Volume=
2.266 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.2 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 17.88 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 8.92 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.3 min
Peak Storage= 215 cf @ 12.10 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 0.82'
Bank-Full Depth= 3.00' Flow Area= 7.1 sf, Capacity= 171.73 cfs
36.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.014 Steel, smooth
Length= 138.0' Slope= 0.0769 '/'
Inlet Invert= 58.33', Outlet Invert= 47.72'

Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

27.84 cfs
27.74 cfs

30

Inflow Area=37.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=0.82'
Max Vel=17.88 fps
36.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.014
L=138.0'
S=0.0769 '/'
Capacity=171.73 cfs

28
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Flow (cfs)
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Time span=5.00-20.00 hrs, dt=0.05 hrs, 301 points
Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS
Reach routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method - Pond routing by Stor-Ind method
Subcatchment 1S: Area A

Runoff Area=116.000 ac 10.06% Impervious Runoff Depth>1.49"
Flow Length=4,410' Tc=27.3 min CN=43 Runoff=145.58 cfs 14.367 af

Subcatchment 2S: Area B

Runoff Area=37.600 ac 10.84% Impervious Runoff Depth>1.22"
Flow Length=2,500' Tc=13.2 min CN=40 Runoff=56.25 cfs 3.807 af

Avg. Flow Depth=4.00' Max Vel=7.42 fps Inflow=174.41 cfs 18.173 af
48.0" Round Pipe n=0.030 L=64.0' S=0.0177 '/' Capacity=82.71 cfs Outflow=82.71 cfs 18.168 af

Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP

Avg. Flow Depth=1.18' Max Vel=21.69 fps Inflow=56.25 cfs 3.807 af
36.0" Round Pipe n=0.014 L=138.0' S=0.0769 '/' Capacity=171.73 cfs Outflow=56.08 cfs 3.806 af

Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel

Total Runoff Area = 153.600 ac Runoff Volume = 18.174 af Average Runoff Depth = 1.42"
89.75% Pervious = 137.855 ac 10.25% Impervious = 15.745 ac

Type II 24-hr 100-yr Rainfall=8.34"

JamesSt-Existing
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Summary for Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Runoff

=

145.58 cfs @ 12.26 hrs, Volume=

14.367 af, Depth> 1.49"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
Area (ac)
67.900
34.680
4.400
0.100
6.020
2.320
0.580
116.000
104.330
11.670

CN
30
54
77
98
77
98
98
43

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
9.8
100

Description
Woods, Good, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Fallow, bare soil, HSG A
Water Surface, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG D
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG D
Weighted Average
89.94% Pervious Area
10.06% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.0200

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.17

1.0

250

0.0800

4.24

9.0

760

0.0790

1.41

7.5

3,300

0.0240

7.36

27.3

4,410

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

161.93

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Grassed Waterway Kv= 15.0 fps
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals

Type II 24-hr 100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
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Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Hydrograph
160
150

Type II 24-hr
100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
Runoff Area=116.000 ac
Runoff Volume=14.367 af
Runoff Depth>1.49"
Flow Length=4,410'
Tc=27.3 min
CN=43

140
130
120
110
100
Flow (cfs)

Runoff

145.58 cfs
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Summary for Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Runoff

=

56.25 cfs @ 12.08 hrs, Volume=

3.807 af, Depth> 1.22"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
Area (ac)
1.800
4.900
23.600
0.600
6.700
37.600
33.525
4.075

CN
98
39
30
98
54
40

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
3.9
100

Description
Water Surface, HSG A
>75% Grass cover, Good, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Weighted Average
89.16% Pervious Area
10.84% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.2000

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.43

6.3

600

0.1000

1.58

3.0

1,800

0.0440

9.97

13.2

2,500

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

219.25

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals

Type II 24-hr 100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
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Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Hydrograph
60

Type II 24-hr
100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
Runoff Area=37.600 ac
Runoff Volume=3.807 af
Runoff Depth>1.22"
Flow Length=2,500'
Tc=13.2 min
CN=40
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Summary for Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

153.600 ac, 10.25% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 1.42" for 100-yr event
174.41 cfs @ 12.21 hrs, Volume=
18.173 af
82.71 cfs @ 12.10 hrs, Volume=
18.168 af, Atten= 53%, Lag= 0.0 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 7.42 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 5.11 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.2 min
Peak Storage= 804 cf @ 12.05 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 4.00'
Bank-Full Depth= 4.00' Flow Area= 12.6 sf, Capacity= 82.71 cfs
48.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.030 Corrugated metal
Length= 64.0' Slope= 0.0177 '/'
Inlet Invert= 48.63', Outlet Invert= 47.50'

Reach 2R: Existing 48'' CMP
Hydrograph
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Inflow Area=153.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=4.00'
Max Vel=7.42 fps
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Round Pipe
n=0.030
L=64.0'
S=0.0177 '/'
Capacity=82.71 cfs
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Summary for Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

37.600 ac, 10.84% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 1.22" for 100-yr event
56.25 cfs @ 12.08 hrs, Volume=
3.807 af
56.08 cfs @ 12.08 hrs, Volume=
3.806 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.2 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 21.69 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 10.13 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.2 min
Peak Storage= 357 cf @ 12.08 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 1.18'
Bank-Full Depth= 3.00' Flow Area= 7.1 sf, Capacity= 171.73 cfs
36.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.014 Steel, smooth
Length= 138.0' Slope= 0.0769 '/'
Inlet Invert= 58.33', Outlet Invert= 47.72'

Reach 3R: Existing 36'' Steel
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

56.25 cfs
56.08 cfs

60

Inflow Area=37.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=1.18'
Max Vel=21.69 fps
36.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.014
L=138.0'
S=0.0769 '/'
Capacity=171.73 cfs
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Appendix E
Proposed Conditions Runoff Hydrographs
HydroCAD Model Output
HydroCAD Iterations included:
10-yr
25-yr
50-yr
100-yr

1S

2S

Area A

Area B

3R
2R
36'' HDPE
48'' HDPE

4R
60'' HDPE

Subcat

Reach
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Time span=5.00-20.00 hrs, dt=0.05 hrs, 301 points
Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS
Reach routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method - Pond routing by Stor-Ind method
Subcatchment 1S: Area A

Runoff Area=116.000 ac 10.06% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.22"
Flow Length=4,410' Tc=27.3 min CN=43 Runoff=8.07 cfs 2.138 af

Subcatchment 2S: Area B

Runoff Area=37.600 ac 10.84% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.13"
Flow Length=2,500' Tc=13.2 min CN=40 Runoff=1.09 cfs 0.423 af

Avg. Flow Depth=0.52' Max Vel=8.50 fps Inflow=8.07 cfs 2.138 af
48.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=10.0' S=0.0250 '/' Capacity=227.12 cfs Outflow=8.07 cfs 2.138 af

Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE

Avg. Flow Depth=0.19' Max Vel=5.89 fps Inflow=1.09 cfs 0.423 af
36.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=94.0' S=0.0436 '/' Capacity=139.30 cfs Outflow=1.09 cfs 0.422 af

Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE

Avg. Flow Depth=0.64' Max Vel=6.22 fps Inflow=9.13 cfs 2.560 af
60.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=50.0' S=0.0100 '/' Capacity=260.44 cfs Outflow=9.13 cfs 2.559 af

Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE

Total Runoff Area = 153.600 ac Runoff Volume = 2.560 af Average Runoff Depth = 0.20"
89.75% Pervious = 137.855 ac 10.25% Impervious = 15.745 ac
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Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"

Prepared by Microsoft
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Summary for Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Runoff

=

8.07 cfs @ 12.43 hrs, Volume=

2.138 af, Depth> 0.22"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"
Area (ac)
67.900
34.680
4.400
0.100
6.020
2.320
0.580
116.000
104.330
11.670

CN
30
54
77
98
77
98
98
43

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
9.8
100

Description
Woods, Good, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Fallow, bare soil, HSG A
Water Surface, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG D
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG D
Weighted Average
89.94% Pervious Area
10.06% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.0200

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.17

1.0

250

0.0800

4.24

9.0

760

0.0790

1.41

7.5

3,300

0.0240

7.36

27.3

4,410

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

161.93

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Grassed Waterway Kv= 15.0 fps
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals

JamesSt-Proposed

Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"
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Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Hydrograph
9

Runoff

8.07 cfs

Type II 24-hr
10-yr Rainfall=4.73"
Runoff Area=116.000 ac
Runoff Volume=2.138 af
Runoff Depth>0.22"
Flow Length=4,410'
Tc=27.3 min
CN=43
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Summary for Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Runoff

=

1.09 cfs @ 12.50 hrs, Volume=

0.423 af, Depth> 0.13"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"
Area (ac)
1.800
4.900
23.600
0.600
6.700
37.600
33.525
4.075

CN
98
39
30
98
54
40

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
3.9
100

Description
Water Surface, HSG A
>75% Grass cover, Good, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Weighted Average
89.16% Pervious Area
10.84% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.2000

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.43

6.3

600

0.1000

1.58

3.0

1,800

0.0440

9.97

13.2

2,500

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

219.25

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals
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Type II 24-hr 10-yr Rainfall=4.73"
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Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Hydrograph
Runoff

1.09 cfs

Type II 24-hr
10-yr Rainfall=4.73"
Runoff Area=37.600 ac
Runoff Volume=0.423 af
Runoff Depth>0.13"
Flow Length=2,500'
Tc=13.2 min
CN=40

Flow (cfs)
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Summary for Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

116.000 ac, 10.06% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.22" for 10-yr event
8.07 cfs @ 12.43 hrs, Volume=
2.138 af
8.07 cfs @ 12.43 hrs, Volume=
2.138 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.1 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 8.50 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.0 min
Avg. Velocity = 6.29 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.0 min
Peak Storage= 9 cf @ 12.43 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 0.52'
Bank-Full Depth= 4.00' Flow Area= 12.6 sf, Capacity= 227.12 cfs
48.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 10.0' Slope= 0.0250 '/'
Inlet Invert= 60.00', Outlet Invert= 59.75'

Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

8.07 cfs
8.07 cfs

9

Inflow Area=116.000 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=0.52'
Max Vel=8.50 fps
48.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.013
L=10.0'
S=0.0250 '/'
Capacity=227.12 cfs
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Summary for Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

37.600 ac, 10.84% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.13" for 10-yr event
1.09 cfs @ 12.50 hrs, Volume=
0.423 af
1.09 cfs @ 12.51 hrs, Volume=
0.422 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.5 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 5.89 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.3 min
Avg. Velocity = 4.95 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.3 min
Peak Storage= 17 cf @ 12.50 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 0.19'
Bank-Full Depth= 3.00' Flow Area= 7.1 sf, Capacity= 139.30 cfs
36.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 94.0' Slope= 0.0436 '/'
Inlet Invert= 60.00', Outlet Invert= 55.90'

Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

1.09 cfs
1.09 cfs

Inflow Area=37.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=0.19'
Max Vel=5.89 fps
36.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.013
L=94.0'
S=0.0436 '/'
Capacity=139.30 cfs

Flow (cfs)
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Summary for Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

153.600 ac, 10.25% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.20" for 10-yr event
9.13 cfs @ 12.44 hrs, Volume=
2.560 af
9.13 cfs @ 12.44 hrs, Volume=
2.559 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.3 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 6.22 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 4.68 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.2 min
Peak Storage= 73 cf @ 12.44 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 0.64'
Bank-Full Depth= 5.00' Flow Area= 19.6 sf, Capacity= 260.44 cfs
60.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 50.0' Slope= 0.0100 '/'
Inlet Invert= 55.00', Outlet Invert= 54.50'

Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

9.13 cfs
9.13 cfs

10

Inflow Area=153.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=0.64'
Max Vel=6.22 fps
60.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.013
L=50.0'
S=0.0100 '/'
Capacity=260.44 cfs
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Time span=5.00-20.00 hrs, dt=0.05 hrs, 301 points
Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS
Reach routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method - Pond routing by Stor-Ind method
Subcatchment 1S: Area A

Runoff Area=116.000 ac 10.06% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.54"
Flow Length=4,410' Tc=27.3 min CN=43 Runoff=36.63 cfs 5.200 af

Subcatchment 2S: Area B

Runoff Area=37.600 ac 10.84% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.39"
Flow Length=2,500' Tc=13.2 min CN=40 Runoff=10.09 cfs 1.222 af

Avg. Flow Depth=1.09' Max Vel=13.27 fps Inflow=36.63 cfs 5.200 af
48.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=10.0' S=0.0250 '/' Capacity=227.12 cfs Outflow=36.62 cfs 5.199 af

Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE

Avg. Flow Depth=0.55' Max Vel=11.39 fps Inflow=10.09 cfs 1.222 af
36.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=94.0' S=0.0436 '/' Capacity=139.30 cfs Outflow=10.03 cfs 1.222 af

Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE

Avg. Flow Depth=1.37' Max Vel=9.78 fps Inflow=42.53 cfs 6.421 af
60.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=50.0' S=0.0100 '/' Capacity=260.44 cfs Outflow=42.51 cfs 6.420 af

Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE

Total Runoff Area = 153.600 ac Runoff Volume = 6.422 af Average Runoff Depth = 0.50"
89.75% Pervious = 137.855 ac 10.25% Impervious = 15.745 ac
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Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"

Prepared by Microsoft
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Summary for Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Runoff

=

36.63 cfs @ 12.31 hrs, Volume=

5.200 af, Depth> 0.54"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
Area (ac)
67.900
34.680
4.400
0.100
6.020
2.320
0.580
116.000
104.330
11.670

CN
30
54
77
98
77
98
98
43

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
9.8
100

Description
Woods, Good, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Fallow, bare soil, HSG A
Water Surface, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG D
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG D
Weighted Average
89.94% Pervious Area
10.06% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.0200

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.17

1.0

250

0.0800

4.24

9.0

760

0.0790

1.41

7.5

3,300

0.0240

7.36

27.3

4,410

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

161.93

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Grassed Waterway Kv= 15.0 fps
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals
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Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
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Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Hydrograph
40

Type II 24-hr
25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
Runoff Area=116.000 ac
Runoff Volume=5.200 af
Runoff Depth>0.54"
Flow Length=4,410'
Tc=27.3 min
CN=43
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Summary for Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Runoff

=

10.09 cfs @ 12.12 hrs, Volume=

1.222 af, Depth> 0.39"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
Area (ac)
1.800
4.900
23.600
0.600
6.700
37.600
33.525
4.075

CN
98
39
30
98
54
40

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
3.9
100

Description
Water Surface, HSG A
>75% Grass cover, Good, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Weighted Average
89.16% Pervious Area
10.84% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.2000

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.43

6.3

600

0.1000

1.58

3.0

1,800

0.0440

9.97

13.2

2,500

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

219.25

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals
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Type II 24-hr 25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
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Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Hydrograph
11

Type II 24-hr
25-yr Rainfall=5.92"
Runoff Area=37.600 ac
Runoff Volume=1.222 af
Runoff Depth>0.39"
Flow Length=2,500'
Tc=13.2 min
CN=40
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Summary for Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

116.000 ac, 10.06% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.54" for 25-yr event
36.63 cfs @ 12.31 hrs, Volume=
5.200 af
36.62 cfs @ 12.31 hrs, Volume=
5.199 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.0 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 13.27 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.0 min
Avg. Velocity = 7.92 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.0 min
Peak Storage= 28 cf @ 12.31 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 1.09'
Bank-Full Depth= 4.00' Flow Area= 12.6 sf, Capacity= 227.12 cfs
48.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 10.0' Slope= 0.0250 '/'
Inlet Invert= 60.00', Outlet Invert= 59.75'

Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE

Flow (cfs)

Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

36.63 cfs
36.62 cfs

40
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Time (hours)

Inflow Area=116.000 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=1.09'
Max Vel=13.27 fps
48.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.013
L=10.0'
S=0.0250 '/'
Capacity=227.12 cfs
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Summary for Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

37.600 ac, 10.84% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.39" for 25-yr event
10.09 cfs @ 12.12 hrs, Volume=
1.222 af
10.03 cfs @ 12.12 hrs, Volume=
1.222 af, Atten= 1%, Lag= 0.2 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 11.39 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 6.58 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.2 min
Peak Storage= 83 cf @ 12.12 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 0.55'
Bank-Full Depth= 3.00' Flow Area= 7.1 sf, Capacity= 139.30 cfs
36.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 94.0' Slope= 0.0436 '/'
Inlet Invert= 60.00', Outlet Invert= 55.90'

Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

10.09 cfs
10.03 cfs

11

Inflow Area=37.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=0.55'
Max Vel=11.39 fps
36.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.013
L=94.0'
S=0.0436 '/'
Capacity=139.30 cfs

10
9
8

Flow (cfs)
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Summary for Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

153.600 ac, 10.25% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.50" for 25-yr event
42.53 cfs @ 12.29 hrs, Volume=
6.421 af
42.51 cfs @ 12.30 hrs, Volume=
6.420 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.2 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 9.78 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 5.96 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Peak Storage= 218 cf @ 12.30 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 1.37'
Bank-Full Depth= 5.00' Flow Area= 19.6 sf, Capacity= 260.44 cfs
60.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 50.0' Slope= 0.0100 '/'
Inlet Invert= 55.00', Outlet Invert= 54.50'

Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE

Flow (cfs)

Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

42.53 cfs
42.51 cfs

46
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Inflow Area=153.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=1.37'
Max Vel=9.78 fps
60.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.013
L=50.0'
S=0.0100 '/'
Capacity=260.44 cfs
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Time span=5.00-20.00 hrs, dt=0.05 hrs, 301 points
Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS
Reach routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method - Pond routing by Stor-Ind method
Subcatchment 1S: Area A

Runoff Area=116.000 ac 10.06% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.93"
Flow Length=4,410' Tc=27.3 min CN=43 Runoff=79.52 cfs 8.977 af

Subcatchment 2S: Area B

Runoff Area=37.600 ac 10.84% Impervious Runoff Depth>0.72"
Flow Length=2,500' Tc=13.2 min CN=40 Runoff=27.84 cfs 2.267 af

Avg. Flow Depth=1.63' Max Vel=16.45 fps Inflow=79.52 cfs 8.977 af
48.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=10.0' S=0.0250 '/' Capacity=227.12 cfs Outflow=79.51 cfs 8.976 af

Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE

Avg. Flow Depth=0.91' Max Vel=15.39 fps Inflow=27.84 cfs 2.267 af
36.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=94.0' S=0.0436 '/' Capacity=139.30 cfs Outflow=27.76 cfs 2.266 af

Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE

Avg. Flow Depth=2.07' Max Vel=12.18 fps Inflow=93.78 cfs 11.243 af
60.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=50.0' S=0.0100 '/' Capacity=260.44 cfs Outflow=93.73 cfs 11.241 af

Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE

Total Runoff Area = 153.600 ac Runoff Volume = 11.244 af Average Runoff Depth = 0.88"
89.75% Pervious = 137.855 ac 10.25% Impervious = 15.745 ac
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Type II 24-hr 50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
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Summary for Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Runoff

=

79.52 cfs @ 12.28 hrs, Volume=

8.977 af, Depth> 0.93"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
Area (ac)
67.900
34.680
4.400
0.100
6.020
2.320
0.580
116.000
104.330
11.670

CN
30
54
77
98
77
98
98
43

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
9.8
100

Description
Woods, Good, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Fallow, bare soil, HSG A
Water Surface, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG D
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG D
Weighted Average
89.94% Pervious Area
10.06% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.0200

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.17

1.0

250

0.0800

4.24

9.0

760

0.0790

1.41

7.5

3,300

0.0240

7.36

27.3

4,410

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

161.93

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Grassed Waterway Kv= 15.0 fps
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals
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Type II 24-hr 50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
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Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Hydrograph
85
80

Type II 24-hr
50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
Runoff Area=116.000 ac
Runoff Volume=8.977 af
Runoff Depth>0.93"
Flow Length=4,410'
Tc=27.3 min
CN=43

75
70
65
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55
Flow (cfs)

Runoff

79.52 cfs
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Summary for Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Runoff

=

27.84 cfs @ 12.10 hrs, Volume=

2.267 af, Depth> 0.72"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
Area (ac)
1.800
4.900
23.600
0.600
6.700
37.600
33.525
4.075

CN
98
39
30
98
54
40

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
3.9
100

Description
Water Surface, HSG A
>75% Grass cover, Good, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Weighted Average
89.16% Pervious Area
10.84% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.2000

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.43

6.3

600

0.1000

1.58

3.0

1,800

0.0440

9.97

13.2

2,500

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

219.25

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals
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Type II 24-hr 50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
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Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Hydrograph
30
28

Type II 24-hr
50-yr Rainfall=7.03"
Runoff Area=37.600 ac
Runoff Volume=2.267 af
Runoff Depth>0.72"
Flow Length=2,500'
Tc=13.2 min
CN=40

26
24
22
20
Flow (cfs)

Runoff

27.84 cfs
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Summary for Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

116.000 ac, 10.06% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.93" for 50-yr event
79.52 cfs @ 12.28 hrs, Volume=
8.977 af
79.51 cfs @ 12.28 hrs, Volume=
8.976 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.0 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 16.45 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.0 min
Avg. Velocity = 9.06 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.0 min
Peak Storage= 48 cf @ 12.28 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 1.63'
Bank-Full Depth= 4.00' Flow Area= 12.6 sf, Capacity= 227.12 cfs
48.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 10.0' Slope= 0.0250 '/'
Inlet Invert= 60.00', Outlet Invert= 59.75'

Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

79.52 cfs
79.51 cfs

85

Inflow Area=116.000 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=1.63'
Max Vel=16.45 fps
48.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.013
L=10.0'
S=0.0250 '/'
Capacity=227.12 cfs
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Flow (cfs)
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Summary for Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

37.600 ac, 10.84% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.72" for 50-yr event
27.84 cfs @ 12.10 hrs, Volume=
2.267 af
27.76 cfs @ 12.10 hrs, Volume=
2.266 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.2 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 15.39 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 7.70 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.2 min
Peak Storage= 170 cf @ 12.10 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 0.91'
Bank-Full Depth= 3.00' Flow Area= 7.1 sf, Capacity= 139.30 cfs
36.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 94.0' Slope= 0.0436 '/'
Inlet Invert= 60.00', Outlet Invert= 55.90'

Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE
Hydrograph
Inflow
Outflow

27.84 cfs
27.76 cfs

30

Inflow Area=37.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=0.91'
Max Vel=15.39 fps
36.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.013
L=94.0'
S=0.0436 '/'
Capacity=139.30 cfs
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Flow (cfs)
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Summary for Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

153.600 ac, 10.25% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 0.88" for 50-yr event
93.78 cfs @ 12.25 hrs, Volume=
11.243 af
93.73 cfs @ 12.25 hrs, Volume=
11.241 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.1 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 12.18 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 6.84 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Peak Storage= 385 cf @ 12.25 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 2.07'
Bank-Full Depth= 5.00' Flow Area= 19.6 sf, Capacity= 260.44 cfs
60.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 50.0' Slope= 0.0100 '/'
Inlet Invert= 55.00', Outlet Invert= 54.50'

Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE

Flow (cfs)

Hydrograph
105
100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

93.78 cfs
93.73 cfs
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Inflow
Outflow

Inflow Area=153.600 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=2.07'
Max Vel=12.18 fps
60.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.013
L=50.0'
S=0.0100 '/'
Capacity=260.44 cfs
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Time span=5.00-20.00 hrs, dt=0.05 hrs, 301 points
Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS
Reach routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method - Pond routing by Stor-Ind method
Subcatchment 1S: Area A

Runoff Area=116.000 ac 10.06% Impervious Runoff Depth>1.49"
Flow Length=4,410' Tc=27.3 min CN=43 Runoff=145.58 cfs 14.367 af

Subcatchment 2S: Area B

Runoff Area=37.600 ac 10.84% Impervious Runoff Depth>1.22"
Flow Length=2,500' Tc=13.2 min CN=40 Runoff=56.25 cfs 3.807 af

Avg. Flow Depth=2.33' Max Vel=19.18 fps Inflow=145.58 cfs 14.367 af
48.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=10.0' S=0.0250 '/' Capacity=227.12 cfs Outflow=145.57 cfs 14.366 af

Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE

Avg. Flow Depth=1.33' Max Vel=18.60 fps Inflow=56.25 cfs 3.807 af
36.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=94.0' S=0.0436 '/' Capacity=139.30 cfs Outflow=56.12 cfs 3.807 af

Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE

Avg. Flow Depth=2.99' Max Vel=14.20 fps Inflow=174.21 cfs 18.173 af
60.0" Round Pipe n=0.013 L=50.0' S=0.0100 '/' Capacity=260.44 cfs Outflow=174.15 cfs 18.171 af

Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE

Total Runoff Area = 153.600 ac Runoff Volume = 18.174 af Average Runoff Depth = 1.42"
89.75% Pervious = 137.855 ac 10.25% Impervious = 15.745 ac
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Type II 24-hr 100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
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Summary for Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Runoff

=

145.58 cfs @ 12.26 hrs, Volume=

14.367 af, Depth> 1.49"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
Area (ac)
67.900
34.680
4.400
0.100
6.020
2.320
0.580
116.000
104.330
11.670

CN
30
54
77
98
77
98
98
43

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
9.8
100

Description
Woods, Good, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Fallow, bare soil, HSG A
Water Surface, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG D
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG D
Weighted Average
89.94% Pervious Area
10.06% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.0200

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.17

1.0

250

0.0800

4.24

9.0

760

0.0790

1.41

7.5

3,300

0.0240

7.36

27.3

4,410

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

161.93

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Grassed Waterway Kv= 15.0 fps
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals
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Type II 24-hr 100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
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Subcatchment 1S: Area A
Hydrograph
160
150

Type II 24-hr
100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
Runoff Area=116.000 ac
Runoff Volume=14.367 af
Runoff Depth>1.49"
Flow Length=4,410'
Tc=27.3 min
CN=43
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Flow (cfs)

Runoff

145.58 cfs
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Summary for Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Runoff

=

56.25 cfs @ 12.08 hrs, Volume=

3.807 af, Depth> 1.22"

Runoff by SCS TR-20 method, UH=SCS, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Type II 24-hr 100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
Area (ac)
1.800
4.900
23.600
0.600
6.700
37.600
33.525
4.075

CN
98
39
30
98
54
40

Tc Length
(min)
(feet)
3.9
100

Description
Water Surface, HSG A
>75% Grass cover, Good, HSG A
Woods, Good, HSG A
Paved roads w/curbs & sewers, HSG A
1/2 acre lots, 25% imp, HSG A
Weighted Average
89.16% Pervious Area
10.84% Impervious Area

Slope
(ft/ft)
0.2000

Velocity
(ft/sec)
0.43

6.3

600

0.1000

1.58

3.0

1,800

0.0440

9.97

13.2

2,500

Total

Capacity
(cfs)

219.25

Description
Sheet Flow,
Grass: Short n= 0.150 P2= 3.19"
Shallow Concentrated Flow,
Woodland Kv= 5.0 fps
Trap/Vee/Rect Channel Flow,
Bot.W=8.00' D=2.00' Z= 1.5 '/' Top.W=14.00'
n= 0.040 Winding stream, pools & shoals
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Subcatchment 2S: Area B
Hydrograph
60

Type II 24-hr
100-yr Rainfall=8.34"
Runoff Area=37.600 ac
Runoff Volume=3.807 af
Runoff Depth>1.22"
Flow Length=2,500'
Tc=13.2 min
CN=40

55
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40
Flow (cfs)

Runoff

56.25 cfs
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Summary for Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

116.000 ac, 10.06% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 1.49" for 100-yr event
145.58 cfs @ 12.26 hrs, Volume=
14.367 af
145.57 cfs @ 12.26 hrs, Volume=
14.366 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.0 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 19.18 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.0 min
Avg. Velocity = 10.15 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.0 min
Peak Storage= 76 cf @ 12.26 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 2.33'
Bank-Full Depth= 4.00' Flow Area= 12.6 sf, Capacity= 227.12 cfs
48.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 10.0' Slope= 0.0250 '/'
Inlet Invert= 60.00', Outlet Invert= 59.75'

Reach 2R: 48'' HDPE
Hydrograph

145.58 cfs
145.57 cfs

160
150
140
130
120
110
Flow (cfs)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40

Inflow
Outflow

Inflow Area=116.000 ac
Avg. Flow Depth=2.33'
Max Vel=19.18 fps
48.0"
Round Pipe
n=0.013
L=10.0'
S=0.0250 '/'
Capacity=227.12 cfs
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Summary for Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

37.600 ac, 10.84% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 1.22" for 100-yr event
56.25 cfs @ 12.08 hrs, Volume=
3.807 af
56.12 cfs @ 12.08 hrs, Volume=
3.807 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.2 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 18.60 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 8.74 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.2 min
Peak Storage= 284 cf @ 12.08 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 1.33'
Bank-Full Depth= 3.00' Flow Area= 7.1 sf, Capacity= 139.30 cfs
36.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 94.0' Slope= 0.0436 '/'
Inlet Invert= 60.00', Outlet Invert= 55.90'

Reach 3R: 36'' HDPE
Hydrograph
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Summary for Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE
Inflow Area =
Inflow
=
Outflow
=

153.600 ac, 10.25% Impervious, Inflow Depth > 1.42" for 100-yr event
174.21 cfs @ 12.22 hrs, Volume=
18.173 af
174.15 cfs @ 12.22 hrs, Volume=
18.171 af, Atten= 0%, Lag= 0.1 min

Routing by Stor-Ind+Trans method, Time Span= 5.00-20.00 hrs, dt= 0.05 hrs
Max. Velocity= 14.20 fps, Min. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Avg. Velocity = 7.68 fps, Avg. Travel Time= 0.1 min
Peak Storage= 613 cf @ 12.22 hrs
Average Depth at Peak Storage= 2.99'
Bank-Full Depth= 5.00' Flow Area= 19.6 sf, Capacity= 260.44 cfs
60.0" Round Pipe
n= 0.013 Corrugated PE, smooth interior
Length= 50.0' Slope= 0.0100 '/'
Inlet Invert= 55.00', Outlet Invert= 54.50'

Reach 4R: 60'' HDPE
Hydrograph
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Attachment 4
Executive Orders Compliance Analysis –
Floodplain Management (EO 11988) &
Protection of Wetlands (EO 11990)
Determination

Town of Rosendale - James Street Flood Control Project
EO 11988 Floodplain Management and EO 11990 Protection of Wetlands Determination

Community Reconstruction Program within NY State Community Development Block Grant
Disaster Recovery Program
October 20, 2017
Introduction & Overview
The purpose of Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management, is “to avoid to the extent possible the
long- and short-term adverse impacts associated with occupancy and modification of floodplains and to
avoid direct or indirect support of floodplain development wherever there is a practicable alternative.” This
report contains the analysis prescribed by 24 CFR Part 55.
This project involves U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Community
Development Block Grant Program – Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) funding for infrastructure repairs for
a community impacted by Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee. The analysis that follows focuses on
floodplain and wetland impacts associated with this project. Based on the “non-substantial” level of work,
and other case characteristics, it is concluded that there is a reasonable basis to proceed with funding for
this project/ activity within floodplain. Moreover, in the March 5, 2013 Federal Register Notice, HUD
expressly recognized that “without the return of businesses and jobs to a disaster-impacted area, recovery
may be impossible. Therefore, HUD strongly encourages grantees to envision economic revitalization as a
cornerstone to a long-term recovery” (78 FR 14335). Thus, alternatives preventing or impeding recovery
are not considered reasonable alternatives.
Description of Proposed Action & Land Use
The Town of Rosendale proposes a stormwater management improvement project located north of John
Street on James Street, running past to the intersection of James Street and Parkcrest Drive and extending
along James Street north to Route 32, and along and within Rondout Creek, in the Town of Rosendale,
Ulster County, New York. Based on County Assessment data, the work area, also known as the Subject
Property, will be on or in the right-of-way adjacent to Section-Block-Lot 70.26-2-23, 70.26-5-22, 70.26-51, 70.26-5-1, 70.8-5-11, 70.8-5-1, and 62.83-2-33. The total work area covers approximately 4.55 acres
(but area to be disturbed is under one acre), which involves work primarily within the existing right-of-way
on the roadway, and along and in Rondout Creek.
The Town of Rosendale proposes to replace the existing small-bore stone-built culvert that passes beneath
James Street near the intersection of Parkcrest Drive. This existing 48-inch pipe is to be replaced with a 60inch HDPE pipe culvert that will run under James Street, with a retaining wall built on the north side of
James Street at the outfall location into Rondout Creek. A proposed catch basin and storm manhole are to
be installed on the western side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street intersection, with a new 36-inch
HDPE pipe to replace the existing 36-inch pipe running under Parkcrest Drive. This 36-inch HDPE pipe
connects to the 60-inch HDPE pipe and storm manhole located on the eastern side of the Parkcrest Drive
and James Street intersection.
Four additional catch basins are proposed to be built along James Street, west of Parkcrest Drive. The catch
basins will be located on the north and south side of James Street, with two catch basins located
approximately 170 feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and two catch basins located 520 feet west
of Parkcrest Drive on James Street. The proposed construction includes flattening the south bank slope with
a buttress toe for slope stability on the south bank of the Rondout Creek. Additionally, the proposed
construction includes armoring Rondout Creek’s south bank with riprap. This riprap will begin at the
western edge of the existing riprap and extend 600 feet upstream. A point bar along the northern bank of
Rondout Creek will be removed, which will restore the original Rondout Creek flood control creek bottom
to 39.5 feet. The Town also proposes to construct guide rails along James Street, as well as a 5-foot asphalt
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pedestrian walkway that will run parallel to the north side of James Street, extending approximately 330
feet west of Parkcrest Drive to the intersection of James Street and Route 32.
Applicable Regulatory Procedure Per EO 11988
The proposed action corresponds with a noncritical action not excluded under 24 CFR §55.12(b) or (c).
Funding is permissible for the use in the floodplain if the proposed action is processed under §55.20 and
the findings of the determination are affirmative to suggest that the project may proceed.
Based on online data, including data managed and updated by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS)
and NYSDEC (Appendix I), the Subject Property is located adjacent to, and partially within, a federally
designated wetland. There are project activities proposed to be conducted in and along the edge of the
wetlands at Subject Property.
According to 24 CFR §55, the activity planned to repair impacted infrastructure and proposed mitigation
activities occurs in a community that is in the regular program of the National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP) and the community is currently in good standing. The stormwater infrastructure and waterway
improvements are not included in substantial improvement or substantial damage calculations. As such,
this project does not exceed the substantial improvement threshold of 50% in 24 CFR §55.2(b)(10).
However, the proposed action involves new construction in wetlands, 100-year floodplain, and regulated
floodway. As such, the full eight-step floodplain process in §55.20 is required. The following analysis
examines each step in a floodplain management determination and wetland evaluation process.
Step 1. Determine Whether the Proposed Action is Located in the 100-year Floodplain (500-year for
Critical Actions) or results in New Construction in Wetlands.
The location of the proposed action, per the applicable FEMA flood map Firmette (Appendix II), is within
100-year floodplain (SFHA - AE Zone) and floodway. There is an established Base Flood Elevation (BFE)
of approximately 55-59 feet across the property. This action does require a Section 404 permit under the
Clean Water Act (see 55.20(a)(1)).
Step 2. Initiate Public Notice for Early Review of Proposal.
Because the proposed action is located in floodway, floodplain and wetlands, the Governor’s Office of
Storm Recovery (GOSR) published an early notice that allowed for public and public agency input on the
decision to provide funding for construction activities. The early public notice and 15-day comment period
is complete. No public comments were received.
The early notice and corresponding 15-day public comment period started on June 19, 2017 with the
"Notice of Early Public Review of a Proposed Activity in Wetlands and 100-Year Floodplain" being
published in the Daily Freeman newspaper, with the 15-day period expiring on July 5, 2017. The notice
targeted local residents, including those in the floodplain. The notice was also sent to the following state
and federal agencies on June 19, 2017: Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA); USFWS; U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); NYSDEC; NYS Department of Transportation; and New York
State Office of Emergency Management. The notice was also sent to Ulster County and the Town of
Rosendale. (See Appendixes 1 and 2 of this Floodplain Management EO 11988 and Wetlands Protection
EO 11990 Determination for the letter distributed to these agencies and the associated newspaper notice
affidavit and affidavit of mailing.)
Step 3. Identify and Evaluate Practicable Alternatives to Locating the Proposed Action in a 100-year
Floodplain (or 500-year Floodplain if a Critical Action) or Wetland.
The New York State Rising Community Reconstruction Program is structured to provide eligible
communities resources and expertise to build resilience to future flooding events. This community was
impacted by Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee resulting in record high water levels and severe flash
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flooding inundating Rondout Creek. The lower portion of James Street washed out and collapsed causing
a substantial safety risk for vehicles and residences located on James Street and in the surrounding area.
One main purpose of the proposed action is to ensure that a critical connector road will be accessible during
and after future storm events. James Street serves as a critical alternate vehicular and pedestrian route,
providing an ingress/ egress thoroughfare that connects NY Route 32/213 and an emergency route for
Rosendale’s Downtown District (See NYRCR Program Flood Control Along James Street Project Preapplication Report, December 2014). According to the NYRCR Plan for Ulster Communities on this
proposed action, “[t]he entire community will benefit from flood control measures and the protection of
Town roads from inundation and collapse during acute storm events by providing continued access for
EMS providers and to health and social service facilities.” This flooding was caused by floodwaters
overwhelming the existing culverts and roadways. Given the scope of the proposed action to redesign
existing onsite drainage infrastructure, install new drainage systems, and to implement stream restoration,
stabilization, and reinforcing, potential alternatives must be considered in order to try and mitigate the
amount of damage from future flood events.
The primary alternative for the proposed project is the “no action” alternative. This alternative means that
there would be no work undertaken to alleviate the flood problem or mitigate the future flooding. This
would leave the surrounding community vulnerable to future flood damage. The “no action” alternative
would provide no protection to the residential neighborhoods and greater community from future flood
events, as mitigation would be compromised due to lack of financial support. Thus, the “no action”
alternative is not feasible in relation to the desired objective of creating area resiliency to future flooding
events.
According to the NYRCR Plan for Ulster Communities on this proposed action, “[i]mproving the flow
capacity of a waterway minimizes rates of erosion, decreases surface water elevations, undercut/eroded
banks, and an imbalance in their erosion/deposition budget.” Due to the number of developed parcels and
the necessity for greater resilience from future storm events within this community, prohibition of
rehabilitation within floodplain is not practicable. The above identified alternatives will be re-evaluated in
response to public comments received.
Step 4. Identify & Evaluate Potential Direct & Indirect Impacts Associated with Occupancy or
Modification of 100-year Floodplain and Potential Direct & Indirect Support of Floodplain and
Wetland Development that Could Result from Proposed Action.
The focus of floodplain evaluation should be on adverse impacts to lives and property, and on natural and
beneficial floodplain values. Natural and beneficial values include consideration of potential for adverse
impacts on water resources such as natural moderation of floods, water quality maintenance, and
groundwater recharge.
According to the FEMA Report - A Unified National Program for Floodplain Management, two definitions
commonly used in evaluating actions in floodplain are “structural” and “non-structural” activities. Per the
report, structural activity is usually intended to mean adjustments that modify the behavior of floodwaters
through the use of measures such as public works dams, levees and channel work. Non-structural is usually
intended to include all other adjustments (e.g., regulations, insurance, etc.) in the way society acts when
occupying or modifying a floodplain. These definitions are used in describing impacts that may arise in
association with potential advancement of this case.
Natural moderation of floods
The Subject Property is located in one of many residential and commercially developed areas situated
within the 100-year floodplain; as such, the proposed work may potentially result in future direct impacts
to properties during certain severe floods and related natural disasters. However, the direct effects of the
increased stormwater mitigation work is anticipated to be beneficial to the adjacent occupied properties
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within this floodplain.
Living resources such as flora and fauna
The proposed action involves armoring approximately 600 feet of the southern bank of Roundout Creek to
prevent future washouts from occurring at and on James Street. This work, combined with the slope
flattening and removal of a point bar along the northern bank of Rondout Creek, will help prevent future
erosion and sediment transportation downstream. Additionally, construction best management practices,
including an erosion control plan and compliance with federal, state and local permits, will be implemented
during the construction period and afterward landscape restoration will be implemented in order to return
disturbed areas to vegetated states as allowed by the construction requirements. A qualitative evaluation
suggests the potential for long-term impacts would be relatively small as the proposed work includes
restoring some of the project area to pre-existing conditions after construction using native foliage and/or
trees.
Impacts to Property & Lives
The action does present potential to impact occupancy of the floodplain, as it involves stormwater
infrastructure and waterway improvements. However, this work includes the modification of existing
drainage infrastructure and installation of an increased capacity stormwater sewer systems in order to
contain future 100-year flood levels within the stream channel. Moreover, supporting the recovery of the
Town of Rosendale is an essential component of recovery in storm-effected communities, as recognized by
the March 2013 Federal Register Notice.
Occupancy of this floodplain in this developed area has taken place since World War II. According to the
DMA 2009 Hazard Mitigation Plan Update– Ulster County, NY, approximately 9.8% of the properties
(Page 3a-46), and approximately 12.7 % of the improved land value (Page 3a-47) in the Town of Rosendale
is located in High Flood Risk. Considering the context of the area, this action represents an activity
supporting nearby developed parcels that are located within contiguous floodplain. Thus, funding this
project/ activity does constitute indirect continued support of floodplain occupancy and development for
this area. In the event of severe flooding and associated natural hazards in the future, there is potential for
further damage to these parcels and the surrounding neighborhoods.
The project involving stormwater infrastructure and waterway improvements sustains area property values
and community character within a long settled district and neighborhood. It enables the continued
functionality of the surrounding neighborhoods and roads, and without the proposed project the surrounding
communities would not have support in rehabilitating and improving drainage and flood control
infrastructure. If this project were not funded, there probably would be other undefined, undesirable indirect
impacts to residents’ quality of life, ease of accessibility to their homes, and access to emergency services
during and after future storm events.
Cultural resources such as archaeological, historic & recreational aspects
There are no recorded historic properties listed, or deemed eligible for, the State and National Register of
Historic Places on or adjacent to the Subject Property. The New York State Historic Preservation Office
confirmed on April 15, 2016 that this project will have no effect on historic or tribal resources. Without
support, area resources could degrade and there could be loss of development character and identity for the
area.
Agricultural, aquacultural, & forestry resources
The Ulster County area has several agricultural sites located in the flood zone, as well as undeveloped
woodlands. According to the Ulster County Agricultural and Farmland Protection Plan (1997), the
agricultural industry generated $55 million in cash receipts in 1995. However, while it is conceivable that
flooding of a community like this could be part of a cumulative influence on such resources, the impact
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attributable to this use could not have been quantitatively derived, and the potential impact, with planning
for and practice of non-structural management practices, is considered minor.
Wetland Evaluation
The purpose of wetland evaluation is to consider factors relevant to a proposal’s effect on the survival and
quality of the wetland. These factors should include public health (including water supply and water
quality), maintenance of natural systems, cost increases attributed to construction in wetland, and other uses
of wetland in the public interest.
Public health, safety, and welfare, including water supply, quality, recharge, and discharge; pollution;
flood and storm hazards and hazard protection; and sediment and erosion.
The project location is in wetlands that are designated as riverine (USFWS); additionally, the NYSDEC
classifies Rondout Creek as a Class B waterway, while the tributary running under James Street is classified
as a Class C waterway. These wetlands are not directly used for water supply. However, these wetlands
can serve to absorb the force of storm waters and erosion. These areas help protect upland soil and
freshwater resources. The scope of work for this project involved work to restore the project area to the
original flood control creek bottom elevation and armor the southern bank of the river to prevent future
erosion that would transport sediment downstream. This work is not suspected to pose a threat to public
health and safety, or to increase flood and storm hazards, as the proposed action does not include reshaping
or filling of the wetland. Additionally, the creek bank stabilization will make this property and surrounding
area safer from future damages as erosion will be decreased during storm events. The proposed action will
not decrease the area of the wetland, merely restore it to previously existing conditions.
Maintenance of natural systems, including conservation and long-term productivity of existing flora and
fauna; species and habitat diversity and stability; natural hydrologic function; wetland type; fish; wildlife;
timber; and food and fiber resources.
The proposed action will not further affect the natural systems/ wetlands at this property, which is located
in an area that is primarily residential and commercial properties. The Town shall comply with all best
management practices and permit conditions that are set forth in the applicable federal, state, and local
environmental permits, when and as they are acquired. As the work will not increase the area of creek, it is
presumed that there will not be new adverse impacts on the existing flora/fauna, habitat, natural hydrologic
function, or natural resources at the location.
Cost increases attributed to wetland-required new construction and mitigation measures to minimize harm
to wetlands that may result from such use.
The proposed scope of work does not involve changing the total area of the existing wetland by dredging,
diking, filling, or by some other means. Consequently, there are no cost increases attributed to necessary
mitigation measures to minimize harm to wetlands that may result from such use.
Other uses of wetland in the public interest, including recreational, scientific, and cultural uses.
This area is a developed rural residential and commercial area that is adjacent to state parks, undeveloped
forests, lakes, and streams. Additionally, easy access is afforded to local public recreational access to the
neighboring State Parks and Preserves and various other agricultural facilities such as farmers’ markets and
farms. According to the Outdoor Industry Association’s two-page fact sheet New York The Outdoor
Recreation Economy, outdoor recreation generates $338 billion in consumer spending and 305,000 direct
jobs within the State. Due to the developed nature of the area, demand could not simply shift to other areas
located in out of wetlands and floodplains because of finite supply.
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Step 5. Where Practicable, Design or Modify the Proposed Action to Minimize the Potential Adverse
Impacts To and From the 100-Year Floodplain and to Restore and Preserve its Natural and Beneficial
Functions and Values.
Given the scope to restore and armor Rondout Creek, replace the existing culvert, and install additional
stormwater management/ sewer systems with the proposed funding support, it is a direct policy requirement
to specify standards that mitigate flood risk. There are mitigation measures in the form of restoration
landscaping proposed upon the completion of stream stabilization and restoration work. Additionally,
stormwater catch basins will be used to catch sediment and debris prior to transportation elsewhere, which
will decrease water velocity and prevent sedimentation of the waterways. These measures will help limit
erosion and prevent habitat from being silted up via excess sedimentation.
It is still reasonable to promote awareness of future risks of natural hazards, including flooding, plus the
physical, social and economic impacts that potential events could convey, including through potential for
future physical damage to the surrounding properties.
Step 6. Reevaluate the Alternatives and Proposed Action.
The primary alternative for the proposed project is the ‘no action’ alternative. This alternative means that
there would be no work undertaken to alleviate the flood problem or mitigate the future flooding. This
would leave the surrounding community vulnerable to future flood damage. The “no action” alternative
would provide no protection to the residential neighborhoods and greater community from future flood
events, as mitigation would be compromised due to lack of financial support. Thus, the “no action”
alternative is not feasible in relation to the desired objective of creating area resiliency to future flooding
events.
The impacts of these alternatives will be re-evaluated in response to any public comments received.
Step 7. Issue Findings and Public Explanation.
A final notice, formally known as “Notice of Policy Determination” was published in accordance with 24
CFR 55. (See Appendix 3 of this Floodplain Management EO 11988 and Wetlands Protection EO 11990
Determination for the letter distributed to the associated agencies.) The comment period started with the
Final Notice publishing in Daily Freeman newspaper on October 20, 2017.This notice was combined with
the Notice of Finding of No Significant Impact and Notice of Intent to Request Release of Funds. The
comment periods for the combined notice is 15 days, which expires on November 6, 2017. The combined
notice describes the reasons why the project must be located in the floodplain, alternatives considered, and
all mitigation measures to be taken to minimize adverse impacts and preserve natural and beneficial
floodplain values.
Step 8. Continuing Responsibility of Responsible Entity & Recipient.
The Governor's Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR), operating under the auspices of the New York State
Homes and Community Renewal’s (NYSHCR) Housing Trust Fund Corporation, is the responsible
entity. The responsible entity will make available educational materials regarding best practices for
businesses located in floodplains. It is acknowledged there is a continuing responsibility by the responsible
entity to ensure, to the extent feasible and necessary, compliance with the steps herein.
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Appendix 1
Notice of Early Public Review
Floodplain Management
Executive Order 11988 & Protection of Wetlands
Executive Order 11990

EARLY NOTICE OF A PROPOSED ACTIVITY
IN A 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN AND WETLAND
JAMES STREET FLOOD CONTROL
RONDOUT CREEK & JAMES STREET
TOWN OF ROSENDALE, ULSTER COUNTY, NEW YORK 12472
JUNE 19, 2017
To: All interested Agencies, Groups, and Individuals
This is to give notice that the Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR), an office of the New York
State Housing Trust Fund Corporation (HTFC), has received a request to use Community Development
Block Grant – Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) funding from the New York Rising Community
Reconstruction (NYRCR) Program to implement the James Street Flood Control project, (hereinafter, the
“Proposed Activity”) and is conducting an evaluation as required by Executive Order 11988 and Executive
Order 11990 in accordance with U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Renewal (HUD) regulations (24
CFR Part 55). There are three primary purposes for this notice. First, to provide the public an opportunity
to express their concerns and share information about the Proposed Activity, including alternative locations
outside of the floodplain and wetland. Second, adequate public notice is an important public education
tool. The dissemination of information about floodplains and wetlands facilitates and enhances
governmental efforts to reduce the risks associated with the occupancy and modification of these special
areas. Third, as a matter of fairness, when the government determines it will participate in actions
taking place in floodplain and wetland, it must inform those who may be put at greater or continued risk.
Funding for the Proposed Activity will be provided by the HUD CDBG-DR program for storm
recovery activities in New York State.
The Proposed Activity, the James Street Flood Control Project, is a stormwater management improvement
project located adjacent to the intersection of James Street and Parkcrest Drive in the Town of Rosendale,
Ulster County, NY. The Town of Rosendale proposes to replace an existing culvert beneath James Street
with a 60-inch high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe culvert and a retaining wall built on the north side of
James Street at the outfall location into Rondout Creek. A catch basin and storm manhole will be installed
on the western side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street intersection, and a new 36-inch HDPE pipe will
replace the existing 36-inch pipe running under Parkcrest Drive. Four additional catch basins are proposed
to be built along James Street, west of Parkcrest Drive. The proposed construction includes flattening the
southern bank slope, creating a low flow channel, and constructing a new toe at the base of the slope on the
southern bank of Rondout Creek. Additionally, Rondout Creek’s southern bank will be armored with riprap
at the western edge of the existing riprap and extend 600 feet upstream. Maintenance dredging will also
occur, removing the point bar along the northern bank to elevation 39.5 feet which is the original Rondout
Creek flood control creek bottom elevation. The Town also proposes to construct guide rails along James
Street, as well as a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian walkway that will run parallel to the north side of James Street.
The Proposed Activity is needed to ensure that this critical connector road will be accessible during future
storm events. The lower portion of James Street washed out and collapsed from high waters during Hurricane
Irene and Tropical Storm Irene which caused a substantial risk for vehicles and residences on James Street and
in the surrounding area.
The Proposed Activity will result in temporary and permanent impacts to approximately two acres of 100year Floodplain and National Wetland Inventory and New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC) mapped wetlands. These impacts will consist of maintenance dredging of a point
bar, streambank stabilization, and slope flattening. Maintenance dredging will occur to restore the Rondout
Creek to the original flood control creek elevation, while the streambank stabilization and slope flattening
will prevent future erosion materials from the area impacting the area down-stream.
Floodplain maps based on the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps and wetlands maps based on the NWI and
NYSDEC data have been prepared and are available for review with additional information at:

http://www.stormrecovery.ny.gov/environmental-docs.
Any individual, group, or agency may submit written comments on the Proposed Activity or request
further information by contacting Lori A. Shirley, Certifying Officer, Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery,
38-40 State Street, Hampton Plaza, Albany, NY 12207; email: NYSCDBG_DR_ER@nyshcr.org. Standard
office hours are 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM Monday through Friday. For more information, call (518) 4740755. All comments received by July 5, 2015 will be considered.

Appendix 2
Notice of Early Public Review Affidavit
Floodplain Management
Executive Order 11988 & Protection of Wetlands
Executive Order 11990

Appendix 3
Notice of Final Pubic Review
Floodplain Management
Executive Order 11988 & Protection of Wetlands
Executive Order 11990

ANDREW M. CUOMO
Governor

LISA BOVA-HIATT
Executive Director

PUBLIC NOTICE

COMBINED NOTICE OF FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT (FONSI),
NOTICE OF INTENT TO REQUEST RELEASE OF FUNDS (NOI-RROF),
AND FINAL NOTICE AND PUBLIC REVIEW OF A PROPOSED
ACTION IN A 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN AND WETLAND
TOWN OF ROSENDALE
JAMES STREET FLOOD CONTROL
OCTOBER 20, 2017
Name of Responsible Entity and Recipient: New York State Homes and Community Renewal (HCR), 38-40 State Street,
Hampton Plaza, Albany, NY 12207, in cooperation with the New York State Housing Trust Fund Corporation (HTFC), of
the same address. Contact: Lori A. Shirley (518) 474-0755.
Pursuant to 24 CFR Section 58.43, this combined Notice of Finding of No Significant Impact and Notice of Intent to Request
Release of Funds (FONSI/NOIRROF) and Final Notice and public review of a proposed action in a 100-year floodplain and
wetland satisfies three separate procedural requirements for project activities proposed to be undertaken by HCR.
Project Description: The Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR), an office of HCR’s HTFC, is responsible for the
direct administration of the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Community
Development Block Grant – Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) program in New York State. GOSR proposes to provide
CDBG-DR funding to the James Street Flood Control Project, which is a stormwater management improvement project
located on James Street between John Street and Route 32 and along and within Rondout Creek, Town of Rosendale, Ulster
County, New York 12472 (the “Proposed Project”). The Town of Rosendale proposes to replace an existing culvert beneath
James Street with a 60-inch high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe culvert and a retaining wall built on the north side of
James Street at the outfall location into Rondout Creek. A catch basin and storm manhole will be installed on the western
side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street intersection, and a new 36-inch HDPE pipe will replace the existing 36-inch
pipe running under Parkcrest Drive. Four additional catch basins are proposed to be built along James Street, west of
Parkcrest Drive. The proposed construction includes flattening the south bank slope with a buttress toe for slope stability
on the south bank of the Rondout Creek. Additionally, Rondout Creek’s southern bank will be armored with riprap at the
western edge of the existing riprap and extend 600 feet upstream. A point bar along the northern bank of Rondout Creek
will be removed, which will restore the original Rondout Creek flood control creek bottom to 39.5 feet, which is the original
Rondout Creek flood control creek bottom elevation. The Town also proposes to construct guide rails along James Street,
as well as a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian walkway that will run parallel to the north side of James Street extending approximately
330 feet west of Parkcrest Drive to the intersection of James Street and Route 32. This Proposed Project is estimated to have
a total cost of $600,000.00 to be provided by CDBG-DR.
PUBLIC EXPLANATION OF A PROPOSED ACTIVITY IN A 100-YEAR FLOODPLAIN AND WETLAND
This work will be located in 100-year floodplain (SHFA Zone AE), floodway and within federal wetlands. Approximately
two acres of 100-year floodplain and wetlands will be disturbed during construction. Since the action will include new
construction in a floodplain and a wetland, Executive Orders 11990 and 11988 require that the project not be supported if
there are practicable alternatives to development in floodplain and new construction in wetlands. Applicable permits from
the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, the United States Army Corps of Engineers, and local
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jurisdiction will be acquired before work is commenced. The Applicant will be bound by any permit stipulations or
mitigation measures listed in permits acquired for this project.
There are three primary purposes for this notice. First, people who may be affected by activities in floodplains/ wetlands
and those who have an interest in the protection of the natural environment have an opportunity to express their concerns
and provide information about these areas. Second, adequate public notice is an important public education tool. The
dissemination of information and request for public comment about floodplains/ wetlands can facilitate and enhance federal
efforts to reduce the risks associated with the occupancy and modification of these special areas. Third, as a matter of
fairness, when the federal government determines it will participate in actions taking place in floodplains/ wetlands, it must
inform those who may be put at greater or continued risk.
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
An Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Proposed Project has been prepared in accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and HUD environmental review regulations at 24 CFR Part 58. The EA is
incorporated by reference into this FONSI. Subject to public comments, no further review of the Proposed Project is
anticipated. HCR has determined that the EA for the project identified herein complies with the requirements of HUD
environmental review regulations at 24 CFR Part 58. HCR has determined that the Proposed Project will have no significant
impact on the human environment and therefore does not require the preparation of an environmental impact statement
under NEPA.
Public Review: Public viewing of the EA and Floodplain Management & Protection of Wetlands Determination Documents
are available online at http://stormrecovery.ny.gov/environmental-docs and is also available in person Monday – Friday,
9:00 AM – 5:00 PM at the following address: Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery, 99 Washington Avenue, Suite 1224,
Albany, New York 12260. Contact: Lori A. Shirley (518) 474-0755.
Further information may be requested by writing to the above address, emailing NYSCDBG_DR_ER@nyshcr.org or by
calling (518) 474-0755. This combined notice is being sent to individuals and groups known to be interested in these
activities, local news media, appropriate local, state and federal agencies, the regional office of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency having jurisdiction, and to the HUD Field Office, and is being published in a newspaper of general
circulation in the affected community.
Public Comments on the Proposed Activity within Floodplain and Wetland, FONSI and/or NOIRROF: Any
individual, group or agency may submit written comments on the Proposed Project. The public is hereby advised to specify
in their comments which “notice” their comments address. Comments should be submitted via email, in the proper format,
on or before November 6, 2017 at NYSCDBG_DR_ER@nyshcr.org. Written comments may also be submitted at the
following address, or by mail, in the proper format, to be received on or before November 6, 2017: Governor’s Office of
Storm Recovery, 99 Washington Avenue, Suite 1224, Albany, New York 12260. Comments may be received by telephone
by contacting Lori A. Shirley at (518) 474-0755. All comments must be received on or before 5pm on November 6, 2017or
they will not be considered. If modifications result from public comment, these will be made prior to proceeding with the
expenditure of funds.
REQUEST FOR RELEASE OF FUNDS AND CERTIFICATION
On or about November 7, 2017, the HCR certifying officer will submit a request and certification to HUD for the release of
CDBG-DR funds as authorized by related laws and policies for the purpose of implementing this part of the New York
CDBG-DR program.
HCR certifies to HUD that Lori A. Shirley, in her capacity as Certifying Officer, consents to accept the jurisdiction of the
U.S. federal courts if an action is brought to enforce responsibilities in relation to the environmental review process and that
these responsibilities have been satisfied. HUD’s approval of the certification satisfies its responsibilities under NEPA and
related laws and authorities, and allows GOSR to use CDBG-DR program funds.
Objection to Release of Funds: HUD will accept objections to its release of funds and GOSR’s certification for a period
of fifteen days following the anticipated submission date or its actual receipt of the request (whichever is later). Potential
objectors may contact HUD or the GOSR Certifying Officer to verify the actual last day of the objection period.
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The only permissible grounds for objections claiming a responsible entity’s non-compliance with 24 CFR Part 58 are: (a)
Certification was not executed by HCR’s Certifying Officer; (b) the responsible entity has omitted a step or failed to make
a decision or finding required by HUD regulations at 24 CFR Part 58; (c) the responsible entity has committed funds or
incurred costs not authorized by 24 CFR Part 58 before release of funds and approval of environmental certification; or (d)
another Federal agency acting pursuant to 40 CFR Part 1504 has submitted a written finding that the project is unsatisfactory
from the standpoint of environmental quality.
Objections must be prepared and submitted in accordance with the required procedures (24 CFR Part 58) and shall be
addressed to Tennille Smith Parker, Director, Disaster Recovery and Special Issues Division, Office of Block Grant
Assistance, U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development, 451 7th Street SW, Washington, DC 20410, Phone: (202)
402-4649.
Lori A. Shirley
Certifying Officer
October 20, 2017
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Attachment 5
HUD Environmental Standards Review

James Street Flood Control HUD Environmental Standards Review
Subject Property Address: Rondout Creek, James Street, Rosendale, New York 12472
Introduction
The purpose of this review is to ensure that the project complies with U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) environmental standards in relation to 24 CFR Part 58.5. Properties that are
proposed for use in HUD programs “must be free of hazardous materials, contamination, toxic chemicals
and gases, and radioactive substances, where a hazard could affect the health and safety of occupants or
conflict with the intended utilization of the property.”
A desktop review was performed to identify whether the Subject Property referenced in the title of this
document complies with the following criteria:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

is not Listed on an U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Superfund National Priorities
or Comprehensive Environmental Response Superfund National Priorities or Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) List, or equivalent
State list;
is not located within 3,000 feet of a toxic or solid waste landfill site;
does not have an underground storage tank; and
is not known or suspected to be contaminated by toxic chemicals or radioactive materials.
Summary of Findings

Records Review for the Subject Property
Subject Property Description:
This environmental review was completed for the James Street Flood Control Project in the Rosendale,
New York. The proposed action consists of: culvert replacement under James Street; catch basin placement
along James Street; flattening the south bank slope with a buttress toe for slope stability on the south bank
of the Rondout Creek; armoring Rondout Creek’s south bank with riprap; constructing guide rails along
James Street; and constructing a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian walkway that will run parallel to the north side
of James Street extending approximately 330 feet west of Parkcrest Drive to the intersection of James Street
and Route 32. Any properties located along James Street within the proposed project area and the
immediately surrounding area to be impacted by construction will collectively be referred to as the Subject
Property throughout the environmental review.
EPA Records:
The Subject Property is not listed on an EPA Superfund National Priorities or CERCLA list or equivalent
State list. A review of the EPA Facilities Database provides no indication of past uses of the Subject
Property that could have contaminated the Subject Property, or potentially adversely affect the occupants
of the Subject Property.
County and New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) Records:
The Subject Property is not located within 3,000 feet of a toxic or solid waste landfill site. According to the
NYSDEC Environmental Remediation Database, the Subject Property is listed in the Spill Incidents
Database. Two spills were reported on the Subject Property:
1) Spill report #8911763 occurred on March 12, 1990 at 11 James Street. The spill involved an
unknown amount of no. 2 fuel oil released onto site soils due to a tank failure. The spill was closed
by the NYSDEC on March 23, 1990.

2) Spill report #9700047 occurred on April 1, 1997 at the corner of Parkcrest and James Street. The
spill involved two gallons of PCB oil released onto site soils. The spill was closed by the NYSDEC
on April 29, 1997.
A spill closure by the NYSDEC indicates that the records and data submitted for the spill demonstrated that
the necessary cleanup and removal actions have been completed and no further remedial actions are
necessary under these spill reports. As such, these two spills are not considered a hazard that could affect
the health and safety of occupants or conflict with the intended utilization of the Subject Property.
The Subject Property is not listed in the NYSDEC Environmental Site Remediation or Bulk Storage
Databases.
Records Review for the Surrounding Properties
EPA Records:
There are 12 EPA-permitted hazardous waste, air emissions, and water discharger facilities located within
3,000 feet of the Subject Property. Of the 12 facilities, 11 are located across Rondout Creek, or have no
violations reported at the facility. Facilities with no permit violations are not considered a hazard because
the facilities are in compliance with permit conditions that are enforced and meet standards that protect
public health and the environment by preventing releases to the environment. As such, these 11 facilities
are not considered a hazard that could affect the health and safety of occupants or conflict with the intended
utilization of the Subject Property. One facility with violations and in non-compliance of permit conditions
is identified below. The facility is determined NOT to pose a hazard that could affect the health and safety
of occupants or conflict with the intended utilization of the Subject Property because hazardous substances
have been NOT been released from the facility as documented below.
Rosendale WWT Facility holds a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit for
the discharge of treated wastewater from the Town of Rosendale. The treatment plant is located
approximately 780 feet east of the Subject Property. The plant is currently in non-compliance of the Clean
Water Act (CWA) and has been for the eight inconsecutive quarters. One of the quarters was identified in
significant violation of the CWA due to pollutant violations with settleable solid and coliform exceedances.
The remaining seven quarters were in non-compliance due to pollutant exceedances of Biological Oxygen
Demand (BOD), chlorine, coliform, settleable solids, suspended solids, and pH. No hazardous substances
are known to have been released to the environment from the treatment plant.
NYSDEC Records:
A review of the NYSDEC Spill Incidents, Bulk Storage, and Environmental Site Remediation Databases
resulted in the identification of: 34 spills located on properties within 1,000 feet of the Subject Property,
seven (7) bulk storage sites within 3,000 feet of the Subject Property, and two (2) Environmental
Remediation Sites within 3,000 feet of the Subject Property.
Of the 34 spills identified within 1,000 feet of the Subject Property, 31 have been closed by the NYSDEC.
A spill closure by the NYSDEC indicates that the records and data submitted for the spill demonstrated that
the necessary cleanup and removal actions have been completed and no further remedial actions are
necessary under these spill reports. As such, these 31 spills are not considered a hazard that could affect the
health and safety of occupants or conflict with the intended utilization of the Subject Property. The three
(3) remaining spills are associated with a single site located at 1083 Route 32, currently known as Azam
& Sons (3-168874). These spills have not been closed by the NYSDEC and are discussed below.
1) Spill report #9008718 occurred on November 8, 1990 at the corner of Madeline Lane and Route
32, approximately 350 feet south of the Subject Property. The spill involved an unknown amount
of methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE) and gasoline released into the groundwater. Gasland purchased

the gas station, with known soil and groundwater petroleum contamination associated with an open
spill, from Northland Industries in the 1980s. Neither party claimed responsibility for the cleanup
of the contamination. In 2004, Aero Star purchased the gas station. In 2005, the gas station was
razed and additional contaminated soil was removed (Spill Report #0510696), though no reports
were submitted for this work. In May 2016, the NYSDEC met with Aerostar to discuss the next
step to include a Phase II Site Assessment to determine the current extent of the contamination.
The spill is associated with a gasoline station which is registered as a petroleum bulk storage (PBS)
site under PBS #3-168874.
2) Spill Report #0235021 was reported on October 22, 2002 at the corner of Madeline Lane and
Route 32, approximately 350 feet south of the Subject Property. The spill involved unknown
amounts of MTBE and gasoline being released into the groundwater due to equipment failure. The
spill is associated with a gasoline station which is registered as a petroleum bulk storage (PBS) site
under PBS #3-168874.
3) Spill Report #0510696 was reported on December 13, 2005 at 1083 Route 23, approximately 350
feet south of the Subject Property. The spill involved an unknown amount of waste oil/used oil
released into the soil and groundwater due to an equipment failure. The reporter noted that
approximately 15 tons of soil were stockpiled and waiting for NYSDEC response. The NYSDEC
spill report notes that Spill Reports #9008718 and #0235021 were still open due to nonresponse
to cleanup from previous owners. The spill is associated with PBS #3-168874.
Per consultation with the NYSDEC and the Remedial Investigation Report drafted by TRC Engineers, Inc
(2014), this site is known to be contaminated above the Class GA Values for Groundwater and both
Protection of Groundwater or Unrestricted Use Soil Cleanup Objectives with petroleum-related volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) in the groundwater samples collected and in one (1) soil sample. There were
no semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) detected in soil or groundwater samples taken. This site is
located upgradient from the Subject Property. However, while soil vapor intrusion is a potential in downgradient buildings and enclosed structures, the proposed work to be performed does not involve the
construction of buildings or enclosed structures. As such, while these open spills do constitute a hazardous
condition, this site is not considered a hazard that could conflict with the intended utilization of the Subject
Property.
The following seven (7) Bulk Storage Sites were identified within the NYSDEC Bulk Storage Database.
1) Rosendale Recreation Center (3-000287) is an unregulated/closed CBS site located
approximately 610 feet southeast of the Subject Property. One tank record was identified for the
site; an 800-gallon aboveground tank which was closed in place. No spills were reported at this
site.
2) Rosendale Sunoco (3-333867), also known as Sun Conure Petroleum, Inc., is an active PBS site
located approximately 1,100 feet north of the Subject Property. Nine tank records were identified
for this site; four of the tanks have been closed and removed from the Subject Property. The
remaining five tanks are listed as in service: 1) one 280-gallon aboveground no. 2 fuel oil tank
(installed 03/1998); 2) one 6,000-gallon underground diesel tank (installed 12/2015); 3) one
10,000-gallon underground gasoline/ethanol tank (installed 11/2015); 4) one 6,000-gallon
underground gasoline/ethanol tank (installed 11/2015); and 5) one 4,000-gallon underground
gasoline/ethanol tank (installed 11/2015). No spills were reported at this site.
3) Stewart’s Shop #177 (3-171506) is an active PBS site that is located approximately 510 feet
northwest of the Subject Property. Nine tank records were identified for the site; seven of the tanks
have been closed and removed from the site. The remaining two tanks are listed as in service: 1)
one 12,000-gallon underground gasoline/ethanol tank (installed 06/2007); and 2) one 6,000-gallon
underground gasoline tank (installed 06/2007). Four spill records were reported on this site;
however, they were all closed by the NYSDEC.

4) Park Heights Project (3-601354) is an active PBS site located approximately 1,000 feet southeast
of the Subject Property. One tank record was identified for the site: one 2,500-gallon underground
no. 2 fuel oil tank (installed 04/1999). The tank is currently still in service on the site. No spills
were reported on the site.
5) St. Peters Church (3-058165) is an unregulated/closed PBS site located approximately 1,920 feet
west of the Subject Property. The bulk storage permit for this site expired in 2011. Fourteen tank
records were identified for the site; six of the tanks were closed and removed from the site while
one tank was closed in place. The remaining seven tanks are listed as in service: 1) two 275-gallon
aboveground no. 2 fuel oil tanks (installed 02/2010); 2) two 330-gallon aboveground no. 2 fuel oil
tanks (installed 12/2011); 3) 275-gallon aboveground no. 2 fuel oil tank (installed 04/2012); and 4)
two 275-gallon aboveground no. 2 fuel oil tanks (installed 05/2006). Two spills were reported on
the site; however, both spills were closed by the NYSDEC.
6) Azam & Sons (3-168874) is an active PBS site located approximately 350 feet southeast of the
Subject Property. Fourteen tanks were identified for this site; six of the tanks have been closed and
removed from the site. The remaining eight tanks are listed as in service: 1) one 8,000-gallon
underground gasoline/ethanol tank (installed 07/1994); 2) one 6,000-gallon underground
gasoline/ethanol tank (installed 07/1994): 3) one 4,000-gallon underground biodiesel tank
(installed 01/1994); 4) one 2,000-gallon underground kerosene tank (installed 01/1994); 5) one
1,000-gallon aboveground kerosene tank (installed 07/1994); 6) one 275-gallon aboveground no. 2
fuel oil tank (installed 06/2007); 7) one 1,000-gallon aboveground kerosene tank (installed
01/2004); and 8) one 1,000-gallon underground no. 2 fuel oil tank (installed 01/2004). Three spills
were reported on this site; one of the spills was closed by the NYSDEC and two remain open and
were previously discussed as open identified spills.
7) Aero Star Petroleum, Inc. (3-037478) is an active PBS site located approximately 850 feet north
of the Subject Property. Six tank records were identified for the site; three of the tanks have been
closed and removed from the site. The three remaining tanks are listed as in service: 1) two 12,000gallon underground gasoline/ethanol tanks (installed 07/2007); and 2) one 8,000-gallon
underground gasoline/ethanol tank (installed 07/2007). Eleven spills have been reported on the site;
ten of the reported spills were closed by the NYSDEC. The spill that remains open occurred in in
October 2001. The spill involved and unknown amount of gasoline released onto site soils. This
site is hydraulically separated from the Subject Property and is not considered a hazard to the
Subject Property.
Spills reported at Bulk Storage Sites were investigated to determine if they were still currently open by the
NYSDEC. If a spill was closed by the NYSDEC, then the records and the data submitted indicate that
necessary cleanup and removal actions have been completed and no further remedial actions are necessary
or the case was closed for administrative reasons (e.g. multiple reports of a single spill consolidated into a
single spill number). If the case has been administratively closed and did not meet NYSDEC closure criteria,
then another spill report number would have been identified covering the case.
The registered tanks are permitted and regulated by NYSDEC which requires leak detection, containment
and monitoring. Any site that has registered tanks and no reported or closed spills is not a hazard to the
Subject Property.
Two (2) Environmental Remediation Sites were identified within 3,000 feet of the Subject Property and are
briefly discussed below:
1083 Route 32 (356031) is a State Superfund site located approximately 350 feet southeast of the Subject
Property. This site operated as a chemical company which dyed clothing from 1960 to 1970. It then operated
as a garage from 1970 to 1979 and has since been used as a gas station (Azam & Sons (3-168874)). Primary
contaminants of concern at the site include VOCs, specifically tetrachloroethene (PCE), cis-1,2

dichloroethene (DCE) and vinyl chloride. This contamination has been attributed to the nearby Rosendale
Cleaners site (356050). The Rosendale Cleaners site is a State Superfund site located adjacent to the 1083
Route 32 site. The site has been used for a variety of commercial purposes since at least the mid-1900s. A
dry cleaner reportedly operated on the site until the business burned down in 1981. A mound of soil/debris
pile exists on the southern part of the site. The mound is approximately 3’ above grade, approximately 30’
in diameter, and buried approximately 7’ deep. Per sampling, the debris consisted of scraps of metal, cinder
block, glass, wooden beams, and textiles. These are likely related to demolition actions taken after a fire at
the former dry cleaner building. Primary contaminants of concern are the same as at the 1083 Route 32 site.
Contamination is present in on-site and off-site monitoring wells. Overburden groundwater exceeds
standards for PCE, TCE, 1,2- DCE and vinyl chloride at maximum concentrations of 320, 360, 8,000 and
1,100 ug/L, respectively.
A Remedial Investigation was completed at the sites, which included investigation on the spill at the gas
station located at 1083 Route 32. Sub-slab vapor samples were taken at five different structures located
down-gradient from the debris mound. Methylene chloride, Perchloroethylene (PCE), and
Trichloroethylene (TCE) were not detected at any concentrations above the Air Guideline Values (AGVs)
in any of the sub-slab vapor, indoor air, or ambient air samples.
Groundwater samples were collected from monitoring wells during two sampling events performed in
January 2013 and April 2013. Results indicate that several petroleum related VOCs (i.e., 1,2,4trimethylbenzene, benzene, n-butylbenzene, chlorobenzene, ethylbenzene, isopropylbenzene, methyl tertbutyl ether, n-propylbenzene, toluene, m & p-xylenes, and o-xylene) were detected at concentrations above
Class GA Values in groundwater samples collected from sampling points on the 1083 Route 32 property.
Chlorinated VOCs were detected above Class GA Values in groundwater collected from sampling points
on the gas station property and former dry cleaner property as well as downgradient portions of the Site
Investigation Area. However, while there is potential for soil vapor intrusion in down-gradient buildings
and enclosed structures, the proposed work to be performed does not involve the construction of buildings
or enclosed structures. As such, while the contamination at this site does constitute a hazardous condition,
this site is not considered a hazard that could conflict with the intended utilization of the Subject Property.
In Summary:
Based on a review of available environmental records for the Subject Property and surrounding area, two
(2) Superfund sites and three (3) open spills with known petroleum contamination located directly upgradient of the Subject Property were identified as potential sources of contamination. As such, the Subject
Property is likely to contain hazardous materials and contamination and it is recommended any soil be
tested for petroleum and chlorinated VOCs prior to disposal or reuse on site. The proposed project does not
involve the construction of buildings or enclosed structures that would contain occupants. Rather, the
proposed project involves the construction of stormwater management improvements. Therefore, the
Subject Property is unlikely to contain toxic chemicals and gases, or radioactive substances which would
constitute a hazard that could conflict with the intended utilization of the Subject Property. A Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) or Phase II Investigation is not warranted. Maps, NYSDEC reports,
and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reports are included at the end of this report.
Data Sources:
Tectonic Engineering and Surveying Consultants, P.C. (Tectonic) has reviewed the following sources to
make the above determinations: Hazardous Waste records contained in the RCRA, the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information System (CERCLIS) for sites listed
under the CERCLA (otherwise known as Superfund), EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Database (TRI), and
the EPA Radiation Information Database (RADInfo).

Tectonic reviewed the NYSDEC Remedial Site Database to assess whether the site is registered as a NYS
Superfund or Environmental Restoration site. The NYSDEC Environmental Site Remediation Database
includes records of sites that are part of the NYS Superfund, Brownfield Cleanup, Environmental
Restoration, and Voluntary Cleanup Programs. The Database also includes a Registry of Inactive Hazardous
Waste Disposal Sites.
The NYSDEC Bulk Storage Database was reviewed for records of facilities that are or have been regulated
according to one of the Bulk Storage Programs - Chemical Bulk Storage or Major Oil Facility. The
NYSDEC Spill Incidents Database was used to determine the potential effects of spills on or near the
Subject Property. A desktop review of Google Earth was used in conjunction with a map of active municipal
landfills (provided by the NYSDEC) in determining whether there was a landfill within 3,000 feet of the
Subject Property.
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Detailed Facility Report
Facility Summary
3-Year Compliance Status

ROSENDALE WWT FACILITY
136 CREEK LOCKS RD, ROSENDALE, NY
12472

CWA

FRS (Facility Registry Service) ID: 110019474040
EPA Region: 02
Latitude: 41.847083
Longitude: -74.072139
Locational Data Source: NPDES
Industry: Sewerage Systems
Indian Country: N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Quarters

Enforcement and Compliance Summary
Statute

Insp (5
Years)

Date of Last
Inspection

Compliance Status

Qtrs in NC (NonCompliance) (of 12)

Qtrs in Significant
Violation

Informal Enforcement
Actions (5 years)

Formal Enforcement
Actions (5 years)

CWA

5

09/23/2016

Noncompliance

8

1

--

--

Related Reports

Penalties from Formal Enforcement EPA Cases (5
Actions (5 years)
years)
--

Penalties from EPA
Cases (5 years)

--

--

Other Regulatory Reports

Regulatory Information

CWA Pollutant Loading Report Clean Air Act (CAA): No Information
Clean Water Act (CWA): Minor, Permit
CWA Effluent Charts
Effective (NY0109061)
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA): No Information
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA): No
Information

Air Emissions Inventory (EIS): No
Information
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
(eGGRT): No Information
Toxic Releases (TRI): No
Information

Facility/System Characteristics

Facility/System Characteristics
System

Statute

FRS
ICP

Identifier

Universe

Status

Areas

Permit Expiration Date

110019474040
CWA

NY0109061

Minor: NPDES Individual Permit

Effective

POTW

04/30/2021

Indian Country

Latitude

Longitude

N

41.847083

-74.072139

N

41.847528

-74.072306

https://echo.epa.gov/detailed-facility-report?redirect=page&fid=110019474040
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Facility Address
System

Statute

Identifier

FRS

110019474040

ICP

CWA

NY0109061

Facility Name

Facility Address

ROSENDALE WWT FACILITY

136 CREEK LOCKS RD, ROSENDALE, NY 12472

ROSENDALE (T) STP

136 CREEK LOCKS RD, ROSENDALE, NY 12472

Facility SIC (Standard Industrial Classification) Codes
System

Identifier

SIC Code

ICP

NY0109061

4952

Facility NAICS (North American Industry
Classification System) Codes

SIC Desc
Sewerage Systems

System

Identifier

NAICS Code

NAICS Description

No data records returned

Facility Tribe Information
Reservation Name

Tribe Name

EPA Tribal ID

Distance to Tribe (miles)

No data records returned

Enforcement and Compliance

Compliance Monitoring History (5 years)
Statute

Source ID

System

Lead Agency

Date

CWA

NY0109061

ICP

Evaluation

Inspection Type

EPA

09/23/2016

Finding

CWA

NY0109061

ICP

Evaluation

State

10/20/2015

CWA

NY0109061

ICP

Evaluation

State

08/06/2014

CWA

NY0109061

ICP

Evaluation

State

03/24/2014

CWA

NY0109061

ICP

Evaluation

State

03/07/2012

Entries in italics are not considered inspections in official counts.

Compliance Summary Data
Statute

Source ID

Current SNC (Significant Non-compliance)/HPV (High Priority Violation)

CWA

NY0109061

No

Description

Current As Of

Qtrs in NC (Non-Compliance) (of 12)

09/30/2016

8

Three Year Compliance Status by Quarter
Statute

Program/Pollutant/Violation Type

CWA

QTR 1

QTR 2

QTR 3

10/01-12/31/13 01/01-03/31/14 04/01-06/30/14

CWA (Source ID: NY0109061)

QTR 4
07/01-09/30/14

QTR 5

QTR 6

10/01-12/31/14 01/01-03/31/15

Facility-Level Status

In Viol

In Viol

In Viol

SNC/Cat 1

No Viol

In Viol

SNC (Significant Noncompliance)/RNC (Reportable
Non-Compliance) History

N
(RptViol)

N
(RptViol)

N
(RptViol)

X(EffNMth)

R
(Resolvd)

V
(NonRNCV)

Pollutant

Disch
Point

Freq

BOD,
5-day, 20
deg. C

001

Mthly

QTR 7
04/0106/30/15
No
Viol

QTR 8
07/01-09/30/15
In Viol

QTR 9 QTR 10
10/0101/0112/31/15 03/31/16
No
Viol

V
(NonRNCV)

No
Viol

QTR 11

QTR 12

04/01-06/30/16

07/01-09/30/16

In Viol

In Viol

V
(NonRNCV)

V
(NonRNCV)

13%



https://echo.epa.gov/detailed-facility-report?redirect=page&fid=110019474040
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Statute

Program/Pollutant/Violation Type

QTR 1

QTR 2

Page 3 of 5

QTR 3

QTR 4

QTR 5

QTR 6

QTR 7

QTR 8

QTR 9

QTR 10

QTR 11

CWA

BOD,
5-day,
percent
removal

001

Neither

CWA

Chlorine,
total
residual

001

NMth

CWA

Coliform,
fecal
general

001

Mthly

415%

4903%

140%

CWA

Coliform,
fecal
general

001

NMth

250%

4900%

128%

CWA

Solids,
settleable

001

NMth

CWA

Solids,
suspended
percent
removal

001

Neither

CWA

pH

001

Neither

QTR 12

33%

10%

133%

33%

67%

67%

20%

LIMIT
VIOL

*Quarter 13 is draft/unofficial and has not been fully quality assured. Read more





Informal Enforcement Actions (5 Years)
Statute

Source ID

Type of Action

Lead Agency

Date

No data records returned

Formal Enforcement Actions (5 Years)
Statute

Source ID

Type of Action

Lead Agency

Date

Penalty

Penalty Description

No data records returned

ICIS (Integrated Compliance Information System) Case History (5 years)
Primary Law/Section

Case No.

Case Type

Lead Agency

Case Name

Issued/Filed Date

Settlement Date

Federal Penalty

State/Local Penalty

SEP (Supplemental Environmental Project) Cost

Comp Action Cost

No data records returned

Environmental Conditions

Water Quality
Permit ID

Combined
Sewer
System?

Number of CSO
(Combined Sewer
Overflow) Outfalls

12-Digit WBD (Watershed Boundary
Dataset) HUC (RAD (Reach Address
Database))

WBD (Watershed Boundary Dataset)
Subwatershed Name (RAD (Reach
Address Database))

State Waterbody Name (ICIS
(Integrated Compliance
Information System))

020200070605

Twaalfskill Brook-Roundout
Creek

RONDOUT CK

NY0109061

Causes of
Impaired Impaired
Impairment(s) by
Waters
Class
Group(s)

Watershed with ESA
(Endangered Species Act)listed Aquatic Species?

No

Yes

Waterbody Designated Uses
Reach Code

Waterbody Name

Exceptional Use

Recreational Use

Aquatic Life Use

Shellfish Use

Beach Closure Within Last Year

Beach Closure Within Last Two Years

02020007000004

Rondout Creek

No

No

No

No

No

No

https://echo.epa.gov/detailed-facility-report?redirect=page&fid=110019474040
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Air Quality
Non-Attainment Area?

Pollutant(s)

No

Ozone

No

Lead

No

Particulate Matter

No

Sulfur Dioxide

Pollutants

Toxics Release Inventory History of Reported Chemicals Released in Pounds per Year at Site
TRI Facility ID Year Total Air Emissions

Surface Water Discharges

Off-Site Transfers to POTWs (Publicly Owned Treatment Works)

Underground Injections

Releases to Land

Total On-site Releases

Total Off-site Releases

No data records returned

Toxics Release Inventory Total Releases and Transfers in Pounds by Chemical and Year
Chemical Name

No data records returned

Demographic Profile

Demographic Profile of Surrounding Area (3 Miles)

This section provides demographic information regarding the community surrounding the facility. ECHO compliance
data alone are not sufficient to determine whether violations at a particular facility had negative impacts on public health
or the environment. Statistics are based upon the 2010 US Census and American Community Survey data, and are
accurate to the extent that the facility latitude and longitude listed below are correct. The latitude and longitude are
obtained from the EPA Locational Reference Table (LRT) when available.
Radius of Area:

3

Land Area:

96%

Households in Area:

3,075

Center latitude:

41.847083

Water Area:

4%

Housing Units in Area:

3,469

Center Longitude:

-74.072139

Population Density:

277/sq.mi.

Households on Public Assistance:

34

Total Persons:

7,501

Percent Minority:

10%

Persons Below Poverty Level:

1,552

Race Breakdown

Persons (%)

Age Breakdown

Persons (%)

White:

6,981 (93.07%)

Child 5 years and younger:

376 (5.01%)

African-American:

174 (2.32%)

Minors 17 years and younger:

1,515 (20.2%)

Hispanic-Origin:

407 (5.43%)

Adults 18 years and older:

5,986 (79.8%)

Asian/Pacific Islander:

78 (1.04%)

Seniors 65 years and older:

1,066 (14.21%)

American Indian:

15 (.2%)

Other/Multiracial:

252 (3.36%)

Education Level (Persons 25 & older)

Persons (%)

Income Breakdown

Households (%)

Less than 9th Grade:

67 (1.23%)

Less than $15,000:

156 (4.81%)

https://echo.epa.gov/detailed-facility-report?redirect=page&fid=110019474040
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Education Level (Persons 25 & older)

Persons (%)

Income Breakdown

9th through 12th Grade:

452 (8.33%)

$15,000 - $25,000:

401 (12.37%)

High School Diploma:

1,308 (24.09%)

$25,000 - $50,000:

730 (22.52%)

Some College/2-yr:

1,613 (29.71%)

$50,000 - $75,000:

649 (20.02%)

B.S./B.A. or More:

1,989 (36.64%)

Greater than $75,000:

1,305 (40.27%)

https://echo.epa.gov/detailed-facility-report?redirect=page&fid=110019474040
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NYSDEC Reports for Spills,
Environmental Remediation Sites,
Bulk Storage Sites and Located
On or Within Close Proximity to the
Site

Spill Incidents Database Search

Page 1 of 1

Spill Incidents Database Search Details
Spill Record
Administrative Information
DEC Region: 3
Spill Number: 0510696

Spill Date/Time
Spill Date: 12/13/2005 Spill Time: 09:00:00 AM
Call Received Date: 12/13/2005 Call Received Time: 12:08:00 PM

Location
Spill Name: AREO STAR PETRO
Address: 1083 RT 32
City: ROSENDALE County: Ulster

Spill Description
Material Spilled Amount Spilled Resource Affected
waste oil/used oil UNKNOWN Soil , Groundwater
Cause: Equipment Failure
Source: Gasoline Station or other PBS Facility
Waterbody:
PBS #: 3-168874

Record Close
Date Spill Closed: Not closed
If you have questions about this reported incident, please contact the Regional Office where
the incident occurred.
Return To Results
Refine This Search

http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/extapps/derexternal/spills/details.cfm

1/5/2017

Spill Incidents Database Search

Page 1 of 1

Spill Incidents Database Search Details
Spill Record
MTBE detected at this location, Click here for more information on MTBE.

Administrative Information
DEC Region: 3
Spill Number: 9008718

Spill Date/Time
Spill Date: 11/08/1990 Spill Time: 12:00:00 PM
Call Received Date: 11/08/1990 Call Received Time: 12:00:00 PM

Location
Spill Name: BIG SAVER
Address: RT.32 & MADELINE LANE
City: ROSENDALE County: Ulster

Spill Description
Material Spilled
Amount Spilled Resource Affected
MTBE (methyl-tert-butyl ether) UNKNOWN Groundwater
gasoline
UNKNOWN Groundwater
Cause: Unknown
Source: Gasoline Station or other PBS Facility
Waterbody:
PBS #: 3-168874

Record Close
Date Spill Closed: Not closed
If you have questions about this reported incident, please contact the Regional Office where
the incident occurred.
Return To Results
Refine This Search

http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/extapps/derexternal/spills/details.cfm
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Remedial Investigation Report
1083 Route 32
Rosendale, New York 12472

7.0

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Remedial Investigation was completed in general accordance with Work Assignment No. D007620-3
Notice to Proceed dated May 23, 2012, approved and amended Scopes of Work dated August 17, 2012
and September 24, 2013, and NYSDEC DER-10 Technical Guidance for Site Investigation and
Remediation. The findings and recommendations, based on the results of the RI, are presented below.
7.1

Findings

Based on soil borings advanced during the RI, unconsolidated units at the Site Investigation Area consist
of silty sand to sand and gravel at least 25 feet thick (ROS-SB/GW-106) that grades to a gray silty clay
at approximately 48 feet below ground surface and extends to depths greater than 70 feet bgs (MW-12).
Depths to groundwater surface throughout the Site Investigation Area, based on gauging of existing and
newly installed monitoring wells, were found to vary between approximately 4 feet bgs (in monitoring
well MW-06R) and 15 feet bgs (in monitoring well MW-17). Based on groundwater surface elevation
measurements, the predominant direction of groundwater flow is inferred to be to the north/northwest
towards the Rondout Creek.
Specific conclusions regarding soil, groundwater, sediment and soil vapor intrusion conditions are
presented below.
7.1.1

Soil and Buried Debris

Initially, ten (10) direct push soil borings (ROS-SB/GW-101 through ROS-SB/GW-108 and ROSSB/GW-110 and ROS-SB/GW-112) were advanced within the Site Investigation Area approximately 20
feet bgs and one soil boring, ROS-SB/GW-111, was advanced to a depth of 40 feet bgs. Soil samples
were collected continuously from the ground surface to the termination depth of each boring. Indications
of contamination (i.e., elevated PID readings and odors) were observed only in the soil samples collected
from ROS-SB/GW-106 4 to 12 feet bgs. The contamination is attributed to a prior release associated with
open Spill Case No. 90-08718 assigned to the Citgo Gas Station property. There were no visual or
olfactory indications of contamination, or elevated PID readings recorded in any of the other initial eleven
(11) borings. A total of twelve (12) soil samples, one from each boring and one additional sample from
ROS-SB/GW-108, were submitted for laboratory analysis for VOCs and SVOCs.
Based on the results of the first round of groundwater samples collected in September 2012 which
indicated the potential for a source near the southern boundary of the former dry cleaner property, a
focused CVOCs source area investigation was performed in October and November 2012 and February
2013. The focused investigation consisted of a geophysical survey, three test pit excavations, and the
installation of three (3) additional soil borings (ROS-SB-113 through ROS-SB-1115). Results of the
geophysical survey, the test pits excavations, and completion of supplemental soil borings indicate there
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is buried debris located near the southern boundary of the former Rosendale Cleaners property. The
buried debris mound rises to approximately three (3) feet above surrounding grade, is approximately
thirty (30) feet in diameter, and is limited to approximately the upper ten (10) feet of the overburden
(refer to the Figure 3). Buried debris observed during test pit excavation and in the soil borings advanced
through the mound consisted of unidentifiable fragments of metal, lumber, and textiles, and are likely
debris associated with demolition following the fire which destroyed the former dry cleaner building.
Additionally, two underground septic tanks were identified during the CVOCs source area investigation:
one septic tank is located north of the vacant office building on the former bank property and one septic
tank is located on the former dry cleaner property southeast of the former building foundation. There
were no sheens or odors observed during screening of the water in the septic tanks.
The results of the analyses of soil samples reveal the following:


Acetone was detected at concentrations exceeding the Unrestricted Use SCOs and Protection of
Groundwater SCOs in five soil samples.



Petroleum related compounds (benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene and mixed
xylenes) were detected at concentrations exceeding the Unrestricted Use SCOs or Protection of
Groundwater SCOs in one soil sample collected during the RI (from ROS-SB/GW-106 at 10-12
feet bgs). Evidence of petroleum contamination (i.e., elevated PID readings and odors) was
observed during screening of this soil sample. The petroleum related compounds detected in the
sample collected from ROS-SB/GW-106 can be attributed to the prior release associated with the
open spill case assigned to the Citgo Gas Station property.



CVOCs were detected at concentrations above comparison criteria in only one soil sample. Cis1,2-dichloroethene and vinyl chloride were detected in the sample collected 15 to 18 feet bgs
from ROS-SB-113 at concentrations above the Unrestricted Use SCOs and Protection of
Groundwater SCOs. This boring was advanced through the buried debris mound and the
compounds detected above the Unrestricted Use and Protection of Groundwater SCOs are likely
associated with the former dry cleaner operations.



There were no SVOCs detected at concentrations exceeding the Unrestricted Use SCOs or
Protection of Groundwater SCOs in the subsurface soil samples submitted for analysis.



There were no TCLP results detected above the regulatory limits.
7.1.2

Groundwater

Direct push grab groundwater samples were collected at eleven (11) locations, corresponding to the
initial eleven (11) direct push soil sample locations (ROS-SB/GW-101 through ROS-SB/GW-108 and
ROS-SB/GW110 through ROS-SB/GW-112). Additionally, eight (8) two-inch diameter monitoring
TRC ENGINEERS, INC.
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wells (MW-06R and MW-11 through MW-17) were installed within the Site Investigation Area via
hollow-stem auger drilling methods. Soil samples were collected continuously from the ground surface
to the termination depth of each boring during monitoring well installation. Visual and olfactory
indications of contamination were observed in the soil collected 20 to 25 feet bgs from TRC-MW-15,
which was advanced through the buried debris mound. At this depth, a maximum PID reading of 53.8
ppm was recorded. The apparent contamination may be attributed to impacts from the buried debris
mound. There were no visual or olfactory indications of contamination or elevated PID readings (above
13.5 ppm) recorded during screening of soil collected from the remaining monitoring well boreholes.
Groundwater samples were collected from newly installed and existing monitoring wells during two
sampling events performed in January 2013 and April 2013. The results of the analysis of the direct
push groundwater samples and groundwater samples collected from monitoring wells during the RI
reveal the following:


Several petroleum related VOCs (i.e., 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, benzene, n-butylbenzene,
chlorobenzene, ethylbenzene, isopropylbenzene, methyl tert-butyl ether, n-propylbenzene,
toluene, m & p-xylenes, and o-xylene) were detected at concentrations above Class GA Values in
groundwater samples collected from sampling points on the 1083 Route 32 property. The
petroleum related VOCs detected in groundwater above the Class GA Values are attributed to a
prior release associated with the open spill case assigned to the 1083 Route 32 property.



Chlorinated VOCs were detected above Class GA Values in groundwater collected from
sampling points on the Citgo Gas Station property and former dry cleaner property as well as
downgradient portions of the Site Investigation Area. The highest concentrations of chlorinated
VOCs were detected in groundwater samples collected near the southern boundary of the former
dry cleaner parcel (near the buried debris mound). Chlorinated VOCs were not detected at
concentrations above Class GA Values in the groundwater samples collected upgradient of the
buried debris mound and in MW-17, the monitoring well installed closest to Rondout Creek.



There were no SVOCs detected at concentrations above Class GA Values in the groundwater
samples collected.



The dissolved metals iron and manganese were detected at concentrations above Class GA
Values in groundwater. The concentrations of iron and manganese detected in groundwater are
attributable to the characteristics of the investigation area soil.



Sulfate was not detected above the Class GA Value in groundwater.

Based on the distribution of CVOCs in groundwater across the Site Investigation Area, the inferred
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groundwater flow direction (north/northwest), the location of the highest concentrations of CVOCs in
groundwater detected (in ROS-SB/GW-107 and MW-15 near and in the buried debris mound), and the
absence of elevated concentrations of CVOCs in groundwater up-gradient of the buried debris mound, it
appears that the buried debris mound is the primary source of elevated CVOCs in Site Investigation
Area groundwater.
7.1.3

Sediment

Five sediment samples were collected from the stormwater drainage trench and the unnamed creek along
the southern boundary of the former dry cleaner parcel and eastern boundary of the Site Investigation
Area. The sediment samples were analyzed for VOCs. Acetone and methylene chloride were the only
VOCs detected in the sediment samples analyzed. Neither acetone nor methylene chloride were detected
at concentrations above the Class GA Values in any of the groundwater samples analyzed.
7.1.4

Vapor Intrusion Samples

Sub-slab vapor samples and co-located indoor air samples were collected from seven structures
(designated Structure A through Structure G) and analyzed for VOCs. In addition, as part of the vapor
intrusion sampling program three ambient air samples were collected and analyzed for VOCs. Methylene
chloride, PCE, and TCE were not detected at concentrations above the AGVs in any of the sub-slab
vapor, indoor air, or ambient air samples.
The results of the sub-slab vapor and indoor air sampling in Structures A through F were compared to the
matrices in the NYSDOH Vapor Intrusion Guidance Document. Comparing the results of the sub-slab
vapor and indoor air sampling in Structures A through F to the matrices in the NYSDOH Soil Vapor
Intrusion Guidance, “the concentrations detected in the indoor air samples are likely due to indoor and/or
outdoor sources rather than soil vapor intrusion”. In Structure G, carbon tetrachloride was detected in the
sub-slab vapor sample at a concentration of 34 ug/m3 and in the indoor air sample at 29 ug/m3. Carbon
tetrachloride was not detected in the ambient air sample associated with Structure G. Based on Matrix 1
in the NYSDOH Guidance Document, the carbon tetrachloride sub-slab vapor and indoor air
concentrations detected indicate that “mitigation” is the recommended action.
There were no potential sources of VOCs identified in Structure G at the time of the vapor intrusion
sampling. Structure G is currently vacant and the basement level where the indoor air sample was
collected contains two open sump pits (refer to photographs in Appendix E). There was no standing
water observed in the sump pits at the time of the sampling. Carbon tetrachloride was not detected in the
groundwater samples collected in January and March 2013 from the nearest upgradient well, MW-14. In
addition similar elevated concentrations of carbon tetrachloride were not detected in any of the vapor
intrusion samples collected in the other structures.
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All sub-slab soil vapor, indoor, and ambient air analytical results were submitted to the NYSDOH. The
NYSDOH indicated that no additional action was required related to the Site Investigation Area and that
they would disseminate the results to the property owners of the sampled structures.
7.2

Recommendations

Based on the findings of the RI, the source of the CVOCs detected in groundwater is likely attributable to
the buried debris mound located near the southern boundary of the former dry cleaner parcel.
Accordingly, remedial measures to address the apparent source area and elevated CVOCs in
downgradient groundwater should be considered. Petroleum impacts to groundwater related to the 1083
Route 32 property are subject to the requirements of the NYSDEC Spills Program.
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Bulk Storage Database Search Details
Facility Information
Site No.: 3-333867
Status: Active
Expiration Date: 12/03/2019
Site Type: PBS
Site Name: SUN CONURE PETROLEUM, INC.
Address: 1149 RT 32
Locality: ROSENDALE
State: NY
Zipcode: 12472
County: Ulster

Owner(s) Information
Facility Owner: AERO STAR PETROLEUM, INC.
1149 ROUTE 32 . ROSENDALE, NY. 12472
Mail Contact: AERO STAR PETROLEUM, INC.
1149 RT 32 . ROSENDALE, NY. 12472

Tank Information
9 Tanks Found
Tank
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Tank Location
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection

Status
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed

Capacity
(Gal.)
12000
12000
12000
550

In Service

280

In Service

6000

In Service

10000

http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/extapps/derexternal/abs/details.cfm?pageid=4
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8A

8B

Underground including vaulted with no In Service
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
In Service
access for inspection

6000
4000

Refine This Search

http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/extapps/derexternal/abs/details.cfm?pageid=4
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Bulk Storage Database Search Details
Facility Information
Site No.: 3-171506
Status: Active
Expiration Date: 08/24/2017
Site Type: PBS
Site Name: STEWART'S SHOPS #177
Address: 212 MAIN STREET PO BOX 508
Locality: ROSENDALE
State: NY
Zipcode: 12472
County: Ulster

Owner(s) Information
Facility Owner: STEWARTS SHOPS CORP
PO BOX 435 . SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY. 12866
Mail Contact: STEWARTS SHOPS CORP
PO BOX 435 . SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY. 12866

Tank Information
9 Tanks Found
Tank
No
1
2
3
4
5
6A
6B

Tank Location
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection

Status
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed

Capacity
(Gal.)
4000
4000
4000
4000
8000
4000
4000

http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/extapps/derexternal/abs/details.cfm?pageid=4
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7

8

Underground including vaulted with no In Service
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
In Service
access for inspection

12000
6000

Refine This Search

http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/extapps/derexternal/abs/details.cfm?pageid=4
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Bulk Storage Database Search Details
Facility Information
Site No.: 3-601354
Status: Active
Expiration Date: 07/26/2019
Site Type: PBS
Site Name: PARK HEIGHTS PROJECT
Address: 1033 ROUTE 32
Locality: ROSENDALE
State: NY
Zipcode: 12472
County: Ulster

Owner(s) Information
Facility Owner: RUPCO
289 FAIR STREET . KINGSTON, NY. 12401
Mail Contact: RUPCO
289 FAIR STREET . KINGSTON, NY. 12401

Tank Information
1 Tanks Found
Tank No
492691

Tank Location
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection

Status
In
Service

Capacity
(Gal.)
2500

Refine This Search
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Bulk Storage Database Search Details
Facility Information
Site No.: 3-058165
Status: Unregulated/Closed
Expiration Date: 12/18/2011
Site Type: PBS
Site Name: ST PETER'S CHURCH
Address: 1017 KEATOR AVE
Locality: ROSENDALE
State: NY
Zipcode: 12472
County: Ulster

Owner(s) Information
Facility Owner: ST PETERS CHURCH
1017 KEATOR AVENUE . ROSENDALE, NY. 12472
Mail Contact: ST PETERS CHURCH
1017 KEATOR AVENUE . ROSENDALE, NY. 12472

Tank Information
14 Tanks Found
Tank
No
1
10
11
12
13
14
2

Tank Location
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Aboveground - in contact with
impervious barrier
Aboveground - in contact with
impervious barrier
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection

Status

Capacity
(Gal.)

Closed - In
Place

3000

In Service

275

In Service

275

In Service

330

In Service

330

In Service

275

Closed Removed

3000

http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/extapps/derexternal/abs/details.cfm?pageid=4
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3

4
5
6
7
8
9

Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle

Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed

1000

In Service

275

In Service

275

275
275
1000
2500

Refine This Search
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Bulk Storage Database Search Details
Facility Information
Site No.: 3-168874
Status: Active
Expiration Date: 11/24/2019
Site Type: PBS
Site Name: AZAM & SONS
Address: 1083 ROUTE 32
Locality: ROSENDALE
State: NY
Zipcode: 12472
County: Ulster

Owner(s) Information
Facility Owner: AERO STAR PETROLEUM, INC.
1149 ROUTE 32 . ROSENDALE, NY. 12472
Mail Contact: AERO STAR PETROLEUM, INC.
1149 RT 32 . ROSENDALE, NY. 12472

Tank Information
14 Tanks Found
Tank
No
01A
01B
01C
01D
02
1
2

Tank Location
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection

Status

Capacity
(Gal.)

In Service

8000

In Service

6000

In Service

4000

In Service

2000

In Service

1000

Closed Removed
Closed Removed

10000
1000
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3

4
4
5
6
7
9

Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Aboveground on saddles, legs, stilts,
rack or cradle
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection

In Service

275

Closed Removed

4000

In Service

1000

Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
In Service

2000
4000
275
1000

Refine This Search
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Bulk Storage Database Search Details
Facility Information
Site No.: 3-037478
Status: Active
Expiration Date: 01/29/2018
Site Type: PBS
Site Name: AERO STAR PETROLEUM, INC.
Address: 1146 ROUTE 32
Locality: ROSENDALE
State: NY
Zipcode: 12472
County: Ulster

Owner(s) Information
Facility Owner: AERO STAR PETROLEUM, INC.
1149 ROUTE 32 . ROSENDALE, NY. 12472
Mail Contact: AERO STAR PETROLEUM, INC.
1149 ROUTE 32 . ROSENDALE, NY. 12472

Tank Information
6 Tanks Found
Tank
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Tank Location
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection
Underground including vaulted with no
access for inspection

Status
Closed Removed
Closed Removed
Closed Removed

Capacity
(Gal.)
8000
8000
8000

In Service

12000

In Service

12000

In Service

8000

Refine This Search
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Environmental Site Remediation Database Search
Details
Site Record
Administrative Information
Site Name: 1083 Route 32
Site Code: 356031
Program: State Superfund Program
Classification: N *
EPA ID Number:

Location
DEC Region: 3
Address: 1083 Route 32
City:Rosendale Zip: 12472County:Ulster
Latitude: 41.844031231
Longitude: -74.074226957
Site Type:
Estimated Size: 0.31 Acres

Site Owner(s) and Operator(s)
Current Owner Name: Aerostar Petroleum
Current Owner(s) Address: 1149 Route 32
Rosendale,NY, 12472

Site Document Repository
Name: Rosendale Library
Address: 264 Main Street
Rosendale,NY 12472
Name: NYSDEC Region 3 Office
Address: 21 South Putt Corners Road
New Paltz,NY 12561

Site Description
Location: The site is located near the intersection of Route 32 and Madeline Lane in
Rosendale, Ulster County. Site Features: A one story slab on grade building exists on the site.

http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/extapps/derexternal/haz/details.cfm
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The rest of the site is paved. Current Zoning and Land Use: The site is zoned and used for
commercial purposes. The site is surrounded by a mix of commercial and residential
properties. Past Use of the Site: Reports indicate that from approximately 1960 to 1970 the
site operated as a chemical company which dyed clothing. The site operated as a garage from
1970 to 1979. Since that time, the site has predominantly been utilized as a gas station. The
current owner has been operating a Citgo gas station at the site since 2004. Site Geology and
Hydrogeology: Site soil includes sands, silt and clay. Groundwater flow is generally towards
the river and flows in a northernly direction. The depth to groundwater varies at the site and is
present from 3 to 12 feet below grade.

Contaminants of Concern (Including Materials Disposed)
Contaminant Name/Type
vinyl chloride
cis-1,2-dichloroethene
tetrachloroethene (PCE)

Site Environmental Assessment
Nature and Extent of Contamination: The contaminants of concern include volatile organic
compounds, specifically tetrachloroethene (PCE), cis-1,2 dichloroethene (DCE) and vinyl
chloride. This contamination has been attributed to the nearby Rosendale Cleaners site (ID
No. 356050) Groundwater: Contamination is present in on-site and off-site monitoring wells.
On-site overburden groundwater exceeds standards for PCE, cis-1,2 DCE and vinyl chloride at
maximum concentrations of 12, 960 and 240 ug/L, respectively. Soil: Significant soil
contamination was not observed in samples collected either on-site or off-site. Soil Vapor &
Indoor Air: Soil vapor samples were collected in the on-site structure and at adjacent
residences. Based upon the results, there were no impacts to sub-slab soil vapor or indoor air
at any of the sampling locations. Special Resources Impacted: The Rondout Creek is located
approximately 600 feet downgradient (north) of the site. Downgradient wells that were installed
during the Remedial Investigation showed no impacts in the vicinity of the creek.

Site Health Assessment
Drinking contaminated groundwater is not expected because the area is served by public
water. Contact with soil contamination is unlikely since the site is covered by buildings and
pavement.

http://www.dec.ny.gov/cfmx/extapps/derexternal/haz/details.cfm
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* Class N Sites: "DEC offers this information with the caution that the amount of information
provided for Class N sites is highly variable, not necessarily based on any DEC investigation,
sometimes of unknown origin, and sometimes is many years old. Due to the preliminary nature
of this information, significant conclusions or decisions should not be based solely upon this
summary."

For more Information: E-mail Us
Return To Results
Refine This Search
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Environmental Site Remediation Database Search
Details
Site Record
Administrative Information
Site Name: Rosendale Cleaners
Site Code: 356050
Program: State Superfund Program
Classification: P *
EPA ID Number:

Location
DEC Region: 3
Address: 1090-1094 Route 32
City:Rosendale Zip: 12472
County:Ulster
Latitude: 41.844382837
Longitude: -74.073539971
Site Type:
Estimated Size: 1.94 Acres

Site Owner(s) and Operator(s)
Current Owner Name: Aero Star Realty, LLC
Current Owner(s) Address: 1149 Route 32
Rosendale,NY, 12472
Current On-Site Operator: Aero Star Realty, LLC
Stated Operator(s) Address: 1149 Route 32
Rosendale,NY 12472

Site Description
Location: The site is located at 1090-1094 Route 32 near the intersection of Route 32 and
Madeline Lane in Rosendale, Ulster County. Site Features: The site is predominantly paved. A
one story building exists on the site that is currently unoccupied. The site is tiered and has a
retaining wall securing the upper terrace. The building foundation is exposed as part of the
original structure was demolished. The footprint of the entire building is approximately 15,000
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square feet. A mound of soil/debris pile exists on the southern part of the site. Current Zoning
and Land Use: The site is zoned for commercial purposes. The on site building is used for
storage. The site is surrounded by a mix of commercial and residential properties. Past Use of
the Site: The site has been used for a variety of commercial purposes since at least the mid
1900s. A dry cleaner reportedly operated on the site until the business burned down in 1981. A
hardware store and a diner also operated on-site until around 2009. Site Geology and
Hydrogeology: Site soil includes sands, silt and clay. Groundwater flow is generally towards
the river and flows in a northerly direction. The depth to groundwater varies at the site and is
present from 8 to 19 feet below grade.

Contaminants of Concern (Including Materials Disposed)
Contaminant Name/Type
trichloroethene (TCE)
cis-1,2-dichloroethene
tetrachloroethene (PCE)
vinyl chloride

Site Environmental Assessment
Nature and Extent of Contamination: The contaminants of concern include volatile organic
compounds, specifically tetrachloroethene (PCE), trichloroethene (TCE), cis-1,2
dichloroethene (DCE) and vinyl chloride. Groundwater: Contamination is present in on-site and
off-site monitoring wells. Overburden groundwater exceeds standards for PCE, TCE, 1,2- DCE
and vinyl chloride at maximum concentrations of 320, 360, 8,000 and 1,100 ug/L, respectively.
The highest detection of each contaminant was detected in the vicinity of a debris pile on the
southern edge of the site. Soil: Significant soil contamination was not observed in samples
collected either on-site or off-site. However the debris pile is believed to be the source area for
the contamination based upon visual observation and analysis of groundwater patterns.
Special Resources Impacted: The Rondout Creek is located downgradient (north) of the site.
Downgradient wells that were installed during the Remedial Investigation showed no impacts
in the vicinity of the creek.

Site Health Assessment
Drinking contaminated groundwater is not expected because the area is served by public
water. Contact with soil contamination is unlikely since a majority of the site is covered by
buildings and pavement. Volatile organic compounds in the groundwater or soil may move into
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the soil vapor (air spaces within the soil), which in turn may move into overlying buildings and
affect the indoor air quality. This process, which is similar to the movement of radon gas from
the subsurface into the indoor air of buildings, is referred to as soil vapor intrusion. Because
the site is vacant, the inhalation of site-related contaminants due to soil vapor intrusion does
not represent a current concern. In addition, sampling indicates soil vapor intrusion may be a
concern for one off-site building.

* Class P Sites: "DEC offers this information with the caution that it should not be used to
form conclusions about site contamination beyond what is implied by the classification of this
site, namely, that there is a potential for concern about site contamination. Information
regarding a Class P site (potential Registry site) is by definition preliminary in nature and
unverified because the DEC's investigation of the site is not yet complete. Due to the
preliminary nature of this information, significant conclusions or decisions should not be based
solely upon this summary."

For more Information: E-mail Us
Refine This Search
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Section 7 Documents
 NHP Documentation
 USFWS Acknowledgment and Determination Letter
 Phase I Summer Habitat Assessment (April 2017)

May 24, 2017
Kaitlin Larson
Tectonic Engineering & Surveying Consultants P.C.
70 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Mountainville, NY 10953
Re: Flood Control Along James Street – Town of Rosendale
County: Ulster Town/City: Rosendale
Dear Ms. Larson:
In response to your recent request, we have reviewed the New York Natural Heritage
Program database with respect to the above project.
Enclosed is a report of rare or state-listed animals and plants, and significant natural
communities that our database indicates occur in the vicinity of the project site.
For most sites, comprehensive field surveys have not been conducted; the enclosed
report only includes records from our database. We cannot provide a definitive statement as
to the presence or absence of all rare or state-listed species or significant natural
communities. Depending on the nature of the project and the conditions at the project site,
further information from on-site surveys or other sources may be required to fully assess
impacts on biological resources.
Our database is continually growing as records are added and updated. If this proposed
project is still under development one year from now, we recommend that you contact us
again so that we may update this response with the most current information.
The presence of the plants and animals identified in the enclosed report may result in
this project requiring additional review or permit conditions. For further guidance, and for
information regarding other permits that may be required under state law for regulated areas
or activities (e.g., regulated wetlands), please contact the NYS DEC Region 3 Office, Division
of Environmental Permits, at dep.r3@dec.ny.gov, (845) 256-3054.
Sincerely,

474

Andrea Chaloux
Environmental Review Specialist
New York Natural Heritage Program

New York Natural Heritage Program

Report on State-listed Animals

The following state-listed animals have been documented
in the vicinity of the project site.
The following list includes animals that are listed by NYS as Endangered, Threatened, or Special Concern;
and/or that are federally listed or are candidates for federal listing.
For information about any permit considerations for your project, please contact the Permits staff at the
NYSDEC Region 3 Office at dep.r3@dec.ny.gov, (845) 256-3054. For information about potential
impacts of your project on these species and how to avoid, minimize, or mitigate any impacts, contact
the Region 3 Wildlife staff at Wildlife.R3@dec.ny.gov, (845) 256-3098.
The following species have been documented within one mile of the project site. Individual animals may travel 2.5
miles from documented locations. The main impact of concern for bats is the removal of potential roost trees.
COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

NY STATE LISTING

FEDERAL LISTING

Myotis sodalis

Endangered

Endangered

Mammals
Indiana Bat

5441

Seven (7) hibernacula have been documented within 2.5 miles of the project site.

The following species have been documented within one mile of the project site. Individual animals may travel five
miles from documented locations. The main impact of concern for bats is the removal of potential roost trees.
COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

NY STATE LISTING

FEDERAL LISTING

Myotis septentrionalis

Threatened

Threatened

Mammals
Northern Long-eared Bat

14229

Eight (8) hibernacula have been documented within five miles of the project site.

This report only includes records from the NY Natural Heritage database. For most sites, comprehensive field
surveys have not been conducted, and we cannot provide a definitive statement as to the presence or absence of
all rare or state-listed species. Depending on the nature of the project and the conditions at the project site, further
information from on-site surveys or other sources may be required to fully assess impacts on biological resources.
If any rare plants or animals are documented during site visits, we request that information on the observations be provided to the New
York Natural Heritage Program so that we may update our database.
Information about many of the listed animals in New York, including habitat, biology, identification, conservation, and management, are
available online in Natural Heritage’s Conservation Guides at www.guides.nynhp.org, and from NYSDEC at
www.dec.ny.gov/animals/7494.html.
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Report on Rare Animals, Rare Plants, and
Significant Natural Communities

New York Natural Heritage Program

The following rare plants, rare animals, and significant natural communities
have been documented in the vicinity of your project site.
We recommend that potential onsite and offsite impacts of the proposed project on these species or
communities be addressed as part of any environmental assessment or review conducted as part of the planning,
permitting and approval process, such as reviews conducted under SEQR. Field surveys of the project site may
be necessary to determine the status of a species at the site, particularly for sites that are currently undeveloped
and may still contain suitable habitat. Final requirements of the project to avoid, minimize, or mitigate potential
impacts are determined by the lead permitting agency or the government body approving the project.
The following significant natural communities are considered significant from a statewide perspective by the NY
Natural Heritage Program. They are either occurrences of a community type that is rare in the state, or a high-quality
example of a more common community type. By meeting specific, documented criteria, the NY Natural Heritage
Program considers these community occurrences to have high ecological and conservation value.
COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

NY STATE LISTING

HERITAGE CONSERVATION STATUS

Upland/Terrestrial Communities
High-quality Occurrence of Rare Community Type

Limestone Woodland

Rosendale, .3 mile west of the project site: The woodland is medium-sized, in good condition, dispersed in many
patches among a relatively intact forest, but bisected by many roads.

9429

High-quality Occurrence of Uncommon Community Type

Calcareous Talus Slope Woodland

Rosendale, .3 mile west of the project site: The occurrence is moderate-sized and in good condition within a
moderate-sized landscape with a strong history of anthropogenic land use.

4825

This report only includes records from the NY Natural Heritage database. For most sites, comprehensive field
surveys have not been conducted, and we cannot provide a definitive statement as to the presence or absence of
all rare or state-listed species. Depending on the nature of the project and the conditions at the project site,
further information from on-site surveys or other sources may be required to fully assess impacts on biological
resources.
If any rare plants or animals are documented during site visits, we request that information on the observations be provided to the New
York Natural Heritage Program so that we may update our database.
Information about many of the rare animals and plants in New York, including habitat, biology, identification, conservation, and
management, are available online in Natural Heritage’s Conservation Guides at www.guides.nynhp.org, from NatureServe Explorer at
www.natureserve.org/explorer, and from USDA’s Plants Database at http://plants.usda.gov/index.html (for plants).
Information about many of the natural community types in New York, including identification, dominant and characteristic vegetation,
distribution, conservation, and management, is available online in Natural Heritage’s Conservation Guides at www.guides.nynhp.org.
For descriptions of all community types, go to www.dec.ny.gov/animals/97703.html for Ecological Communities of New York State.
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Report on Historical Records of Rare Animals,
Rare Plants, and Natural Communities

New York Natural Heritage Program

The following rare plants have historical records
in the vicinity of your project site.
The following rare plants were documented in the vicinity of the project site at one time, but have not been
documented there since 1979 or earlier, and/or there is uncertainty regarding their continued presence. There is
no recent information on these plants in the vicinity of the project site and their current status there is
unknown. In most cases the precise location of the plant in this vicinity at the time it was last documented is
also unknown.
If suitable habitat for these plants is present in the vicinity of the project site, it is possible that they may still
occur there. We recommend that any field surveys to the site include a search for these species, particularly at
sites that are currently undeveloped and may still contain suitable habitat.

COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

NYS LISTING

HERITAGE CONSERVATION STATUS

Plants
Cut-leaved Evening-primrose

Oenothera laciniata

Endangered

Critically Imperiled in NYS
4247

1961-08-17: Tillson.

This report only includes records from the NY Natural Heritage database. For most sites, comprehensive field
surveys have not been conducted, and we cannot provide a definitive statement as to the presence or absence of
all rare or state-listed species. Depending on the nature of the project and the conditions at the project site, further
information from on-site surveys or other sources may be required to fully assess impacts on biological resources.
If any rare plants or animals are documented during site visits, we request that information on the observations be provided to the New
York Natural Heritage Program so that we may update our database.
Information about many of the rare animals and plants in New York, including habitat, biology, identification, conservation, and
management, are available online in Natural Heritage’s Conservation Guides at www.guides.nynhp.org, from NatureServe Explorer at
www.natureserve.org/explorer, and from USDA’s Plants Database at http://plants.usda.gov/index.html (for plants).
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United States Department

of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
3817 Luker Road
Cortland, NY 13045

June 20, 2017

Ms. Alicia Shultz
Senior Environmental Scientist
Governor's Office of Storm Recovery
NYS Homes & Community Renewal
38-40 State Street, 408N, Hampton Plaza
Albany, NY 12207
Dear Ms. Shultz:
This responds to your June 15,2017, letter regarding the proposed James Street Flood Control
Project located in the Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York. We understand that U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) funding may be involved with the
proposed project.
As you are aware, Federal agencies have responsibilities under section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) (87 Stat. 884, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.) to consult with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) regarding projects that may affect federally listed species or
designated critical habitat, and confer with the Service regarding projects that are likely to
jeopardize federally proposed species and/or adversely modify proposed critical habitat. We
understand that NYS Homes & Community Renewal (NYSHCR) has been designated HUD's
non-federal representative for the purposes of completing informal consultation pursuant to
section 7(a)(2) of the ESA.
On behalf of HUD, the NYSHCR determined the proposed project may affect, but is not likely to
adversely affect, the federally listed endangered Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis) or federally listed
threatened northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis).
Given the project location, small amount of tree removal (0.86 acres), and conservation measure
to conduct all tree removal between November 1 and March 31, we concur with your
determination. The NYSHCR also determined the project will result in no impacts to the
federally listed threatened bog turtle (Clemmys [=Glyptemys] muhlenbergii) as there is no
suitable habitat in the area. We have no further comments on this species.

No further coordination or consultation under the ESA is required with the Service at this time.
Should project plans change, or if additional information on listed or proposed species or critical
habitat becomes available, this determination may be reconsidered. The most recent compilation
of federally listed and proposed endangered and threatened species in New York is available for
your information. Until the proposed project is complete, we recommend that you check our
website every 90 days from the date of this letter to ensure that listed species presence/absence
information for the proposed project is current. *
In addition to the above-referenced determinations regarding federally listed or proposed species,
you have also determined that the project will result in no effects to the bald eagle (Haliaeetus
leucocephalus). As you are aware, bald eagles have been delisted pursuant to the ESA, but
remain protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (40 Stat. 755; 16 U.S.C. 703-712), the
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (54 Stat. 250, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 668 et seq.), and by
the State of New York. If eagles are found within the project area, we recommend that the
project sponsor follow the Bald Eagle Management Guidelines found on our website.
Any additional information regarding the proposed project and its potential to impact listed
species should be coordinated with both this office and with the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation.
Thank you for coordinating with us. We appreciate the opportunity to review this project.
Please contact Robyn Niver at 607-753-9334 if there are any questions. Future correspondence
with us on this project should reference project file 1710659.
Sincerely,

David A. Stilwell
Field Supervisor

* Additional

information referred to above may be found on our website at:
http://www.fws.gov/northeast/nyfo/es/section7.htm.
cc: NYSDEC, New Paltz, NY (Env. Permits)
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ANDREW M. CUOMO
Governor

LISA BOVA-HIATT
Executive Director

June 15, 2017
Robyn A. Niver
Endangered Species Biologist,
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
New York Field Office
3817 Luker Rd.
Cortland, NY 13045
VIA EMAIL: robyn_niver@fws.gov
Re: ESA/MBTA/BGEPA consultation for the James Street Flood Control Project, Ulster County,
Rosendale, New York
Dear Ms. Niver:
The Governor's Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR), operating under the auspices of the New York State
Homes and Community Renewal’s (NYSHCR) Housing Trust Fund Corporation, was established to aid
the statewide recovery of disaster-affected communities in New York State. GOSR is administering a U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Community Development Block Grant for
Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR), including the New York Rising Community Reconstruction (NYRCR)
Program. The environmental review for projects funded under the NYRCR Program are processed on a
case by case basis in accordance with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), New York
Field Office’s online project review process. The project described herein was analyzed pursuant to Section
7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 (87 Stat. 884, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.), the
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA) (16 U.S.C. 668-668d); and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
(MBTA) (16 U.S.C. 703-712; Ch. 128; July 13, 1918; 40 Stat 755).
The purpose of this letter is to provide the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service – New York Field Office
(USFWS) notice of the proposed project and to document compliance with Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act. We are requesting concurrence from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that the proposed
James Street Flood Control Project will have no effect on the Bog Turtle; may affect, but is not likely to
adversely affect the Indiana Bat; and may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect the Northern Longeared Bat.
Project Overview
The James Street Flood Control Project (Project) is a stormwater management improvement project located
adjacent to the intersection of James Street and Parkcrest Drive, in the Town of Rosendale, Ulster County,
New York (see Project location maps in Attachment 1). The Town of Rosendale proposes to replace an
existing small-bore stone-built culvert that passes beneath James Street near the intersection of Parkcrest
Drive. This existing 48-inch pipe is to be replaced with a 60-inch high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe

25 Beaver Street, New York, NY 10004 │ Recovery Hotline: 1-855-NYS-Sandy │www.stormrecovery.ny.gov

culvert that will run under James Street, with a retaining wall built on the north side of James Street at the
outfall location into Rondout Creek. A proposed catch basin and storm manhole are to be installed on the
western side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street intersection, and a new 36-inch HDPE pipe will replace
the existing 36-inch pipe running under Parkcrest Drive. This 36-inch HDPE pipe connects to the 60-inch
HDPE pipe and storm manhole located on the eastern side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street
intersection.
Four additional catch basins are proposed to be built along James Street, west of Parkcrest Drive. The catch
basins will be located on the north and south side of James Street, with two catch basins located
approximately 170 feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and two catch basins located 520 feet west
of Parkcrest Drive on James Street. The proposed construction includes flattening the south bank slope,
creating a low flow channel, and constructing a new toe at the base of the slope on the south bank of
Rondout Creek. Additionally, the proposed construction includes armoring Rondout Creek’s south bank
with riprap. This riprap will begin at the western edge of the existing riprap and extend 600 feet upstream.
Maintenance dredging will also occur, removing the point bar along the northern bank to elevation 39.5
feet, which is the original Rondout Creek flood control creek bottom elevation. The Town also proposes to
construct guide rails along James Street, as well as a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian walkway that will run parallel
to the north side of James Street, beginning approximately 330 feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street
and extending to the intersection of James Street and New York State Route 32. Approximately 0.22 acres
of trees will be removed in order to install new culverts and approximately 0.64 acres of trees will be
removed in order to flatten the slope and armor the bank with riprap. Trees proposed to be removed
range in size from small saplings to large trees with a diameter at breast height (DBH) of 32 inches.
The purpose of the Project is to ensure that this critical connector road will be accessible during future storm
events. On August 28, 2011, Hurricane Irene dropped approximately 6 inches of rain during a 24-hour period.
A few weeks later in early September 2011, Tropical Storm Lee dropped several more inches of rain on
already saturated soils and overloaded Rondout Creek leading to record high water levels and severe flash
flooding. As a result of the high waters, the lower portion of James Street washed out and collapsed which
caused a substantial risk for vehicles and residences located on James Street and in the surrounding area.
During these storm events, residents were unable to access necessary health and social service facilities.
Effect Determinations
We carefully reviewed (on June 14, 2017) your Agency’s Section 7 Consultation website for a list of species
that “may be present” within the Project area. There are two threatened species and one endangered species
that may be present: the Bog Turtle (Clemmys muhlenbergii), the Indiana Bat (Myotis sodalis), and the
Northern Long-eared Bat (Myotis septentrionalis) (see Attachment 2). The USFWS official species list for
the proposed Project indicated that there is no critical habitat for threatened or endangered species found in
the Project area (see Attachment 2).
The Bog Turtle, listed as federally threatened, is a semi-aquatic species preferring habitat in slow moving,
shallow, and cool waters. Bog Turtles live in deep, soft muck soils of calcareous bogs, fens, and wet
meadows that contain sphagnum moss and tussock sedges, which give them an area to bask and hide. They
prefer to be exposed to calcium-rich waters and tend to lay their eggs inside of tussocks exposed to sunlight.
The Project area encompasses an existing active roadway and the southern bank of Rondout Creek, which
is comprised of a narrow strip of trees and riprap (see aerial map in Attachment 1). The Project area does
not provide suitable habitat for the Bog Turtles. Therefore, project activities will have no effect on the Bog
Turtle.
The Indiana Bat (IB), listed as federally endangered, is a temperate, insectivorous bat. IB hibernate in caves
or mines during winter and emerge during the spring, with males dispersing and remaining solitary or
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forming small bachelor groups until the end of the summer, and pregnant females forming maternity
colonies. Summer habitat of the IB generally includes wooded areas, where they roost under loose tree bark
on dead or dying trees. The IB consumes a variety of flying insects found along rivers and other inland
water bodies, and the IB is sensitive to forested habitat fragmentation and urbanization of habitat that was
previously used for roosting. There are currently seven (7) hibernacula known to be occupied by the IB
within 2.5 miles of the Project area, based on a record request response from the New York Natural Heritage
Program (NYNHP) (Attachment 3).
The Northern Long-eared Bat (NLEB), listed as federally threatened, is a temperate, insectivorous bat
whose life cycle can be coarsely divided into two primary phases - reproduction and hibernation. NLEB
hibernate in caves or mines during winter and emerge in early spring, with males dispersing and remaining
solitary until mating season at the end of the summer, and pregnant females forming maternity colonies.
Summer habitat of the NLEB generally includes upland and riparian forest within heavily forested
landscapes. The NLEB is sensitive to fragmentation and urbanization, and requires interior forest for both
foraging and breeding. Roost trees are usually in intact forest, close to the core and away from large
clearings, roads, or other sharp edges. There are currently eight (8) hibernacula known to be occupied by
the NLEB within five (5) miles of the Project area, based on a records request response from the NYNHP
(Attachment 3).
No caves or mines occur in the Project area. The Project involves removal of approximately 0.86 acres of
trees that range in size from small saplings to large trees with a DBH of 32 inches. A preliminary review to
identify potential IB and NLEB summer habitat in the proposed tree removal areas was performed utilizing
images from Google Earth street view (see map and photographs of trees proposed to be removed in
Attachment 4). A field Habitat Assessment was also performed to identify suitable IB and NLEB summer
habitat on April 3, 2017 (see Habitat Assessment Data Sheets and photographs in Attachment 5). Trees
that are proposed for removal include red maple (Acer rubrum), sugar maple (Acer saccharum), ash
(Fraxinus sp.), black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia), black birch (Betula lenta), and oak (Quercus sp.).
Many of the trees proposed to be removed are less than 3 inches in diameter with smooth bark, which do
not provide suitable roosting habitat for the NLEB or IB. However, several trees are greater than or equal
to 3 inches in diameter with exfoliating bark, which do provide suitable roosting habitat. There is not an
abundance of suitable roost trees (large trees with a predominance of exfoliating bark) in the Project area.
To minimize potential impacts to the IB and NLEB, tree clearing will take place from November 1 to March
31, which is outside of the active season of the IB and NLEB. Trees that are proposed to be removed are
part of a small strip of forested habitat located immediately adjacent to residential development and
residential yard habitat. Any bats living in the vicinity of the Project area would still be able to breed, feed,
and find shelter. Similar habitat (forested creek corridor surrounded by residential development) is located
immediately west of the Project area (see aerial map in Attachment 1). Bats would not have to fly long
distances or traverse open areas to get to alternative foraging habitat, as tracts of forested habitat are located
immediately west, 0.25 miles northwest, and 0.5 miles south of the proposed Project. These forested tracts
of land are accessible via strips of forested habitat south of the Project area and west of the Project area
along Rondout Creek.
Since 1) tree clearing will be conducted when bats are hibernating, 2) the Project will not impact a large
area of suitable habitat relative to the surrounding landscape, and 3) the Project will not impact high-quality
habitat, a ‘may affect, not likely to adversely affect’ determination is warranted for the IB and NLEB.
GOSR understands that the USFWS presumes that all activities are implemented as described herein. GOSR
will promptly report any departures from the described activities that would change the effect determination
above to the New York Field Office. GOSR will provide the New York Field Office with the results of any
surveys conducted for the IB and NLEB. Involved parties will promptly notify the New York Field Office
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upon finding a dead, injured, or sick IB or NLEB.
Migratory Bird Treaty Act
According to the USFWS Information for Planning and Conservation (IPaC) Resource List, accessed June
14, 2017 (Attachment 2), there are several migratory birds that could potentially be affected by the
proposed Project. The primary nesting season for migratory birds is early April to mid-July. To minimize
impacts to migratory birds, tree clearing will be performed from November 1 to March 31, which is outside
of the primary nesting season. Precautions will be used to protect any migratory birds that may be found in
or near the Project area. Such precautions include minimizing construction noise to the extent practicable,
using care to avoid birds when operating machinery or vehicles near birds, and general contractor awareness
of potential bird presence. We anticipate these measures should avoid any take of migratory birds.
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act
The bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) is a long-lived bird, with a life span of more than 30 years in the
wild. Bald eagles prefer undisturbed areas near large lakes and reservoirs, marshes and swamps, or stretches
along rivers where they can find open water and their primary food, fish. Bald eagles generally produce
one or two, and rarely three, offspring per year. In New York, the young fledge by mid to late summer at
about 12 weeks of age. A bald eagle nest is a large structure, usually located high in a tall, live white pine
tree near water. The nest is re-used and added to each year, often becoming eight or more feet deep, six
feet across, and weighing hundreds of pounds. Once a pair selects a nesting territory, they use it for the rest
of their lives. Bald eagles mate for life, returning to nest in the general area (within 250 miles) from which
they fledged.
While bald eagle overwintering and nesting sites are found along the Rondout Creek corridor, NYNHP has
no records of bald eagle nesting sites in the Project area. The Project area is comprised of a forested creek
corridor surrounded by residences and residential yard habitats. The habitat in the Project area is not
consistent with preferred habitat of the bald eagle. A habitat survey of the Project area found no nest
locations. Thus, no effects are anticipated to occur to bald eagles.
Conclusion
For the reasons listed above, we conclude that the James Street Flood Control Project will have no effect
on the Bog Turtle; may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect the Indiana Bat; and may affect, but is
not likely to adversely affect the Northern Long-eared Bat. We request your concurrence with our
determinations.
If you have questions or require additional information regarding this request, please contact me at (518)
474-0755 or lori.shirley@nyshcr.org. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Lori A. Shirley
Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
NYS Homes and Community Renewal
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Attachments:
Attachment 1 – Project Location Maps
Attachment 2 – USFWS Official Species List and IPaC Resource List
Attachment 3 – NYNHP Record Request Response (May 24, 2017)
Attachment 4 – Map and Photographs of Trees Proposed to be Removed
Attachment 5 – Indiana Bat Habitat Assessment Datasheet and Site Photographs
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Attachment 2

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
New York Ecological Services Field Office
3817 Luker Road
Cortland, NY 13045-9349
Phone: (607) 753-9334 Fax: (607) 753-9699
http://www.fws.gov/northeast/nyfo/es/section7.htm

In Reply Refer To:
Consultation Code: 05E1NY00-2017-SLI-0659
Event Code: 05E1NY00-2017-E-07280
Project Name: James Street Flood Control Project

June 14, 2017

Subject: Updated list of threatened and endangered species that may occur in your proposed
project location, and/or may be affected by your proposed project
To Whom It May Concern:
The enclosed species list identifies threatened, endangered, proposed and candidate species, as
well as proposed and final designated critical habitat, that may occur within the boundary of your
proposed project and/or may be affected by your proposed project. The species list fulfills the
requirements of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) under section 7(c) of the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). This list can also
be used to determine whether listed species may be present for projects without federal agency
involvement. New information based on updated surveys, changes in the abundance and
distribution of species, changed habitat conditions, or other factors could change this list.
Please feel free to contact us if you need more current information or assistance regarding the
potential impacts to federally proposed, listed, and candidate species and federally designated
and proposed critical habitat. Please note that under 50 CFR 402.12(e) of the regulations
implementing section 7 of the ESA, the accuracy of this species list should be verified after 90
days. This verification can be completed formally or informally as desired. The Service
recommends that verification be completed by visiting the ECOS-IPaC site at regular intervals
during project planning and implementation for updates to species lists and information. An
updated list may be requested through the ECOS-IPaC system by completing the same process
used to receive the enclosed list. If listed, proposed, or candidate species were identified as
potentially occurring in the project area, coordination with our office is encouraged. Information
on the steps involved with assessing potential impacts from projects can be found at:
http://www.fws.gov/northeast/nyfo/es/section7.htm
Please be aware that bald and golden eagles are protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act (16 U.S.C. 668 et seq.), and projects affecting these species may require
development of an eagle conservation plan (
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http://www.fws.gov/windenergy/eagle_guidance.html). Additionally, wind energy projects
should follow the Services wind energy guidelines (http://www.fws.gov/windenergy/) for
minimizing impacts to migratory birds and bats.
Guidance for minimizing impacts to migratory birds for projects including communications
towers (e.g., cellular, digital television, radio, and emergency broadcast) can be found at:
http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdIssues/Hazards/towers/towers.htm;
http://www.towerkill.com; and
http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdIssues/Hazards/towers/comtow.html.
We appreciate your concern for threatened and endangered species. The Service encourages
Federal agencies to include conservation of threatened and endangered species into their project
planning to further the purposes of the ESA. Please include the Consultation Tracking Number in
the header of this letter with any request for consultation or correspondence about your project
that you submit to our office.
Attachment(s):
Official Species List
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Official Species List
This list is provided pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, and fulfills the
requirement for Federal agencies to "request of the Secretary of the Interior information whether
any species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of a proposed
action".
This species list is provided by:
New York Ecological Services Field Office
3817 Luker Road
Cortland, NY 13045-9349
(607) 753-9334
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Project Summary
Consultation Code:

05E1NY00-2017-SLI-0659

Event Code:

05E1NY00-2017-E-07280

Project Name:

James Street Flood Control Project

Project Type:

Federal Grant / Loan Related

Project Description:

Flood Control Project

Project Location:
Approximate location of the project can be viewed in Google Maps:
https://www.google.com/maps/place/41.84387768152358N74.07703226576453W

Counties:

Ulster, NY

Endangered Species Act Species
There is a total of 3 threatened, endangered, or candidate species on your species list. Species on
this list should be considered in an effects analysis for your project and could include species
that exist in another geographic area. For example, certain fish may appear on the species list
because a project could affect downstream species. See the "Critical habitats" section below for
those critical habitats that lie wholly or partially within your project area. Please contact the
designated FWS office if you have questions.
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Mammals
NAME

STATUS

Indiana Bat (Myotis sodalis)

Endangered

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5949

Northern Long-eared Bat (Myotis septentrionalis)

Threatened

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9045

Reptiles
NAME

STATUS

Bog Turtle (Clemmys muhlenbergii)

Threatened

Population: Wherever found, except GA, NC, SC, TN, VA
No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6962

Critical habitats
There are no critical habitats within your project area.
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IPaC

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

IPaC resource list
This report is an automatically generated list of species and other resources such as
critical habitat (collectively referred to as trust resources) under the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service's (USFWS) jurisdiction that are known or expected to be on or near the
project area referenced below. The list may also include trust resources that occur
outside of the project area, but that could potentially be directly or indirectly affected
by activities in the project area. However, determining the likelihood and extent of
effects a project may have on trust resources typically requires gathering additional
site-specific (e.g., vegetation/species surveys) and project-specific (e.g., magnitude and
timing of proposed activities) information.
Below is a summary of the project information you provided and contact information
for the USFWS office(s) with jurisdiction in the defined project area. Please read the
introduction to each section that follows (Endangered Species, Migratory Birds,
USFWS Facilities, and NWI Wetlands) for additional information applicable to the trust
resources addressed in that section.

Project information
NAME
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James Street Flood Control Project
LOCATION

Ulster County, New York

https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/project/AJ523IEGWJDATNKZLTLR3K7ULY/resources
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DESCRIPTION

Flood
Control Project

Local office
New York Ecological Services Field Office
(607) 753-9334
(607) 753-9699
3817 Luker Road
Cortland, NY 13045-9349
http://www.fws.gov/northeast/nyfo/es/section7.htm

Endangered species
This resource list is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an
analysis of project level impacts.
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The primary information used to generate this list is the known or expected range of
each species. Additional areas of influence (AOI) for species are also considered. An
AOI includes areas outside of the species range if the species could be indirectly
affected by activities in that area (e.g., placing a dam upstream of a fish population,
even if that fish does not occur at the dam site, may indirectly impact the species by
reducing or eliminating water flow downstream). Because species can move, and site
conditions can change, the species on this list are not guaranteed to be found on or
near the project area. To fully determine any potential effects to species, additional
site-specific and project-specific information is often required.
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act requires Federal agencies to "request of the
Secretary information whether any species which is listed or proposed to be listed
may be present in the area of such proposed action" for any project that is conducted,
permitted, funded, or licensed by any Federal agency. A letter from the local office
and a species list which fulfills this requirement can only be obtained by requesting
an official species list from either the Regulatory Review section in IPaC (see directions
below) or from the local field office directly.
For project evaluations that require USFWS concurrence/review, please return to the

https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/project/AJ523IEGWJDATNKZLTLR3K7ULY/resources
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IPaC website and request an official species list by doing the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in to IPaC.
Go to your My Projects list.
Click PROJECT HOME for this project.
Click REQUEST SPECIES LIST.

Listed species
1

are managed by the Ecological Services Program of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

1. Species listed under the Endangered Species Act are threatened or endangered;
IPaC also shows species that are candidates, or proposed, for listing. See the listing
status page for more information.
The following species are potentially affected by activities in this location:

Mammals
NAME

STATUS

Indiana Bat Myotis sodalis

Endangered

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5949
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Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis

Threatened

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9045

Reptiles
NAME

Bog Turtle Clemmys muhlenbergii

STATUS

Threatened

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6962

Critical habitats

Potential effects to critical habitat(s) in this location must be analyzed along with
the endangered species themselves.

https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/project/AJ523IEGWJDATNKZLTLR3K7ULY/resources
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THERE ARE NO CRITICAL HABITATS AT THIS LOCATION.

Migratory birds
Certain birds are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
1

and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act2.

Any activity that results in the take (to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill,
trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct) of migratory
birds or eagles is prohibited unless authorized by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
. There are no provisions for allowing the take of migratory birds that are
unintentionally killed or injured.
3

Any person or organization who plans or conducts activities that may result in the
take of migratory birds is responsible for complying with the appropriate regulations
and implementing appropriate conservation measures.
1. The Migratory Birds Treaty Act of 1918.
2. The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940.
3. 50 C.F.R. Sec. 10.12 and 16 U.S.C. Sec. 668(a)
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Additional information can be found using the following links:

• Birds of Conservation Concern http://www.fws.gov/birds/management/managedspecies/
birds-of-conservation-concern.php
• Conservation measures for birds http://www.fws.gov/birds/management/projectassessment-tools-and-guidance/
conservation-measures.php
• Year-round bird occurrence data
http://www.birdscanada.org/birdmon/default/datasummaries.jsp
The migratory birds species listed below are species of particular conservation
concern (e.g. Birds of Conservation Concern) that may be potentially affected by
activities in this location. It is not a list of every bird species you may find in this
location, nor a guarantee that all of the bird species on this list will be found on or
near this location. Although it is important to try to avoid and minimize impacts to all
birds, special attention should be made to avoid and minimize impacts to birds of
priority concern. To view available data on other bird species that may occur in your

https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/project/AJ523IEGWJDATNKZLTLR3K7ULY/resources
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project area, please visit the AKN Histogram Tools and Other Bird Data Resources. To
fully determine any potential effects to species, additional site-specific and projectspecific information is often required.
NAME

SEASON(S)

American Bittern Botaurus lentiginosus

Breeding

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6582

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus

Year-round

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/1626

Black-billed Cuckoo Coccyzus erythropthalmus

Breeding

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9399

Black-crowned Night-heron Nycticorax nycticorax

Breeding

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6487

Blue-winged Warbler Vermivora pinus

Breeding

Canada Warbler Wilsonia canadensis

Breeding

Cerulean Warbler Dendroica cerulea

Breeding
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https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/2974

Golden-winged Warbler Vermivora chrysoptera

Breeding

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8745

Least Bittern Ixobrychus exilis

Breeding

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6175

Olive-sided Flycatcher Contopus cooperi

Breeding

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3914

Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus

Breeding

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8831

Pied-billed Grebe Podilymbus podiceps

Breeding

https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/project/AJ523IEGWJDATNKZLTLR3K7ULY/resources
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Prairie Warbler Dendroica discolor

Breeding

Red-headed Woodpecker Melanerpes erythrocephalus

Breeding

Rusty Blackbird Euphagus carolinus

Wintering

Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus

Wintering

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9295

Willow Flycatcher Empidonax traillii

Breeding

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/3482

Wood Thrush Hylocichla mustelina

Breeding

Worm Eating Warbler Helmitheros vermivorum

Breeding

What does IPaC use to generate the list of migratory bird species potentially occurring in my
specified location?
Landbirds:
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Migratory birds that are displayed on the IPaC species list are based on ranges in the latest edition
of the National Geographic Guide, Birds of North America (6th Edition, 2011 by Jon L. Dunn, and
Jonathan Alderfer). Although these ranges are coarse in nature, a number of U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service migratory bird biologists agree that these maps are some of the best range maps to date.
These ranges were clipped to a specific Bird Conservation Region (BCR) or USFWS Region/Regions,
if it was indicated in the 2008 list of Birds of Conservation Concern (BCC) that a species was a BCC
species only in a particular Region/Regions. Additional modifications have been made to some
ranges based on more local or refined range information and/or information provided by U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service biologists with species expertise. All migratory birds that show in areas on land
in IPaC are those that appear in the 2008 Birds of Conservation Concern report.
Atlantic Seabirds:

Ranges in IPaC for birds off the Atlantic coast are derived from species distribution models
developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA) National Centers for
Coastal Ocean Science (NCCOS) using the best available seabird survey data for the offshore
Atlantic Coastal region to date. NOAANCCOS assisted USFWS in developing seasonal species
ranges from their models for specific use in IPaC. Some of these birds are not BCC species but
were of interest for inclusion because they may occur in high abundance off the coast at different
times throughout the year, which potentially makes them more susceptible to certain types of
development and activities taking place in that area. For more refined details about the abundance
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and richness of bird species within your project area off the Atlantic Coast, see the Northeast
Ocean Data Portal. The Portal also offers data and information about other types of taxa that may
be helpful in your project review.
About the NOAANCCOS models: the models were developed as part of the NOAANCCOS project:
Integrative Statistical Modeling and Predictive Mapping of Marine Bird Distributions and
Abundance on the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf. The models resulting from this project are
being used in a number of decision-support/mapping products in order to help guide decisionmaking on activities off the Atlantic Coast with the goal of reducing impacts to migratory birds. One
such product is the Northeast Ocean Data Portal, which can be used to explore details about the
relative occurrence and abundance of bird species in a particular area off the Atlantic Coast.
All migratory bird range maps within IPaC are continuously being updated as new and better
information becomes available.
Can I get additional information about the levels of occurrence in my project area of specific
birds or groups of birds listed in IPaC?
Landbirds:
The Avian Knowledge Network (AKN) provides a tool currently called the "Histogram Tool", which
draws from the data within the AKN (latest,survey, point count, citizen science datasets) to create a
view of relative abundance of species within a particular location over the course of the year. The
results of the tool depict the frequency of detection of a species in survey events, averaged
between multiple datasets within AKN in a particular week of the year. You may access the
histogram tools through the Migratory Bird Programs AKN Histogram Tools webpage.
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The tool is currently available for 4 regions (California, Northeast U.S., Southeast U.S. and Midwest),
which encompasses the following 32 states: Alabama, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware,
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North,
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, West
Virginia, and Wisconsin.
In the near future, there are plans to expand this tool nationwide within the AKN, and allow the
graphs produced to appear with the list of trust resources generated by IPaC, providing you with
an additional level of detail about the level of occurrence of the species of particular concern
potentially occurring in your project area throughout the course of the year.
Atlantic Seabirds:

For additional details about the relative occurrence and abundance of both individual bird species
and groups of bird species within your project area off the Atlantic Coast, please visit the Northeast
Ocean Data Portal. The Portal also offers data and information about other taxa besides birds that
may be helpful to you in your project review. Alternately, you may download the bird model results
files underlying the portal maps through the NOAANCCOS Integrative Statistical Modeling and
Predictive Mapping of Marine Bird Distributions and Abundance on the Atlantic Outer Continental
Shelf project webpage.
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Facilities
Wildlife refuges
Any activity proposed on National Wildlife Refuge lands must undergo a 'Compatibility
Determination' conducted by the Refuge. Please contact the individual Refuges to
discuss any questions or concerns.
THERE ARE NO REFUGES AT THIS LOCATION.

Fish hatcheries
THERE ARE NO FISH HATCHERIES AT THIS LOCATION.

Wetlands in the National Wetlands
Inventory
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Impacts to NWI wetlands and other aquatic habitats may be subject to regulation
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, or other State/Federal statutes.
For more information please contact the Regulatory Program of the local U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers District.
WETLAND INFORMATION IS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME

This can happen when the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) map service is
unavailable, or for very large projects that intersect many wetland areas. Try again, or
visit the NWI map to view wetlands at this location.

Data limitations
The Service's objective of mapping wetlands and deepwater habitats is to produce reconnaissance
level information on the location, type and size of these resources. The maps are prepared from
the analysis of high altitude imagery. Wetlands are identified based on vegetation, visible
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hydrology and geography. A margin of error is inherent in the use of imagery; thus, detailed onthe-ground inspection of any particular site may result in revision of the wetland boundaries or
classification established through image analysis.
The accuracy of image interpretation depends on the quality of the imagery, the experience of the
image analysts, the amount and quality of the collateral data and the amount of ground truth
verification work conducted. Metadata should be consulted to determine the date of the source
imagery used and any mapping problems.
Wetlands or other mapped features may have changed since the date of the imagery or field work.
There may be occasional differences in polygon boundaries or classifications between the
information depicted on the map and the actual conditions on site.
Data exclusions
Certain wetland habitats are excluded from the National mapping program because of the
limitations of aerial imagery as the primary data source used to detect wetlands. These habitats
include seagrasses or submerged aquatic vegetation that are found in the intertidal and subtidal
zones of estuaries and nearshore coastal waters. Some deepwater reef communities (coral or
tuberficid worm reefs) have also been excluded from the inventory. These habitats, because of
their depth, go undetected by aerial imagery.
Data precautions
Federal, state, and local regulatory agencies with jurisdiction over wetlands may define and
describe wetlands in a different manner than that used in this inventory. There is no attempt, in
either the design or products of this inventory, to define the limits of proprietary jurisdiction of any
Federal, state, or local government or to establish the geographical scope of the regulatory
programs of government agencies. Persons intending to engage in activities involving
modifications within or adjacent to wetland areas should seek the advice of appropriate federal,
state, or local agencies concerning specified agency regulatory programs and proprietary
jurisdictions that may affect such activities.
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Figure 1. Aerial view of the project location.

Figure 2. Trees that will be removed (right side of road) as the stream bank is stabilized and the walkway is constructed.

Figure 3. Trees to be cleared as the stream bank is stabilized and walkway is constructed.

Figure 4. Trees to be cleared as the stream bank is stabilized and walkway is constructed.

Figure 1. Aerial view of the project location.

Figure 2. Trees that will be removed (right side of road) as the stream bank is stabilized and the walkway is constructed.

Figure 3. Trees to be cleared as the stream bank is stabilized and walkway is constructed.

Figure 4. Trees to be cleared as the stream bank is stabilized and walkway is constructed.
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Map Unit Description: Hamlin silt loam---Ulster County, New York

Map Unit Description
The map units delineated on the detailed soil maps in a soil survey represent the
soils or miscellaneous areas in the survey area. The map unit descriptions in this
report, along with the maps, can be used to determine the composition and
properties of a unit.
A map unit delineation on a soil map represents an area dominated by one or
more major kinds of soil or miscellaneous areas. A map unit is identified and
named according to the taxonomic classification of the dominant soils. Within a
taxonomic class there are precisely defined limits for the properties of the soils.
On the landscape, however, the soils are natural phenomena, and they have the
characteristic variability of all natural phenomena. Thus, the range of some
observed properties may extend beyond the limits defined for a taxonomic class.
Areas of soils of a single taxonomic class rarely, if ever, can be mapped without
including areas of other taxonomic classes. Consequently, every map unit is
made up of the soils or miscellaneous areas for which it is named and some
minor components that belong to taxonomic classes other than those of the
major soils.
Most minor soils have properties similar to those of the dominant soil or soils in
the map unit, and thus they do not affect use and management. These are called
noncontrasting, or similar, components. They may or may not be mentioned in a
particular map unit description. Other minor components, however, have
properties and behavioral characteristics divergent enough to affect use or to
require different management. These are called contrasting, or dissimilar,
components. They generally are in small areas and could not be mapped
separately because of the scale used. Some small areas of strongly contrasting
soils or miscellaneous areas are identified by a special symbol on the maps. If
included in the database for a given area, the contrasting minor components are
identified in the map unit descriptions along with some characteristics of each. A
few areas of minor components may not have been observed, and consequently
they are not mentioned in the descriptions, especially where the pattern was so
complex that it was impractical to make enough observations to identify all the
soils and miscellaneous areas on the landscape.
The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way diminishes the
usefulness or accuracy of the data. The objective of mapping is not to delineate
pure taxonomic classes but rather to separate the landscape into landforms or
landform segments that have similar use and management requirements. The
delineation of such segments on the map provides sufficient information for the
development of resource plans. If intensive use of small areas is planned,
however, onsite investigation is needed to define and locate the soils and
miscellaneous areas.
An identifying symbol precedes the map unit name in the map unit descriptions.
Each description includes general facts about the unit and gives important soil
properties and qualities.
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Map Unit Description: Hamlin silt loam---Ulster County, New York

Soils that have profiles that are almost alike make up a soil series. All the soils of
a series have major horizons that are similar in composition, thickness, and
arrangement. Soils of a given series can differ in texture of the surface layer,
slope, stoniness, salinity, degree of erosion, and other characteristics that affect
their use. On the basis of such differences, a soil series is divided into soil
phases. Most of the areas shown on the detailed soil maps are phases of soil
series. The name of a soil phase commonly indicates a feature that affects use or
management. For example, Alpha silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is a phase of
the Alpha series.
Some map units are made up of two or more major soils or miscellaneous areas.
These map units are complexes, associations, or undifferentiated groups.
A complex consists of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas in such an
intricate pattern or in such small areas that they cannot be shown separately on
the maps. The pattern and proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are
somewhat similar in all areas. Alpha-Beta complex, 0 to 6 percent slopes, is an
example.
An association is made up of two or more geographically associated soils or
miscellaneous areas that are shown as one unit on the maps. Because of
present or anticipated uses of the map units in the survey area, it was not
considered practical or necessary to map the soils or miscellaneous areas
separately. The pattern and relative proportion of the soils or miscellaneous
areas are somewhat similar. Alpha-Beta association, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an
example.
An undifferentiated group is made up of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas
that could be mapped individually but are mapped as one unit because similar
interpretations can be made for use and management. The pattern and
proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas in a mapped area are not uniform.
An area can be made up of only one of the major soils or miscellaneous areas, or
it can be made up of all of them. Alpha and Beta soils, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is
an example.
Some surveys include miscellaneous areas. Such areas have little or no soil
material and support little or no vegetation. Rock outcrop is an example.
Additional information about the map units described in this report is available in
other soil reports, which give properties of the soils and the limitations,
capabilities, and potentials for many uses. Also, the narratives that accompany
the soil reports define some of the properties included in the map unit
descriptions.

Ulster County, New York
Ha—Hamlin silt loam
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9xgj
Mean annual precipitation: 41 to 62 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 41 to 50 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 200 days
Farmland classification: All areas are prime farmland
Natural Resources
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Map Unit Description: Hamlin silt loam---Ulster County, New York

Map Unit Composition
Hamlin and similar soils: 75 percent
Minor components: 25 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of
the mapunit.
Description of Hamlin
Setting
Landform: Flood plains
Landform position (two-dimensional): Summit
Landform position (three-dimensional): Rise
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Convex
Parent material: Silty alluvium mainly from areas of siltstone, shale,
and limestone
Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 8 inches: silt loam
H2 - 8 to 38 inches: silt loam
H3 - 38 to 60 inches: silt loam
Properties and qualities
Slope: 0 to 3 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat):
Moderately high to high (0.57 to 1.98 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 36 to 72 inches
Frequency of flooding: Occasional
Frequency of ponding: None
Calcium carbonate, maximum in profile: 1 percent
Available water storage in profile: High (about 10.9 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 1
Hydrologic Soil Group: B
Hydric soil rating: No
Minor Components
Scio
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
Haven
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
Teel
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
Natural Resources
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Map Unit Description: Hamlin silt loam---Ulster County, New York

Tioga
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
Udifluvents
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Data Source Information
Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 14, Sep 24, 2016
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Map Unit Description: Riverhead fine sandy loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes---Ulster County, New
York

Map Unit Description
The map units delineated on the detailed soil maps in a soil survey represent the
soils or miscellaneous areas in the survey area. The map unit descriptions in this
report, along with the maps, can be used to determine the composition and
properties of a unit.
A map unit delineation on a soil map represents an area dominated by one or
more major kinds of soil or miscellaneous areas. A map unit is identified and
named according to the taxonomic classification of the dominant soils. Within a
taxonomic class there are precisely defined limits for the properties of the soils.
On the landscape, however, the soils are natural phenomena, and they have the
characteristic variability of all natural phenomena. Thus, the range of some
observed properties may extend beyond the limits defined for a taxonomic class.
Areas of soils of a single taxonomic class rarely, if ever, can be mapped without
including areas of other taxonomic classes. Consequently, every map unit is
made up of the soils or miscellaneous areas for which it is named and some
minor components that belong to taxonomic classes other than those of the
major soils.
Most minor soils have properties similar to those of the dominant soil or soils in
the map unit, and thus they do not affect use and management. These are called
noncontrasting, or similar, components. They may or may not be mentioned in a
particular map unit description. Other minor components, however, have
properties and behavioral characteristics divergent enough to affect use or to
require different management. These are called contrasting, or dissimilar,
components. They generally are in small areas and could not be mapped
separately because of the scale used. Some small areas of strongly contrasting
soils or miscellaneous areas are identified by a special symbol on the maps. If
included in the database for a given area, the contrasting minor components are
identified in the map unit descriptions along with some characteristics of each. A
few areas of minor components may not have been observed, and consequently
they are not mentioned in the descriptions, especially where the pattern was so
complex that it was impractical to make enough observations to identify all the
soils and miscellaneous areas on the landscape.
The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way diminishes the
usefulness or accuracy of the data. The objective of mapping is not to delineate
pure taxonomic classes but rather to separate the landscape into landforms or
landform segments that have similar use and management requirements. The
delineation of such segments on the map provides sufficient information for the
development of resource plans. If intensive use of small areas is planned,
however, onsite investigation is needed to define and locate the soils and
miscellaneous areas.
An identifying symbol precedes the map unit name in the map unit descriptions.
Each description includes general facts about the unit and gives important soil
properties and qualities.
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Map Unit Description: Riverhead fine sandy loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes---Ulster County, New
York

Soils that have profiles that are almost alike make up a soil series. All the soils of
a series have major horizons that are similar in composition, thickness, and
arrangement. Soils of a given series can differ in texture of the surface layer,
slope, stoniness, salinity, degree of erosion, and other characteristics that affect
their use. On the basis of such differences, a soil series is divided into soil
phases. Most of the areas shown on the detailed soil maps are phases of soil
series. The name of a soil phase commonly indicates a feature that affects use or
management. For example, Alpha silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is a phase of
the Alpha series.
Some map units are made up of two or more major soils or miscellaneous areas.
These map units are complexes, associations, or undifferentiated groups.
A complex consists of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas in such an
intricate pattern or in such small areas that they cannot be shown separately on
the maps. The pattern and proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are
somewhat similar in all areas. Alpha-Beta complex, 0 to 6 percent slopes, is an
example.
An association is made up of two or more geographically associated soils or
miscellaneous areas that are shown as one unit on the maps. Because of
present or anticipated uses of the map units in the survey area, it was not
considered practical or necessary to map the soils or miscellaneous areas
separately. The pattern and relative proportion of the soils or miscellaneous
areas are somewhat similar. Alpha-Beta association, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an
example.
An undifferentiated group is made up of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas
that could be mapped individually but are mapped as one unit because similar
interpretations can be made for use and management. The pattern and
proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas in a mapped area are not uniform.
An area can be made up of only one of the major soils or miscellaneous areas, or
it can be made up of all of them. Alpha and Beta soils, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is
an example.
Some surveys include miscellaneous areas. Such areas have little or no soil
material and support little or no vegetation. Rock outcrop is an example.
Additional information about the map units described in this report is available in
other soil reports, which give properties of the soils and the limitations,
capabilities, and potentials for many uses. Also, the narratives that accompany
the soil reports define some of the properties included in the map unit
descriptions.

Ulster County, New York
RvB—Riverhead fine sandy loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9xj8
Mean annual precipitation: 41 to 62 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 41 to 50 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 200 days
Farmland classification: All areas are prime farmland
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Map Unit Description: Riverhead fine sandy loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes---Ulster County, New
York

Map Unit Composition
Riverhead and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of
the mapunit.
Description of Riverhead
Setting
Landform: Deltas, terraces
Landform position (two-dimensional): Summit
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Convex
Parent material: Loamy glaciofluvial deposits overlying stratified
sand and gravel
Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
H2 - 8 to 26 inches: sandy loam
H3 - 26 to 49 inches: loamy sand
H4 - 49 to 62 inches: sand
Properties and qualities
Slope: 3 to 8 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): High
(1.98 to 5.95 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Low (about 5.7 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 2s
Hydrologic Soil Group: A
Hydric soil rating: No
Minor Components
Hoosic
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
Plainfield
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
Pompton
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
Natural Resources
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Map Unit Description: Riverhead fine sandy loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes---Ulster County, New
York

Walpole
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No

Data Source Information
Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 14, Sep 24, 2016
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Map Unit Description: Riverhead fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes---Ulster County, New
York

Map Unit Description
The map units delineated on the detailed soil maps in a soil survey represent the
soils or miscellaneous areas in the survey area. The map unit descriptions in this
report, along with the maps, can be used to determine the composition and
properties of a unit.
A map unit delineation on a soil map represents an area dominated by one or
more major kinds of soil or miscellaneous areas. A map unit is identified and
named according to the taxonomic classification of the dominant soils. Within a
taxonomic class there are precisely defined limits for the properties of the soils.
On the landscape, however, the soils are natural phenomena, and they have the
characteristic variability of all natural phenomena. Thus, the range of some
observed properties may extend beyond the limits defined for a taxonomic class.
Areas of soils of a single taxonomic class rarely, if ever, can be mapped without
including areas of other taxonomic classes. Consequently, every map unit is
made up of the soils or miscellaneous areas for which it is named and some
minor components that belong to taxonomic classes other than those of the
major soils.
Most minor soils have properties similar to those of the dominant soil or soils in
the map unit, and thus they do not affect use and management. These are called
noncontrasting, or similar, components. They may or may not be mentioned in a
particular map unit description. Other minor components, however, have
properties and behavioral characteristics divergent enough to affect use or to
require different management. These are called contrasting, or dissimilar,
components. They generally are in small areas and could not be mapped
separately because of the scale used. Some small areas of strongly contrasting
soils or miscellaneous areas are identified by a special symbol on the maps. If
included in the database for a given area, the contrasting minor components are
identified in the map unit descriptions along with some characteristics of each. A
few areas of minor components may not have been observed, and consequently
they are not mentioned in the descriptions, especially where the pattern was so
complex that it was impractical to make enough observations to identify all the
soils and miscellaneous areas on the landscape.
The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way diminishes the
usefulness or accuracy of the data. The objective of mapping is not to delineate
pure taxonomic classes but rather to separate the landscape into landforms or
landform segments that have similar use and management requirements. The
delineation of such segments on the map provides sufficient information for the
development of resource plans. If intensive use of small areas is planned,
however, onsite investigation is needed to define and locate the soils and
miscellaneous areas.
An identifying symbol precedes the map unit name in the map unit descriptions.
Each description includes general facts about the unit and gives important soil
properties and qualities.
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Map Unit Description: Riverhead fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes---Ulster County, New
York

Soils that have profiles that are almost alike make up a soil series. All the soils of
a series have major horizons that are similar in composition, thickness, and
arrangement. Soils of a given series can differ in texture of the surface layer,
slope, stoniness, salinity, degree of erosion, and other characteristics that affect
their use. On the basis of such differences, a soil series is divided into soil
phases. Most of the areas shown on the detailed soil maps are phases of soil
series. The name of a soil phase commonly indicates a feature that affects use or
management. For example, Alpha silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is a phase of
the Alpha series.
Some map units are made up of two or more major soils or miscellaneous areas.
These map units are complexes, associations, or undifferentiated groups.
A complex consists of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas in such an
intricate pattern or in such small areas that they cannot be shown separately on
the maps. The pattern and proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are
somewhat similar in all areas. Alpha-Beta complex, 0 to 6 percent slopes, is an
example.
An association is made up of two or more geographically associated soils or
miscellaneous areas that are shown as one unit on the maps. Because of
present or anticipated uses of the map units in the survey area, it was not
considered practical or necessary to map the soils or miscellaneous areas
separately. The pattern and relative proportion of the soils or miscellaneous
areas are somewhat similar. Alpha-Beta association, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an
example.
An undifferentiated group is made up of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas
that could be mapped individually but are mapped as one unit because similar
interpretations can be made for use and management. The pattern and
proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas in a mapped area are not uniform.
An area can be made up of only one of the major soils or miscellaneous areas, or
it can be made up of all of them. Alpha and Beta soils, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is
an example.
Some surveys include miscellaneous areas. Such areas have little or no soil
material and support little or no vegetation. Rock outcrop is an example.
Additional information about the map units described in this report is available in
other soil reports, which give properties of the soils and the limitations,
capabilities, and potentials for many uses. Also, the narratives that accompany
the soil reports define some of the properties included in the map unit
descriptions.

Ulster County, New York
RvC—Riverhead fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9xj9
Mean annual precipitation: 41 to 62 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 41 to 50 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 200 days
Farmland classification: Farmland of statewide importance
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Map Unit Description: Riverhead fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes---Ulster County, New
York

Map Unit Composition
Riverhead and similar soils: 85 percent
Minor components: 15 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of
the mapunit.
Description of Riverhead
Setting
Landform: Deltas, terraces
Landform position (two-dimensional): Shoulder
Landform position (three-dimensional): Tread
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Convex
Parent material: Loamy glaciofluvial deposits overlying stratified
sand and gravel
Typical profile
H1 - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
H2 - 8 to 26 inches: sandy loam
H3 - 26 to 49 inches: loamy sand
H4 - 49 to 62 inches: sand
Properties and qualities
Slope: 8 to 15 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): High
(1.98 to 5.95 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Low (about 5.7 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 3e
Hydrologic Soil Group: A
Hydric soil rating: No
Minor Components
Hoosic
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
Plainfield
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Hydric soil rating: No
Pompton
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
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Map Unit Description: Riverhead fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes---Ulster County, New
York

Hydric soil rating: No

Data Source Information
Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 14, Sep 24, 2016
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Map Unit Description: Water---Ulster County, New York

Map Unit Description
The map units delineated on the detailed soil maps in a soil survey represent the
soils or miscellaneous areas in the survey area. The map unit descriptions in this
report, along with the maps, can be used to determine the composition and
properties of a unit.
A map unit delineation on a soil map represents an area dominated by one or
more major kinds of soil or miscellaneous areas. A map unit is identified and
named according to the taxonomic classification of the dominant soils. Within a
taxonomic class there are precisely defined limits for the properties of the soils.
On the landscape, however, the soils are natural phenomena, and they have the
characteristic variability of all natural phenomena. Thus, the range of some
observed properties may extend beyond the limits defined for a taxonomic class.
Areas of soils of a single taxonomic class rarely, if ever, can be mapped without
including areas of other taxonomic classes. Consequently, every map unit is
made up of the soils or miscellaneous areas for which it is named and some
minor components that belong to taxonomic classes other than those of the
major soils.
Most minor soils have properties similar to those of the dominant soil or soils in
the map unit, and thus they do not affect use and management. These are called
noncontrasting, or similar, components. They may or may not be mentioned in a
particular map unit description. Other minor components, however, have
properties and behavioral characteristics divergent enough to affect use or to
require different management. These are called contrasting, or dissimilar,
components. They generally are in small areas and could not be mapped
separately because of the scale used. Some small areas of strongly contrasting
soils or miscellaneous areas are identified by a special symbol on the maps. If
included in the database for a given area, the contrasting minor components are
identified in the map unit descriptions along with some characteristics of each. A
few areas of minor components may not have been observed, and consequently
they are not mentioned in the descriptions, especially where the pattern was so
complex that it was impractical to make enough observations to identify all the
soils and miscellaneous areas on the landscape.
The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way diminishes the
usefulness or accuracy of the data. The objective of mapping is not to delineate
pure taxonomic classes but rather to separate the landscape into landforms or
landform segments that have similar use and management requirements. The
delineation of such segments on the map provides sufficient information for the
development of resource plans. If intensive use of small areas is planned,
however, onsite investigation is needed to define and locate the soils and
miscellaneous areas.
An identifying symbol precedes the map unit name in the map unit descriptions.
Each description includes general facts about the unit and gives important soil
properties and qualities.
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Map Unit Description: Water---Ulster County, New York

Soils that have profiles that are almost alike make up a soil series. All the soils of
a series have major horizons that are similar in composition, thickness, and
arrangement. Soils of a given series can differ in texture of the surface layer,
slope, stoniness, salinity, degree of erosion, and other characteristics that affect
their use. On the basis of such differences, a soil series is divided into soil
phases. Most of the areas shown on the detailed soil maps are phases of soil
series. The name of a soil phase commonly indicates a feature that affects use or
management. For example, Alpha silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is a phase of
the Alpha series.
Some map units are made up of two or more major soils or miscellaneous areas.
These map units are complexes, associations, or undifferentiated groups.
A complex consists of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas in such an
intricate pattern or in such small areas that they cannot be shown separately on
the maps. The pattern and proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are
somewhat similar in all areas. Alpha-Beta complex, 0 to 6 percent slopes, is an
example.
An association is made up of two or more geographically associated soils or
miscellaneous areas that are shown as one unit on the maps. Because of
present or anticipated uses of the map units in the survey area, it was not
considered practical or necessary to map the soils or miscellaneous areas
separately. The pattern and relative proportion of the soils or miscellaneous
areas are somewhat similar. Alpha-Beta association, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an
example.
An undifferentiated group is made up of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas
that could be mapped individually but are mapped as one unit because similar
interpretations can be made for use and management. The pattern and
proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas in a mapped area are not uniform.
An area can be made up of only one of the major soils or miscellaneous areas, or
it can be made up of all of them. Alpha and Beta soils, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is
an example.
Some surveys include miscellaneous areas. Such areas have little or no soil
material and support little or no vegetation. Rock outcrop is an example.
Additional information about the map units described in this report is available in
other soil reports, which give properties of the soils and the limitations,
capabilities, and potentials for many uses. Also, the narratives that accompany
the soil reports define some of the properties included in the map unit
descriptions.

Ulster County, New York
W—Water
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9xk9
Mean annual precipitation: 41 to 62 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 41 to 50 degrees F
Frost-free period: 110 to 200 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland
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Map Unit Description: Water---Ulster County, New York

Map Unit Composition
Water: 100 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of
the mapunit.

Data Source Information
Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 14, Sep 24, 2016
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Farmland Classification—Ulster County, New York

MAP LEGEND
Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)
Soils
Soil Rating Polygons
Not prime farmland
All areas are prime
farmland
Prime farmland if drained
Prime farmland if
protected from flooding or
not frequently flooded
during the growing
season
Prime farmland if irrigated
Prime farmland if drained
and either protected from
flooding or not frequently
flooded during the
growing season
Prime farmland if irrigated
and drained
Prime farmland if irrigated
and either protected from
flooding or not frequently
flooded during the
growing season

Prime farmland if
subsoiled, completely
removing the root
inhibiting soil layer
Prime farmland if irrigated
and the product of I (soil
erodibility) x C (climate
factor) does not exceed
60
Prime farmland if irrigated
and reclaimed of excess
salts and sodium
Farmland of statewide
importance
Farmland of local
importance
Farmland of unique
importance
Not rated or not available
Soil Rating Lines
Not prime farmland
All areas are prime
farmland
Prime farmland if drained

Prime farmland if
protected from flooding or
not frequently flooded
during the growing
season

Prime farmland if irrigated
and reclaimed of excess
salts and sodium

Prime farmland if irrigated

Farmland of local
importance

Prime farmland if drained
and either protected from
flooding or not frequently
flooded during the
growing season
Prime farmland if irrigated
and drained
Prime farmland if irrigated
and either protected from
flooding or not frequently
flooded during the
growing season
Prime farmland if
subsoiled, completely
removing the root
inhibiting soil layer
Prime farmland if irrigated
and the product of I (soil
erodibility) x C (climate
factor) does not exceed
60

Farmland of statewide
importance

Farmland of unique
importance
Not rated or not available
Soil Rating Points
Not prime farmland
All areas are prime
farmland
Prime farmland if drained
Prime farmland if
protected from flooding or
not frequently flooded
during the growing
season
Prime farmland if irrigated
Prime farmland if drained
and either protected from
flooding or not frequently
flooded during the
growing season

Prime farmland if
irrigated and drained
Prime farmland if
irrigated and either
protected from flooding
or not frequently flooded
during the growing
season
Prime farmland if
subsoiled, completely
removing the root
inhibiting soil layer
Prime farmland if
irrigated and the product
of I (soil erodibility) x C
(climate factor) does not
exceed 60
Prime farmland if
irrigated and reclaimed
of excess salts and
sodium
Farmland of statewide
importance
Farmland of local
importance
Farmland of unique
importance
Not rated or not
available
Water Features
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Farmland Classification—Ulster County, New York

MAP INFORMATION
The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at
1:15,800.

Streams and Canals
Transportation
Rails

Warning: Soil Map may not be valid at this scale.

Interstate Highways

Enlargement of maps beyond the scale of mapping can cause
misunderstanding of the detail of mapping and accuracy of soil
line placement. The maps do not show the small areas of
contrasting soils that could have been shown at a more detailed
scale.

US Routes
Major Roads
Local Roads

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map
measurements.

Background
Aerial Photography

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL:
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)
Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.
This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as
of the version date(s) listed below.
Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 14, Sep 24, 2016
Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales
1:50,000 or larger.
Date(s) aerial images were photographed:
10, 2011

Mar 20, 2011—Oct

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.
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Farmland Classification—Ulster County, New York

Farmland Classification

Farmland Classification— Summary by Map Unit — Ulster County, New York (NY111)
Map unit symbol

Map unit name

Rating

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

Ha

Hamlin silt loam

All areas are prime
farmland

0.7

32.7%

RvB

Riverhead fine sandy
loam, 3 to 8 percent
slopes

All areas are prime
farmland

0.1

3.1%

RvC

Riverhead fine sandy
loam, 8 to 15 percent
slopes

Farmland of statewide
importance

0.1

3.7%

W

Water

Not prime farmland

1.3

60.5%

2.2

100.0%

Totals for Area of Interest

Description
Farmland classification identifies map units as prime farmland, farmland of
statewide importance, farmland of local importance, or unique farmland. It
identifies the location and extent of the soils that are best suited to food, feed,
fiber, forage, and oilseed crops. NRCS policy and procedures on prime and
unique farmlands are published in the "Federal Register," Vol. 43, No. 21,
January 31, 1978.

Rating Options
Aggregation Method: No Aggregation Necessary
Aggregation is the process by which a set of component attribute values is
reduced to a single value that represents the map unit as a whole.
A map unit is typically composed of one or more "components". A component is
either some type of soil or some nonsoil entity, e.g., rock outcrop. For the
attribute being aggregated, the first step of the aggregation process is to derive
one attribute value for each of a map unit's components. From this set of
component attributes, the next step of the aggregation process derives a single
value that represents the map unit as a whole. Once a single value for each map
unit is derived, a thematic map for soil map units can be rendered. Aggregation
must be done because, on any soil map, map units are delineated but
components are not.
For each of a map unit's components, a corresponding percent composition is
recorded. A percent composition of 60 indicates that the corresponding
component typically makes up approximately 60% of the map unit. Percent
composition is a critical factor in some, but not all, aggregation methods.
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Farmland Classification—Ulster County, New York

The majority of soil attributes are associated with a component of a map unit, and
such an attribute has to be aggregated to the map unit level before a thematic
map can be rendered. Map units, however, also have their own attributes. An
attribute of a map unit does not have to be aggregated in order to render a
corresponding thematic map. Therefore, the "aggregation method" for any
attribute of a map unit is referred to as "No Aggregation Necessary".
Tie-break Rule: Lower
The tie-break rule indicates which value should be selected from a set of multiple
candidate values, or which value should be selected in the event of a percent
composition tie.
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Lawns, Landscaping, and Golf Fairways—Ulster County, New York

MAP LEGEND
Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

MAP INFORMATION

Background
Aerial Photography

Soils

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at
1:15,800.
Warning: Soil Map may not be valid at this scale.

Soil Rating Polygons

Enlargement of maps beyond the scale of mapping can cause
misunderstanding of the detail of mapping and accuracy of soil
line placement. The maps do not show the small areas of
contrasting soils that could have been shown at a more detailed
scale.

Very limited
Somewhat limited
Not limited
Not rated or not available

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map
measurements.

Soil Rating Lines
Very limited

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL:
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Somewhat limited
Not limited

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.

Not rated or not available
Soil Rating Points
Very limited
Somewhat limited

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as
of the version date(s) listed below.

Not limited

Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 14, Sep 24, 2016

Not rated or not available
Water Features

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales
1:50,000 or larger.

Streams and Canals
Transportation

Date(s) aerial images were photographed:
10, 2011

Rails
Interstate Highways

Mar 20, 2011—Oct

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.

US Routes
Major Roads
Local Roads
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Lawns, Landscaping, and Golf Fairways

Lawns, Landscaping, and Golf Fairways— Summary by Map Unit — Ulster County, New York (NY111)
Map unit
symbol

Map unit name

Ha

Hamlin silt loam

Rating

Somewhat
limited

Component
name (percent)

Rating reasons
(numeric
values)

Hamlin (75%)

Low exchange
capacity (0.75)

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

0.7

32.7%

Flooding (0.60)
Dusty (0.01)
RvB

Riverhead fine
sandy loam, 3
to 8 percent
slopes

Very limited

Riverhead (80%) Low exchange
capacity (1.00)

0.1

3.1%

RvC

Riverhead fine
sandy loam, 8
to 15 percent
slopes

Very limited

Riverhead (85%) Low exchange
capacity (1.00)

0.1

3.7%

Water

Not rated

1.3

60.5%

2.2

100.0%

W

Slope (0.63)
Water (100%)

Totals for Area of Interest
Lawns, Landscaping, and Golf Fairways— Summary by Rating Value
Rating

Acres in AOI

Somewhat limited

Percent of AOI
0.7

32.7%

Very limited

0.1

6.9%

Null or Not Rated

1.3

60.5%

Totals for Area of Interest

2.2

100.0%
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Lawns, Landscaping, and Golf Fairways—Ulster County, New York

Description
This interpretation rates soils for their use in establishing and maintaining turf for
lawns and golf fairways and ornamental trees and shrubs for residential or
commercial landscaping. Lawns and landscaping require soils on which turf and
ornamental trees and shrubs can be established and maintained. Golf fairways
are subject to heavy foot traffic and some light vehicular traffic. Cutting or filling
may be required.
The ratings are based on the use of soil material at the site, which may have
been altered by some land smoothing. Irrigation may or may not be needed and
is not a criterion in rating. The ratings are based on the soil properties that affect
plant growth and trafficability after vegetation is established. The properties that
affect plant growth are reaction; depth to a water table; ponding; depth to
bedrock or a cemented pan; the available water capacity in the upper 40 inches;
the content of salts, sodium, or calcium carbonate; and sulfidic materials. The
properties that affect trafficability are flooding, depth to a water table, ponding,
slope, stoniness, and the amount of sand, clay, or organic matter in the surface
layer. The suitability of the soil for traps, tees, roughs, and greens is not
considered in the ratings.
Not considered in the ratings, but important in evaluating a site, are the location
and accessibility of the area, the size and shape of the area and its scenic
quality, vegetation, access to water, potential water impoundment sites, and
access to public sewer lines. Soils that are subject to flooding are limited by the
duration and intensity of flooding and the season when flooding occurs. In
planning for lawns, landscaping, or golf fairways, onsite assessment of the
height, duration, intensity, and frequency of flooding is essential.
The ratings are both verbal and numerical. Rating class terms indicate the extent
to which the soils are limited by all of the soil features that affect the specified
use. "Not limited" indicates that the soil has features that are very favorable for
the specified use. Good performance and very low maintenance can be
expected. "Somewhat limited" indicates that the soil has features that are
moderately favorable for the specified use. The limitations can be overcome or
minimized by special planning, design, or installation. Fair performance and
moderate maintenance can be expected. "Very limited" indicates that the soil has
one or more features that are unfavorable for the specified use. The limitations
generally cannot be overcome without major soil reclamation, special design, or
expensive installation procedures. Poor performance and high maintenance can
be expected.
Numerical ratings indicate the severity of individual limitations. The ratings are
shown as decimal fractions ranging from 0.01 to 1.00. They indicate gradations
between the point at which a soil feature has the greatest negative impact on the
use (1.00) and the point at which the soil feature is not a limitation (0.00).
The map unit components listed for each map unit in the accompanying
Summary by Map Unit table in Web Soil Survey or the Aggregation Report in Soil
Data Viewer are determined by the aggregation method chosen. An aggregated
rating class is shown for each map unit. The components listed for each map unit
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are only those that have the same rating class as listed for the map unit. The
percent composition of each component in a particular map unit is presented to
help the user better understand the percentage of each map unit that has the
rating presented.
Other components with different ratings may be present in each map unit. The
ratings for all components, regardless of the map unit aggregated rating, can be
viewed by generating the equivalent report from the Soil Reports tab in Web Soil
Survey or from the Soil Data Mart site. Onsite investigation may be needed to
validate these interpretations and to confirm the identity of the soil on a given
site.

Rating Options
Aggregation Method: Dominant Condition
Aggregation is the process by which a set of component attribute values is
reduced to a single value that represents the map unit as a whole.
A map unit is typically composed of one or more "components". A component is
either some type of soil or some nonsoil entity, e.g., rock outcrop. For the
attribute being aggregated, the first step of the aggregation process is to derive
one attribute value for each of a map unit's components. From this set of
component attributes, the next step of the aggregation process derives a single
value that represents the map unit as a whole. Once a single value for each map
unit is derived, a thematic map for soil map units can be rendered. Aggregation
must be done because, on any soil map, map units are delineated but
components are not.
For each of a map unit's components, a corresponding percent composition is
recorded. A percent composition of 60 indicates that the corresponding
component typically makes up approximately 60% of the map unit. Percent
composition is a critical factor in some, but not all, aggregation methods.
The aggregation method "Dominant Condition" first groups like attribute values
for the components in a map unit. For each group, percent composition is set to
the sum of the percent composition of all components participating in that group.
These groups now represent "conditions" rather than components. The attribute
value associated with the group with the highest cumulative percent composition
is returned. If more than one group shares the highest cumulative percent
composition, the corresponding "tie-break" rule determines which value should
be returned. The "tie-break" rule indicates whether the lower or higher group
value should be returned in the case of a percent composition tie. The result
returned by this aggregation method represents the dominant condition
throughout the map unit only when no tie has occurred.
Component Percent Cutoff: None Specified
Components whose percent composition is below the cutoff value will not be
considered. If no cutoff value is specified, all components in the database will be
considered. The data for some contrasting soils of minor extent may not be in the
database, and therefore are not considered.
Tie-break Rule: Higher
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The tie-break rule indicates which value should be selected from a set of multiple
candidate values, or which value should be selected in the event of a percent
composition tie.
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Local Roads and Streets—Ulster County, New York

MAP LEGEND
Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

MAP INFORMATION

Background
Aerial Photography

Soils

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at
1:15,800.
Warning: Soil Map may not be valid at this scale.

Soil Rating Polygons

Enlargement of maps beyond the scale of mapping can cause
misunderstanding of the detail of mapping and accuracy of soil
line placement. The maps do not show the small areas of
contrasting soils that could have been shown at a more detailed
scale.

Very limited
Somewhat limited
Not limited
Not rated or not available

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map
measurements.

Soil Rating Lines
Very limited

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL:
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Somewhat limited
Not limited

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.

Not rated or not available
Soil Rating Points
Very limited
Somewhat limited

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as
of the version date(s) listed below.

Not limited

Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 14, Sep 24, 2016

Not rated or not available
Water Features

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales
1:50,000 or larger.

Streams and Canals
Transportation

Date(s) aerial images were photographed:
10, 2011

Rails
Interstate Highways

Mar 20, 2011—Oct

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.

US Routes
Major Roads
Local Roads
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Local Roads and Streets

Local Roads and Streets— Summary by Map Unit — Ulster County, New York (NY111)
Map unit
symbol

Map unit name

Ha

Hamlin silt loam

Rating

Very limited

Component
name (percent)

Rating reasons
(numeric
values)

Hamlin (75%)

Frost action
(1.00)

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

0.7

32.7%

Flooding (1.00)
RvB

Riverhead fine
sandy loam, 3
to 8 percent
slopes

Somewhat
limited

Riverhead (80%) Frost action
(0.50)

0.1

3.1%

RvC

Riverhead fine
sandy loam, 8
to 15 percent
slopes

Somewhat
limited

Riverhead (85%) Slope (0.63)

0.1

3.7%

Water

Not rated

Water (100%)

W

Frost action
(0.50)

Totals for Area of Interest

1.3

60.5%

2.2

100.0%

Local Roads and Streets— Summary by Rating Value
Rating

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

Very limited

0.7

32.7%

Somewhat limited

0.1

6.9%

Null or Not Rated

1.3

60.5%

Totals for Area of Interest

2.2

100.0%
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Local Roads and Streets—Ulster County, New York

Description
Local roads and streets have an all-weather surface and carry automobile and
light truck traffic all year. They have a subgrade of cut or fill soil material; a base
of gravel, crushed rock, or soil material stabilized by lime or cement; and a
surface of flexible material (asphalt), rigid material (concrete), or gravel with a
binder. The ratings are based on the soil properties that affect the ease of
excavation and grading and the traffic-supporting capacity. The properties that
affect the ease of excavation and grading are depth to bedrock or a cemented
pan, hardness of bedrock or a cemented pan, depth to a water table, ponding,
flooding, the amount of large stones, and slope. The properties that affect the
traffic-supporting capacity are soil strength (as inferred from the AASHTO group
index number), subsidence, linear extensibility (shrink-swell potential), the
potential for frost action, depth to a water table, and ponding.
The ratings are both verbal and numerical. Rating class terms indicate the extent
to which the soils are limited by all of the soil features that affect the specified
use. "Not limited" indicates that the soil has features that are very favorable for
the specified use. Good performance and very low maintenance can be
expected. "Somewhat limited" indicates that the soil has features that are
moderately favorable for the specified use. The limitations can be overcome or
minimized by special planning, design, or installation. Fair performance and
moderate maintenance can be expected. "Very limited" indicates that the soil has
one or more features that are unfavorable for the specified use. The limitations
generally cannot be overcome without major soil reclamation, special design, or
expensive installation procedures. Poor performance and high maintenance can
be expected.
Numerical ratings indicate the severity of individual limitations. The ratings are
shown as decimal fractions ranging from 0.01 to 1.00. They indicate gradations
between the point at which a soil feature has the greatest negative impact on the
use (1.00) and the point at which the soil feature is not a limitation (0.00).
The map unit components listed for each map unit in the accompanying
Summary by Map Unit table in Web Soil Survey or the Aggregation Report in Soil
Data Viewer are determined by the aggregation method chosen. An aggregated
rating class is shown for each map unit. The components listed for each map unit
are only those that have the same rating class as listed for the map unit. The
percent composition of each component in a particular map unit is presented to
help the user better understand the percentage of each map unit that has the
rating presented.
Other components with different ratings may be present in each map unit. The
ratings for all components, regardless of the map unit aggregated rating, can be
viewed by generating the equivalent report from the Soil Reports tab in Web Soil
Survey or from the Soil Data Mart site. Onsite investigation may be needed to
validate these interpretations and to confirm the identity of the soil on a given
site.
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Rating Options
Aggregation Method: Dominant Condition
Aggregation is the process by which a set of component attribute values is
reduced to a single value that represents the map unit as a whole.
A map unit is typically composed of one or more "components". A component is
either some type of soil or some nonsoil entity, e.g., rock outcrop. For the
attribute being aggregated, the first step of the aggregation process is to derive
one attribute value for each of a map unit's components. From this set of
component attributes, the next step of the aggregation process derives a single
value that represents the map unit as a whole. Once a single value for each map
unit is derived, a thematic map for soil map units can be rendered. Aggregation
must be done because, on any soil map, map units are delineated but
components are not.
For each of a map unit's components, a corresponding percent composition is
recorded. A percent composition of 60 indicates that the corresponding
component typically makes up approximately 60% of the map unit. Percent
composition is a critical factor in some, but not all, aggregation methods.
The aggregation method "Dominant Condition" first groups like attribute values
for the components in a map unit. For each group, percent composition is set to
the sum of the percent composition of all components participating in that group.
These groups now represent "conditions" rather than components. The attribute
value associated with the group with the highest cumulative percent composition
is returned. If more than one group shares the highest cumulative percent
composition, the corresponding "tie-break" rule determines which value should
be returned. The "tie-break" rule indicates whether the lower or higher group
value should be returned in the case of a percent composition tie. The result
returned by this aggregation method represents the dominant condition
throughout the map unit only when no tie has occurred.
Component Percent Cutoff: None Specified
Components whose percent composition is below the cutoff value will not be
considered. If no cutoff value is specified, all components in the database will be
considered. The data for some contrasting soils of minor extent may not be in the
database, and therefore are not considered.
Tie-break Rule: Higher
The tie-break rule indicates which value should be selected from a set of multiple
candidate values, or which value should be selected in the event of a percent
composition tie.
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Shallow Excavations—Ulster County, New York

MAP LEGEND
Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

MAP INFORMATION

Background
Aerial Photography

Soils

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at
1:15,800.
Warning: Soil Map may not be valid at this scale.

Soil Rating Polygons

Enlargement of maps beyond the scale of mapping can cause
misunderstanding of the detail of mapping and accuracy of soil
line placement. The maps do not show the small areas of
contrasting soils that could have been shown at a more detailed
scale.

Very limited
Somewhat limited
Not limited
Not rated or not available

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map
measurements.

Soil Rating Lines
Very limited

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL:
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Somewhat limited
Not limited

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.

Not rated or not available
Soil Rating Points
Very limited
Somewhat limited

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as
of the version date(s) listed below.

Not limited

Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 14, Sep 24, 2016

Not rated or not available
Water Features

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales
1:50,000 or larger.

Streams and Canals
Transportation

Date(s) aerial images were photographed:
10, 2011

Rails
Interstate Highways

Mar 20, 2011—Oct

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.

US Routes
Major Roads
Local Roads
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Shallow Excavations—Ulster County, New York

Shallow Excavations

Shallow Excavations— Summary by Map Unit — Ulster County, New York (NY111)
Map unit
symbol

Map unit name

Ha

Hamlin silt loam

Rating

Somewhat
limited

Component
name (percent)

Rating reasons
(numeric
values)

Hamlin (75%)

Flooding (0.60)

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

0.7

32.7%

Depth to
saturated zone
(0.35)
Unstable
excavation
walls (0.01)
Dusty (0.01)

RvB

Riverhead fine
sandy loam, 3
to 8 percent
slopes

Somewhat
limited

Riverhead (80%) Unstable
excavation
walls (0.17)

0.1

3.1%

RvC

Riverhead fine
sandy loam, 8
to 15 percent
slopes

Somewhat
limited

Riverhead (85%) Slope (0.63)

0.1

3.7%

Water

Not rated

Water (100%)

1.3

60.5%

2.2

100.0%

W

Unstable
excavation
walls (0.17)

Totals for Area of Interest
Shallow Excavations— Summary by Rating Value
Rating

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

Somewhat limited

0.9

39.5%

Null or Not Rated

1.3

60.5%

Totals for Area of Interest

2.2

100.0%
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Description
Shallow excavations are trenches or holes dug to a maximum depth of 5 or 6 feet
for graves, utility lines, open ditches, or other purposes. The ratings are based on
the soil properties that influence the ease of digging and the resistance to
sloughing. Depth to bedrock or a cemented pan, hardness of bedrock or a
cemented pan, the amount of large stones, and dense layers influence the ease
of digging, filling, and compacting. Depth to the seasonal high water table,
flooding, and ponding may restrict the period when excavations can be made.
Slope influences the ease of using machinery. Soil texture, depth to the water
table, and linear extensibility (shrink-swell potential) influence the resistance to
sloughing.
The ratings are both verbal and numerical. Rating class terms indicate the extent
to which the soils are limited by all of the soil features that affect the specified
use. "Not limited" indicates that the soil has features that are very favorable for
the specified use. Good performance and very low maintenance can be
expected. "Somewhat limited" indicates that the soil has features that are
moderately favorable for the specified use. The limitations can be overcome or
minimized by special planning, design, or installation. Fair performance and
moderate maintenance can be expected. "Very limited" indicates that the soil has
one or more features that are unfavorable for the specified use. The limitations
generally cannot be overcome without major soil reclamation, special design, or
expensive installation procedures. Poor performance and high maintenance can
be expected.
Numerical ratings indicate the severity of individual limitations. The ratings are
shown as decimal fractions ranging from 0.01 to 1.00. They indicate gradations
between the point at which a soil feature has the greatest negative impact on the
use (1.00) and the point at which the soil feature is not a limitation (0.00).
The map unit components listed for each map unit in the accompanying
Summary by Map Unit table in Web Soil Survey or the Aggregation Report in Soil
Data Viewer are determined by the aggregation method chosen. An aggregated
rating class is shown for each map unit. The components listed for each map unit
are only those that have the same rating class as listed for the map unit. The
percent composition of each component in a particular map unit is presented to
help the user better understand the percentage of each map unit that has the
rating presented.
Other components with different ratings may be present in each map unit. The
ratings for all components, regardless of the map unit aggregated rating, can be
viewed by generating the equivalent report from the Soil Reports tab in Web Soil
Survey or from the Soil Data Mart site. Onsite investigation may be needed to
validate these interpretations and to confirm the identity of the soil on a given
site.

Rating Options
Aggregation Method: Dominant Condition
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Aggregation is the process by which a set of component attribute values is
reduced to a single value that represents the map unit as a whole.
A map unit is typically composed of one or more "components". A component is
either some type of soil or some nonsoil entity, e.g., rock outcrop. For the
attribute being aggregated, the first step of the aggregation process is to derive
one attribute value for each of a map unit's components. From this set of
component attributes, the next step of the aggregation process derives a single
value that represents the map unit as a whole. Once a single value for each map
unit is derived, a thematic map for soil map units can be rendered. Aggregation
must be done because, on any soil map, map units are delineated but
components are not.
For each of a map unit's components, a corresponding percent composition is
recorded. A percent composition of 60 indicates that the corresponding
component typically makes up approximately 60% of the map unit. Percent
composition is a critical factor in some, but not all, aggregation methods.
The aggregation method "Dominant Condition" first groups like attribute values
for the components in a map unit. For each group, percent composition is set to
the sum of the percent composition of all components participating in that group.
These groups now represent "conditions" rather than components. The attribute
value associated with the group with the highest cumulative percent composition
is returned. If more than one group shares the highest cumulative percent
composition, the corresponding "tie-break" rule determines which value should
be returned. The "tie-break" rule indicates whether the lower or higher group
value should be returned in the case of a percent composition tie. The result
returned by this aggregation method represents the dominant condition
throughout the map unit only when no tie has occurred.
Component Percent Cutoff: None Specified
Components whose percent composition is below the cutoff value will not be
considered. If no cutoff value is specified, all components in the database will be
considered. The data for some contrasting soils of minor extent may not be in the
database, and therefore are not considered.
Tie-break Rule: Higher
The tie-break rule indicates which value should be selected from a set of multiple
candidate values, or which value should be selected in the event of a percent
composition tie.
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Surface Water Management, System—Ulster County, New York

MAP LEGEND
Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)

MAP INFORMATION

Background
Aerial Photography

Soils

The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at
1:15,800.
Warning: Soil Map may not be valid at this scale.

Soil Rating Polygons

Enlargement of maps beyond the scale of mapping can cause
misunderstanding of the detail of mapping and accuracy of soil
line placement. The maps do not show the small areas of
contrasting soils that could have been shown at a more detailed
scale.

Very limited
Somewhat limited
Not limited
Not rated or not available

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map
measurements.

Soil Rating Lines
Very limited

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL:
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Somewhat limited
Not limited

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more
accurate calculations of distance or area are required.

Not rated or not available
Soil Rating Points
Very limited
Somewhat limited

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as
of the version date(s) listed below.

Not limited

Soil Survey Area: Ulster County, New York
Survey Area Data: Version 14, Sep 24, 2016

Not rated or not available
Water Features

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales
1:50,000 or larger.

Streams and Canals
Transportation

Date(s) aerial images were photographed:
10, 2011

Rails
Interstate Highways

Mar 20, 2011—Oct

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor
shifting of map unit boundaries may be evident.
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Local Roads
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Surface Water Management, System—Ulster County, New York

Surface Water Management, System

Surface Water Management, System— Summary by Map Unit — Ulster County, New York (NY111)
Map unit
symbol

Map unit name

Rating

Component
name (percent)

Rating reasons
(numeric
values)

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

Ha

Hamlin silt loam

Not limited

Hamlin (75%)

0.7

29.5%

RvB

Riverhead fine
sandy loam, 3
to 8 percent
slopes

Very limited

Riverhead (80%) Slope (1.00)

0.0

0.9%

Riverhead fine
sandy loam, 8
to 15 percent
slopes

Very limited

0.2

7.1%

Water

Not rated

1.5

62.4%

2.4

100.0%

RvC

W

Water Erosion
(0.02)
Riverhead (85%) Slope (1.00)
Water Erosion
(0.82)
Water (100%)

Totals for Area of Interest
Surface Water Management, System— Summary by Rating Value
Rating

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

Not limited

0.7

29.5%

Very limited

0.2

8.0%

Null or Not Rated

1.5

62.4%

Totals for Area of Interest

2.4

100.0%
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Description
The ratings for Surface Water Management, System are based on the soil
properties that affect the capacity of the soil to convey surface water across the
landscape. Factors affecting the system installation and performance are
considered. Water conveyances include graded ditches, grassed waterways,
terraces, and diversions. The ratings are for soils in their natural condition and do
not consider present land use. The properties that affect the surface system
performance include depth to bedrock, saturated hydraulic conductivity, depth to
cemented pan, slope, flooding, ponding, large stone content, sodicity, surface
water erosion, and gypsum content.
The ratings are both verbal and numerical. Rating class terms indicate the extent
to which the soils are limited by all of the soil features that affect the specified
use. "Not limited" indicates that the soil has features that are very favorable for
the specified use. Good performance and very low maintenance can be
expected. "Somewhat limited" indicates that the soil has features that are
moderately favorable for the specified use. The limitations can be overcome or
minimized by special planning, design, or installation. Fair performance and
moderate maintenance can be expected. "Very limited" indicates that the soil has
one or more features that are unfavorable for the specified use. The limitations
generally cannot be overcome without major soil reclamation, special design, or
expensive installation procedures.
Numerical ratings indicate the severity of individual limitations. The ratings are
shown as decimal fractions ranging from 0.01 to 1.00. They indicate gradations
between the point at which a soil feature has the greatest negative impact on the
use (1.00) and the point at which the soil feature is not a limitation (0.00).
The map unit components listed for each map unit in the accompanying
Summary by Map Unit table in Web Soil Survey or the Aggregation Report in Soil
Data Viewer are determined by the aggregation method chosen. An aggregated
rating class is shown for each map unit. The components listed for each map unit
are only those that have the same rating class as that listed for the map unit. The
percent composition of each component in a particular map unit is given so that
the user will realize the percentage of each map unit that has the specified rating.
A map unit may have other components with different ratings. The ratings for all
components, regardless of the map unit aggregated rating, can be viewed by
generating the equivalent report from the Soil Reports tab in Web Soil Survey or
from the Soil Data Mart site. Onsite investigation may be needed to validate
these interpretations and to confirm the identity of the soil on a given site.

Rating Options
Aggregation Method: Dominant Condition
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Aggregation is the process by which a set of component attribute values is
reduced to a single value that represents the map unit as a whole.
A map unit is typically composed of one or more "components". A component is
either some type of soil or some nonsoil entity, e.g., rock outcrop. For the
attribute being aggregated, the first step of the aggregation process is to derive
one attribute value for each of a map unit's components. From this set of
component attributes, the next step of the aggregation process derives a single
value that represents the map unit as a whole. Once a single value for each map
unit is derived, a thematic map for soil map units can be rendered. Aggregation
must be done because, on any soil map, map units are delineated but
components are not.
For each of a map unit's components, a corresponding percent composition is
recorded. A percent composition of 60 indicates that the corresponding
component typically makes up approximately 60% of the map unit. Percent
composition is a critical factor in some, but not all, aggregation methods.
The aggregation method "Dominant Condition" first groups like attribute values
for the components in a map unit. For each group, percent composition is set to
the sum of the percent composition of all components participating in that group.
These groups now represent "conditions" rather than components. The attribute
value associated with the group with the highest cumulative percent composition
is returned. If more than one group shares the highest cumulative percent
composition, the corresponding "tie-break" rule determines which value should
be returned. The "tie-break" rule indicates whether the lower or higher group
value should be returned in the case of a percent composition tie. The result
returned by this aggregation method represents the dominant condition
throughout the map unit only when no tie has occurred.
Component Percent Cutoff: None Specified
Components whose percent composition is below the cutoff value will not be
considered. If no cutoff value is specified, all components in the database will be
considered. The data for some contrasting soils of minor extent may not be in the
database, and therefore are not considered.
Tie-break Rule: Higher
The tie-break rule indicates which value should be selected from a set of multiple
candidate values, or which value should be selected in the event of a percent
composition tie.
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Attachment 8
NY State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and
Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO)
Documentation

ANDREW M. CUOMO

ROSE HARVEY

Governor

Commissioner

April 15, 2016
Thomas King
Governor's Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Ave, Suite 1224
Albany, NY 12231
Re: HTF/ GOSR/ NY Rising
Flood Control Project
James Street at Parkcrest Drive/ Rondout Creek, Rosendale/ Ulster County
16PR2137
Dear Mr. King:
Thank you for requesting the comments of the New York State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).
We have reviewed the submitted materials in accordance with Title 54, Section 306108 of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. These comments are those of the SHPO and relate only to
Historic/ Cultural resources. They do not include other environmental impacts to New York State
Parkland that may be involved in or near your project. Such impacts must be considered as part of the
environmental review of the project pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act and/or the State
Environmental Quality Review Act (New York Environmental Conservation Law Article 8).
Based on this review, the opinion of the SHPO is that there will be No Historic Properties Affected
by the proposed undertaking.
If I can be of further assistance, please contact me at (518) 268-2187 or Larry.moss@parks.ny.gov
Sincerely,

Larry K Moss, Historic Preservation Technical Specialist
CC: Mary Barthelme

Division for Historic Preservation
P.O. Box 189, Waterford, New York 12188-0189 • (518) 237-8643 • www.nysparks.com
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ANDREW M. CUOMO

ROSE HARVEY

Governor

Commissioner

March 3, 2017
Mary Barthelme
Governor's Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR)
99 Washington Ave, Suite 1224
Albany, NY 12231
Re:

HTF/ GOSR/ NY Rising/ Flood Control Project:
James Street Flood Control Project
James Street at Parkcrest Drive, Rondout Creek, Rosendale/ Ulster County
16PR02137

Dear Ms. Barthelme:
Thank you for requesting the comments of the New York State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO). We have reviewed the materials submitted Feb. 27, 2017 in accordance with Title 54,
Section 306108 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. These comments are those of
the SHPO and relate only to Historic/ Cultural resources.
Based on this review, it is the opinion of SHPO that there will continue to be
No Historic Properties Affected by the proposed undertaking.
If I can be of further assistance, contact me at (518) 268-2187 or Larry.moss@parks.ny.gov
Sincerely,

Larry K Moss, Historic Preservation Technical Specialist

Division for Historic Preservation
P.O. Box 189, Waterford, New York 12188-0189 • (518) 237-8643 • www.nysparks.com

Delaware Tribe Historic Preservation Representatives
P.O. Box 64
Pocono Lake, PA 18347
temple@delawaretribe.org

April 13, 2016
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
Bureau of Environmental Review and Assessment
Att: Thomas King
99 Washington Ave., Suite 1224
Albany, NY 12260
Re: Section 106 Compliance – Town of Rosedale james Street Flood Control Project
Mr. King,
Thank you for sending the Delaware Tribe information regarding the above referenced
project. Our review indicates that there are no known religious or culturally significant
sites within this area. We have no objection to the project.
We ask that in the event that a concentration of artifacts and/or in the unlikely event any
human remains are accidentally unearthed during the course of the project that all work is
halted until the Delaware Tribe of Indians is informed of the inadvertent discovery and a
qualified archaeologist can evaluate the find.
We appreciate your cooperation and look forward to working together on our shared
interests in preserving Delaware cultural heritage. If you have any questions, feel free to
contact this office by phone at (610) 761-7452 or by e-mail at temple@delawaretribe.org.
Sincerely,

Susan Bachor
Delaware Tribe Historic Preservation Representative

Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bonney Hartley <Bonney.Hartley@mohican-nsn.gov>
Friday, April 22, 2016 2:29 PM
Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
RE: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control
Project, Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Hello Mary,
Thank you for the notice of the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project in Rosendale, Ulster County NY. I
have completed review and on behalf of Stockbridge‐Munsee Mohican Tribe confirm we do not have significant cultural
resource concerns due to the lack of known sites at this location and the somewhat limited amount of new ground
disturbance proposed.
As always please let us know immediately should any cultural materials be uncovered during construction.
Thanks,
Bonney

Bonney Hartley

Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
Stockbridge-Munsee Mohican Tribal Historic Preservation
New York Office
65 1st Street
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 244-3164
Bonney.Hartley@mohican-nsn.gov

www.mohican‐nsn.gov
Physical Address: 37 1st Street

From: Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY) [mailto:Mary.Barthelme@stormrecovery.ny.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 5:01 PM
To: Bonney Hartley
Cc: King, Thomas J (STORMRECOVERY); Gievers, Andrea
Subject: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project, Town of Rosendale,
Ulster County, New York

Dear Bonney,
Please see the attached consultation for the above‐mentioned project.
A hard copy is being sent today by mail. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
1

Mary Barthelme

Mary Barthelme
Environmental and Historic Preservation Specialist
Bureau of Environmental Review and Assessment
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Avenue Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
Office: (518) 473‐0154
Mary.Barthelme@stormrecovery.ny.gov
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Delaware Tribe Historic Preservation Representatives
P.O. Box 64
Pocono Lake, PA 18347
sbachor@delawaretribe.org

April 24, 2017
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
New York State Homes & Community Renewal
38-40 State Street, Hampton Plaza
Albany, NY 12207
Re: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control
Project (Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York)
Ms. Shirley,
Thank you for sending the Delaware Tribe additional information regarding the above
referenced project. Our review indicates that there are no culturally significant areas
within the proposed project area. We have no objection to the proposed project.
In the event a concentration of artifacts and/or in the unlikely event any human remains
are accidentally unearthed during the project that all work is halted until the Delaware
Tribe of Indians is informed of the inadvertent discovery and a qualified archaeologist
can evaluate the find.
We appreciate your cooperation and look forward to working together on our shared
interests in preserving Delaware cultural heritage. If you have any questions, feel free to
contact this office by phone at (610) 761-7452 or by e-mail at
sbachor@delawaretribe.org..
Sincerely,

Susan Bachor
Delaware Tribe Historic Preservation Representative

ANDREW M.
CUOMO
Governor

LISA BOVA-HIATT
Executive Director

March 28, 2017
Ms. Susan Bachor
Delaware Tribe of Indians Historic Preservation Representative
P.O. Box 64
Pocono Lake, PA 18347
Re: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale - James Street Flood Control Project
(Ulster County, NY)
Dear Ms. Bachor:
Thank you for responding to our project update regarding the Town of Rosendale - James Street
Flood Control project in Ulster County, NY. In your response dated March 9, 2017, you
requested a Phase I survey be performed with subsurface testing or evidence showing the area
of prior disturbance. We understand your concerns and are enclosing the US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) original as-built drawings from 1971 showing such evidence of prior
disturbance.
Your area of concern involves the additional scope of work that our office notified you about
on February 24, 2017, which proposes maintenance dredging and removing the point bar along
the northern bank to the original Rondout Creek bottom elevation. As shown on the enclosed
USACE as-built drawings, the Rondout Creek channel, including the area of the existing point
bar, was dredged from water surface to bedrock on the channel floor in 1971 for the USACE
Flood Control Project. The existing point bar was created by the natural disposition of soil and
sediment collecting since the implementation of that project. The removal of the point bar will
improve stream flow and mitigate flooding caused during future storm events.
We hope that our explanation and the enclosed drawings (highlighted to show the current point
bar location) provide you with sufficient evidence of prior disturbance, thus negating the need
for a Phase I archaeological survey. We appreciate your cooperation and look forward to your
response.
GOSR kindly respects your concerns, and in the event a concentration of artifacts and/or in the
unlikely event any human remains are accidentally unearthed during the project, then all work

25 Beaver Street, New York, NY 10004 │ Recovery Hotline: 1-855-NYS-Sandy │www.stormrecovery.ny.gov

will be halted until the Delaware Tribe of Indians is informed of the discovery and a qualified
archaeologist can evaluate the find.
If you have any questions or require additional information regarding this request, please feel
free to contact me at (518) 474-0755 or via email at Lori.Shirley@nyshcr.org. Thank you for
your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Lori A. Shirley
Director, Bureau of Environmental Review and Assessment
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
New York State Homes & Community Renewal
38-40 State Street, Hampton Plaza
Albany, NY 12207
Enclosures:
Attachment 1: Project Location Map
Attachment 2: USACE 1971 As-built Drawings

25 Beaver Street, New York, NY 10004 │ Recovery Hotline: 1-855-NYS-Sandy │www.stormrecovery.ny.gov
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Delaware Tribe Historic Preservation Representatives
P.O. Box 64
Pocono Lake, PA 18347
sbachor@delawaretribe.org

March 9, 2017
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
Bureau of Environmental Review and Assessment
Att: Thomas King
25 Beaver St.
New York, NY 10004
Re: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control
Project (Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York)
Mr. King,
Thank you for sending the Delaware Tribe additional information regarding the above
referenced project. Our review indicates that there could be culturally significant areas
within the proposed project area. We request a Phase I survey be performed with
subsurface testing or evidence showing the area of prior disturbance.
In the event a concentration of artifacts and/or in the unlikely event any human remains
are accidentally unearthed during the project that all work is halted until the Delaware
Tribe of Indians is informed of the inadvertent discovery and a qualified archaeologist
can evaluate the find.
We appreciate your cooperation and look forward to working together on our shared
interests in preserving Delaware cultural heritage. If you have any questions, feel free to
contact this office by phone at (610) 761-7452 or by e-mail at
sbachor@delawaretribe.org..
Sincerely,

Susan Bachor
Delaware Tribe Historic Preservation Representative

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonney Hartley
Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
RE: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project, Town of Rosendale,
Ulster County, New York
Wednesday, March 01, 2017 7:02:02 PM

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Hi Mary,
No concerns from our side.
Thanks,
Bonney
From: Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY) [mailto:Mary.Barthelme@stormrecovery.ny.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2017 3:16 PM
To: Bonney Hartley
Cc: Shirley, Lori (NYSHCR)
Subject: RE: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project,
Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York

Hello Bonney,
As a follow-up to the original consult attached the project has added new scope. Maintenance
dredging will also occur, removing the point bar along the northern bank to elevation 39.5 feet,
which is the original Rondout Creek flood control creek bottom elevation.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Mary
From: Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 5:01 PM
To: 'Bonney.hartley@mohican-nsn.gov' <Bonney.hartley@mohican-nsn.gov>
Cc: King, Thomas J (STORMRECOVERY) <Thomas.King@stormrecovery.ny.gov>; Gievers, Andrea
<AGievers@tectonicengineering.com>
Subject: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project,
Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York
Dear Bonney,
Please see the attached consultation for the above-mentioned project.
A hard copy is being sent today by mail. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,

Mary Barthelme

Mary Barthelme
Environmental and Historic Preservation Specialist
Bureau of Environmental Review and Assessment
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Avenue Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
Office: (518) 473-0154
Mary.Barthelme@stormrecovery.ny.gov
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April 1, 2016
Kerry Holton, President
Delaware Nation
P.O. Box 825
Anadarko, OK 73005
Re:

Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project
(Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York)

Dear Kerry Holton:
Pursuant to the Disaster Relief Appropriations Act, 2013 (Public Law 113-2) and the Housing and
Community Development Act (42 U.S.C. § 5301 et seq.), the Governor's Office of Storm Recovery
(GOSR) is acting under the auspices of New York State Homes and Community Renewal’s Housing
Trust Fund Corporation as a recipient of Community Development Block Grant – Disaster Recovery
(“CDBG-DR”) funds from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”).
GOSR is the entity responsible for compliance with the HUD environmental review procedures set forth
in 24 CFR Part 58. GOSR is acting on behalf of HUD in providing the enclosed project information and
inviting this discussion with your Nation to respond with any concerns or comments.
GOSR processes environmental reviews for projects funded with HUD CDBG-DR on a case-by-case
basis. GOSR proposes to provide funding for culvert replacement and stormwater and drainage
infrastructure improvements in the Town of Rosendale, Ulster County. In accordance with Section
101(d)(6)(B) of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (54 U.S.C. 302706(b)), and
its implementing regulations, 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 800, this letter serves as
notification of the proposed action. This consultation is being sent to the Mohawk Nation, the Delaware
Nation, the Delaware Tribe of Indians, the Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe, and the Stockbridge-Munsee
Community Band of Mohicans.
Area of Potential Effect: The James Street Flood Control project is located along the south side of the
Rondout Creek near the intersection of James Street and Parkcrest Drive, in the Town of Rosendale, New
York. Improvements will include the replacement of two existing culverts located at the intersection of
James Street and Parkcrest Drive, the construction of four proposed catch basins on James Street, flattening
the bank slope and extending the existing riprap approximately 600’ upstream, and constructing a paved
walkway on the south bank of Rondout Creek on James Street. This work is proposed to help alleviate the
threat of street collapse during storm water events such as those experience during Hurricane Irene and
Tropical Storm Lee.
Proposed Project Description: The Town of Rosendale proposes to replace the existing small-bore stonebuilt culvert that passes beneath James Street near the intersection of Parkcrest Drive. This existing 48inch pipe is to be replaced with a 60-inch HDPE pipe culvert that will run under James Street, with a
retaining wall built on the north side of James Street at the outfall location into Rondout Creek. A proposed
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catch basins and storm manhole are to be installed on the western side of the Parkcrest Drive and James
Street intersection, with a new 36-inch HDPE pipe to replace the existing 36-inch pipe running under
Parkcrest Drive. This 36-inch HDPE pipe connects to the 60-inch HDPE pipe and storm manhole located
on the eastern side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street intersection. Six additional catch basins and
storm sewer piping are proposed to be built along James Street, west of Parkcrest Drive. The catch basins
will be located on the north and south side of James Street, with two catch basins located approximately
170 feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and two catch basins located 520 feet west of Parkcrest
Drive on James Street. The final two catch basins and new storm sewer piping will be located at the
Madeline Lane-James Street intersection. The proposed construction includes flattening the south bank
slope, creating a low flow channel, and constructing a new toe at the base of the slope on the south bank
of Rondout Creek. Additionally, the proposed construction includes armoring Rondout Creek’s south bank
with riprap. This riprap will begin at the western edge of the existing riprap and extend 600 feet upstream.
The Town also proposes to construct guide rails along James Street, as well as a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian
walkway with seating that will run parallel to the north side of James Street, beginning approximately 330
feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and extending to the intersection of James Street and New
York State Route 32.
Pursuant to NHPA Section 106, GOSR has initiated consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO) concerning this Project and its potential to affect historic resources that are listed on or
eligible for listing on the NRHP. No comments have been received from the SHPO to date. GOSR is
completing an environmental review for this project pursuant to HUD NEPA regulations. If the Area
of Potential Effect encompasses historic properties of religious or cultural significance to your Nation,
please respond within 30 days or sooner. Additionally, please indicate if there are other sources of
information or other parties, Nations, Tribes, or members of the public you believe should be included
in the consultation process. Please respond by email or in writing to the address listed below.
Thomas J. King, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel and Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Avenue
Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
If you have any questions or require additional information regarding this request, please feel free to
contact me at (646) 417-4660 or via email at Thomas.King@stormrecovery.ny.gov. Thank you for
your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Thomas J. King
Assistant General Counsel and Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
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Enclosures:
Attachment 1: Project Location Map
Attachment 2: Project Street Map

Electronic letter sent to:
Nekole Alligood, Cultural Preservation Director
Delaware Nation
P.O. Box 825
Anadarko, OK 73005
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April 1, 2016
Chet Brooks, Chief
Delaware Tribe of Indians, Delaware Tribal Headquarters
5100 Tuxedo Blvd
Bartlesville, OK 74006
Re:

Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project
(Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York)

Dear Chief Chet Brooks:
Pursuant to the Disaster Relief Appropriations Act, 2013 (Public Law 113-2) and the Housing and
Community Development Act (42 U.S.C. § 5301 et seq.), the Governor's Office of Storm Recovery
(GOSR) is acting under the auspices of New York State Homes and Community Renewal’s Housing
Trust Fund Corporation as a recipient of Community Development Block Grant – Disaster Recovery
(“CDBG-DR”) funds from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”).
GOSR is the entity responsible for compliance with the HUD environmental review procedures set forth
in 24 CFR Part 58. GOSR is acting on behalf of HUD in providing the enclosed project information and
inviting this discussion with your Tribe to respond with any concerns or comments.
GOSR processes environmental reviews for projects funded with HUD CDBG-DR on a case-by-case
basis. GOSR proposes to provide funding for culvert replacement and stormwater and drainage
infrastructure improvements in the Town of Rosendale, Ulster County. In accordance with Section
101(d)(6)(B) of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (54 U.S.C. 302706(b)), and
its implementing regulations, 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 800, this letter serves as
notification of the proposed action. This consultation is being sent to the Mohawk Nation, the Delaware
Nation, the Delaware Tribe of Indians, the Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe, and the Stockbridge-Munsee
Community Band of Mohicans.
Area of Potential Effect: The James Street Flood Control project is located along the south side of the
Rondout Creek near the intersection of James Street and Parkcrest Drive, in the Town of Rosendale, New
York. Improvements will include the replacement of two existing culverts located at the intersection of
James Street and Parkcrest Drive, the construction of four proposed catch basins on James Street, flattening
the bank slope and extending the existing riprap approximately 600’ upstream, and constructing a paved
walkway on the south bank of Rondout Creek on James Street. This work is proposed to help alleviate the
threat of street collapse during storm water events such as those experience during Hurricane Irene and
Tropical Storm Lee.
Proposed Project Description: The Town of Rosendale proposes to replace the existing small-bore stonebuilt culvert that passes beneath James Street near the intersection of Parkcrest Drive. This existing 48inch pipe is to be replaced with a 60-inch HDPE pipe culvert that will run under James Street, with a
retaining wall built on the north side of James Street at the outfall location into Rondout Creek. A proposed
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catch basins and storm manhole are to be installed on the western side of the Parkcrest Drive and James
Street intersection, with a new 36-inch HDPE pipe to replace the existing 36-inch pipe running under
Parkcrest Drive. This 36-inch HDPE pipe connects to the 60-inch HDPE pipe and storm manhole located
on the eastern side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street intersection. Six additional catch basins and
storm sewer piping are proposed to be built along James Street, west of Parkcrest Drive. The catch basins
will be located on the north and south side of James Street, with two catch basins located approximately
170 feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and two catch basins located 520 feet west of Parkcrest
Drive on James Street. The final two catch basins and new storm sewer piping will be located at the
Madeline Lane-James Street intersection. The proposed construction includes flattening the south bank
slope, creating a low flow channel, and constructing a new toe at the base of the slope on the south bank
of Rondout Creek. Additionally, the proposed construction includes armoring Rondout Creek’s south bank
with riprap. This riprap will begin at the western edge of the existing riprap and extend 600 feet upstream.
The Town also proposes to construct guide rails along James Street, as well as a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian
walkway with seating that will run parallel to the north side of James Street, beginning approximately 330
feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and extending to the intersection of James Street and New
York State Route 32.
Pursuant to NHPA Section 106, GOSR has initiated consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO) concerning this Project and its potential to affect historic resources that are listed on or
eligible for listing on the NRHP. No comments have been received from the SHPO to date. GOSR is
completing an environmental review for this project pursuant to HUD NEPA regulations. If the Area
of Potential Effect encompasses historic properties of religious or cultural significance to your Tribe,
please respond within 30 days or sooner. Additionally, please indicate if there are other sources of
information or other parties, Nations, Tribes, or members of the public you believe should be included
in the consultation process. Please respond by email or in writing to the address listed below.
Thomas J. King, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel and Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Avenue
Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
If you have any questions or require additional information regarding this request, please feel free to
contact me at (646) 417-4660 or via email at Thomas.King@stormrecovery.ny.gov. Thank you for
your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Thomas J. King
Assistant General Counsel and Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
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April 1, 2016
Mohawk Nation Council of Chiefs
of Haudenosaunee Six Nations Confederacy
Akwesasane Territory Box 336
Via Rooseveltown, NY 13683-0366
Re:

Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project
(Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York)

Dear Chiefs of the Mohawk Nation:
Pursuant to the Disaster Relief Appropriations Act, 2013 (Public Law 113-2) and the Housing and
Community Development Act (42 U.S.C. § 5301 et seq.), the Governor's Office of Storm Recovery
(GOSR) is acting under the auspices of New York State Homes and Community Renewal’s Housing
Trust Fund Corporation as a recipient of Community Development Block Grant – Disaster Recovery
(“CDBG-DR”) funds from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”).
GOSR is the entity responsible for compliance with the HUD environmental review procedures set forth
in 24 CFR Part 58. GOSR is acting on behalf of HUD in providing the enclosed project information and
inviting this discussion with your Nation to respond with any concerns or comments.
GOSR processes environmental reviews for projects funded with HUD CDBG-DR on a case-by-case
basis. GOSR proposes to provide funding for culvert replacement and stormwater and drainage
infrastructure improvements in the Town of Rosendale, Ulster County. In accordance with Section
101(d)(6)(B) of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (54 U.S.C. 302706(b)), and
its implementing regulations, 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 800, this letter serves as
notification of the proposed action. This consultation is being sent to the Mohawk Nation, the Delaware
Nation, the Delaware Tribe of Indians, the Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe, and the Stockbridge-Munsee
Community Band of Mohicans.
Area of Potential Effect: The James Street Flood Control project is located along the south side of the
Rondout Creek near the intersection of James Street and Parkcrest Drive, in the Town of Rosendale, New
York. Improvements will include the replacement of two existing culverts located at the intersection of
James Street and Parkcrest Drive, the construction of four proposed catch basins on James Street, flattening
the bank slope and extending the existing riprap approximately 600’ upstream, and constructing a paved
walkway on the south bank of Rondout Creek on James Street. This work is proposed to help alleviate the
threat of street collapse during storm water events such as those experience during Hurricane Irene and
Tropical Storm Lee.
Proposed Project Description: The Town of Rosendale proposes to replace the existing small-bore stonebuilt culvert that passes beneath James Street near the intersection of Parkcrest Drive. This existing 48inch pipe is to be replaced with a 60-inch HDPE pipe culvert that will run under James Street, with a
retaining wall built on the north side of James Street at the outfall location into Rondout Creek. A proposed
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catch basins and storm manhole are to be installed on the western side of the Parkcrest Drive and James
Street intersection, with a new 36-inch HDPE pipe to replace the existing 36-inch pipe running under
Parkcrest Drive. This 36-inch HDPE pipe connects to the 60-inch HDPE pipe and storm manhole located
on the eastern side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street intersection. Six additional catch basins and
storm sewer piping are proposed to be built along James Street, west of Parkcrest Drive. The catch basins
will be located on the north and south side of James Street, with two catch basins located approximately
170 feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and two catch basins located 520 feet west of Parkcrest
Drive on James Street. The final two catch basins and new storm sewer piping will be located at the
Madeline Lane-James Street intersection. The proposed construction includes flattening the south bank
slope, creating a low flow channel, and constructing a new toe at the base of the slope on the south bank
of Rondout Creek. Additionally, the proposed construction includes armoring Rondout Creek’s south bank
with riprap. This riprap will begin at the western edge of the existing riprap and extend 600 feet upstream.
The Town also proposes to construct guide rails along James Street, as well as a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian
walkway with seating that will run parallel to the north side of James Street, beginning approximately 330
feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and extending to the intersection of James Street and New
York State Route 32.
Pursuant to NHPA Section 106, GOSR has initiated consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO) concerning this Project and its potential to affect historic resources that are listed on or
eligible for listing on the NRHP. No comments have been received from the SHPO to date. GOSR is
completing an environmental review for this project pursuant to HUD NEPA regulations. If the Area
of Potential Effect encompasses historic properties of religious or cultural significance to your Nation,
please respond within 30 days or sooner. Additionally, please indicate if there are other sources of
information or other parties, Nations, Tribes, or members of the public you believe should be included
in the consultation process. Please respond by email or in writing to the address listed below.
Thomas J. King, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel and Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Avenue
Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
If you have any questions or require additional information regarding this request, please feel free to
contact me at (646) 417-4660 or via email at Thomas.King@stormrecovery.ny.gov. Thank you for
your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Thomas J. King
Assistant General Counsel and Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
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April 1, 2016
Ron LaFrance, Jr; Paul Thompson; and Beverly Cook, Chiefs
St. Regis Mohawk Tribe
412 State Route 37
Akwesasne, NY 13655
Re:

Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project
(Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York)

Dear Chiefs of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe:
Pursuant to the Disaster Relief Appropriations Act, 2013 (Public Law 113-2) and the Housing and
Community Development Act (42 U.S.C. § 5301 et seq.), the Governor's Office of Storm Recovery
(GOSR) is acting under the auspices of New York State Homes and Community Renewal’s Housing
Trust Fund Corporation as a recipient of Community Development Block Grant – Disaster Recovery
(“CDBG-DR”) funds from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”).
GOSR is the entity responsible for compliance with the HUD environmental review procedures set forth
in 24 CFR Part 58. GOSR is acting on behalf of HUD in providing the enclosed project information and
inviting this discussion with your Tribe to respond with any concerns or comments.
GOSR processes environmental reviews for projects funded with HUD CDBG-DR on a case-by-case
basis. GOSR proposes to provide funding for culvert replacement and stormwater and drainage
infrastructure improvements in the Town of Rosendale, Ulster County. In accordance with Section
101(d)(6)(B) of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (54 U.S.C. 302706(b)), and
its implementing regulations, 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 800, this letter serves as
notification of the proposed action. This consultation is being sent to the Mohawk Nation, the Delaware
Nation, the Delaware Tribe of Indians, the Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe, and the Stockbridge-Munsee
Community Band of Mohicans.
Area of Potential Effect: The James Street Flood Control project is located along the south side of the
Rondout Creek near the intersection of James Street and Parkcrest Drive, in the Town of Rosendale, New
York. Improvements will include the replacement of two existing culverts located at the intersection of
James Street and Parkcrest Drive, the construction of four proposed catch basins on James Street, flattening
the bank slope and extending the existing riprap approximately 600’ upstream, and constructing a paved
walkway on the south bank of Rondout Creek on James Street. This work is proposed to help alleviate the
threat of street collapse during storm water events such as those experience during Hurricane Irene and
Tropical Storm Lee.
Proposed Project Description: The Town of Rosendale proposes to replace the existing small-bore stonebuilt culvert that passes beneath James Street near the intersection of Parkcrest Drive. This existing 48inch pipe is to be replaced with a 60-inch HDPE pipe culvert that will run under James Street, with a
retaining wall built on the north side of James Street at the outfall location into Rondout Creek. A proposed
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catch basins and storm manhole are to be installed on the western side of the Parkcrest Drive and James
Street intersection, with a new 36-inch HDPE pipe to replace the existing 36-inch pipe running under
Parkcrest Drive. This 36-inch HDPE pipe connects to the 60-inch HDPE pipe and storm manhole located
on the eastern side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street intersection. Six additional catch basins and
storm sewer piping are proposed to be built along James Street, west of Parkcrest Drive. The catch basins
will be located on the north and south side of James Street, with two catch basins located approximately
170 feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and two catch basins located 520 feet west of Parkcrest
Drive on James Street. The final two catch basins and new storm sewer piping will be located at the
Madeline Lane-James Street intersection. The proposed construction includes flattening the south bank
slope, creating a low flow channel, and constructing a new toe at the base of the slope on the south bank
of Rondout Creek. Additionally, the proposed construction includes armoring Rondout Creek’s south bank
with riprap. This riprap will begin at the western edge of the existing riprap and extend 600 feet upstream.
The Town also proposes to construct guide rails along James Street, as well as a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian
walkway with seating that will run parallel to the north side of James Street, beginning approximately 330
feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and extending to the intersection of James Street and New
York State Route 32.
Pursuant to NHPA Section 106, GOSR has initiated consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO) concerning this Project and its potential to affect historic resources that are listed on or
eligible for listing on the NRHP. No comments have been received from the SHPO to date. GOSR is
completing an environmental review for this project pursuant to HUD NEPA regulations. If the Area
of Potential Effect encompasses historic properties of religious or cultural significance to your Tribe,
please respond within 30 days or sooner. Additionally, please indicate if there are other sources of
information or other parties, Nations, Tribes, or members of the public you believe should be included
in the consultation process. Please respond by email or in writing to the address listed below.
Thomas J. King, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel and Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Avenue
Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
If you have any questions or require additional information regarding this request, please feel free to
contact me at (646) 417-4660 or via email at Thomas.King@stormrecovery.ny.gov. Thank you for
your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Thomas J. King
Assistant General Counsel and Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
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April 1, 2016
Shannon Holsey, President
Stockbridge-Munsee Community, Band of the Mohicans
N8476 Moh He Con Nuck Road
Bowler, WI 54416
Re:

Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project
(Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York)

Dear Shannon Holsey:
Pursuant to the Disaster Relief Appropriations Act, 2013 (Public Law 113-2) and the Housing and
Community Development Act (42 U.S.C. § 5301 et seq.), the Governor's Office of Storm Recovery
(GOSR) is acting under the auspices of New York State Homes and Community Renewal’s Housing
Trust Fund Corporation as a recipient of Community Development Block Grant – Disaster Recovery
(“CDBG-DR”) funds from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”).
GOSR is the entity responsible for compliance with the HUD environmental review procedures set forth
in 24 CFR Part 58. GOSR is acting on behalf of HUD in providing the enclosed project information and
inviting this discussion with your Community to respond with any concerns or comments.
GOSR processes environmental reviews for projects funded with HUD CDBG-DR on a case-by-case
basis. GOSR proposes to provide funding for culvert replacement and stormwater and drainage
infrastructure improvements in the Town of Rosendale, Ulster County. In accordance with Section
101(d)(6)(B) of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (54 U.S.C. 302706(b)), and
its implementing regulations, 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 800, this letter serves as
notification of the proposed action. This consultation is being sent to the Mohawk Nation, the Delaware
Nation, the Delaware Tribe of Indians, the Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe, and the Stockbridge-Munsee
Community Band of Mohicans.
Area of Potential Effect: The James Street Flood Control project is located along the south side of the
Rondout Creek near the intersection of James Street and Parkcrest Drive, in the Town of Rosendale, New
York. Improvements will include the replacement of two existing culverts located at the intersection of
James Street and Parkcrest Drive, the construction of four proposed catch basins on James Street, flattening
the bank slope and extending the existing riprap approximately 600’ upstream, and constructing a paved
walkway on the south bank of Rondout Creek on James Street. This work is proposed to help alleviate the
threat of street collapse during storm water events such as those experience during Hurricane Irene and
Tropical Storm Lee.
Proposed Project Description: The Town of Rosendale proposes to replace the existing small-bore stonebuilt culvert that passes beneath James Street near the intersection of Parkcrest Drive. This existing 48inch pipe is to be replaced with a 60-inch HDPE pipe culvert that will run under James Street, with a
retaining wall built on the north side of James Street at the outfall location into Rondout Creek. A proposed
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catch basins and storm manhole are to be installed on the western side of the Parkcrest Drive and James
Street intersection, with a new 36-inch HDPE pipe to replace the existing 36-inch pipe running under
Parkcrest Drive. This 36-inch HDPE pipe connects to the 60-inch HDPE pipe and storm manhole located
on the eastern side of the Parkcrest Drive and James Street intersection. Six additional catch basins and
storm sewer piping are proposed to be built along James Street, west of Parkcrest Drive. The catch basins
will be located on the north and south side of James Street, with two catch basins located approximately
170 feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and two catch basins located 520 feet west of Parkcrest
Drive on James Street. The final two catch basins and new storm sewer piping will be located at the
Madeline Lane-James Street intersection. The proposed construction includes flattening the south bank
slope, creating a low flow channel, and constructing a new toe at the base of the slope on the south bank
of Rondout Creek. Additionally, the proposed construction includes armoring Rondout Creek’s south bank
with riprap. This riprap will begin at the western edge of the existing riprap and extend 600 feet upstream.
The Town also proposes to construct guide rails along James Street, as well as a 5-foot asphalt pedestrian
walkway with seating that will run parallel to the north side of James Street, beginning approximately 330
feet west of Parkcrest Drive on James Street and extending to the intersection of James Street and New
York State Route 32.
Pursuant to NHPA Section 106, GOSR has initiated consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO) concerning this Project and its potential to affect historic resources that are listed on or
eligible for listing on the NRHP. No comments have been received from the SHPO to date. GOSR is
completing an environmental review for this project pursuant to HUD NEPA regulations. If the Area
of Potential Effect encompasses historic properties of religious or cultural significance to your
Community, please respond within 30 days or sooner. Additionally, please indicate if there are other
sources of information or other parties, Nations, Tribes, or members of the public you believe should
be included in the consultation process. Please respond by email or in writing to the address listed
below.
Thomas J. King, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel and Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Avenue
Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
If you have any questions or require additional information regarding this request, please feel free to
contact me at (646) 417-4660 or via email at Thomas.King@stormrecovery.ny.gov. Thank you for
your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Thomas J. King
Assistant General Counsel and Certifying Officer
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
"temple@delawaretribe.org"
Shirley, Lori (NYSHCR)
RE: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project, Town of Rosendale,
Ulster County, New York
Friday, February 24, 2017 3:21:00 PM
THPO_Consult. Package Rosendale James Street_Delaware Tribe.pdf

Hello Susan,
As a follow-up to the original consult for this project, new scope has been added. Maintenance
dredging will also occur, removing the point bar along the northern bank to elevation 39.5 feet,
which is the original Rondout Creek flood control creek bottom elevation.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Mary
From: Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 5:04 PM
To: 'temple@delawaretribe.org' <temple@delawaretribe.org>
Cc: King, Thomas J (STORMRECOVERY) <Thomas.King@stormrecovery.ny.gov>; Gievers, Andrea
<AGievers@tectonicengineering.com>
Subject: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project,
Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York
Dear Susan,
Please see the attached consultation for the above-mentioned project.
A hard copy is being sent today by mail. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Mary Barthelme

Mary Barthelme
Environmental and Historic Preservation Specialist
Bureau of Environmental Review and Assessment
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Avenue Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
Office: (518) 473-0154
Mary.Barthelme@stormrecovery.ny.gov

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
"arnold.printup@srmt-nsn.gov"
Shirley, Lori (NYSHCR)
RE: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project, Town of Rosendale,
Ulster County, New York
Friday, February 24, 2017 3:20:00 PM
THPO_Consult. Package Rosendale James Street_St. Regis Mohawk.pdf

Hello Arnold,
As a follow-up the original consult for this project, new scope has been added. Maintenance
dredging will also occur, removing the point bar along the northern bank to elevation 39.5 feet,
which is the original Rondout Creek flood control creek bottom elevation.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Mary
From: Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 5:02 PM
To: arnold.printup@srmt-nsn.gov
Cc: King, Thomas J (STORMRECOVERY) <Thomas.King@stormrecovery.ny.gov>; Gievers, Andrea
<AGievers@tectonicengineering.com>
Subject: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project,
Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York
Dear Mr. Printup,
Please see the attached consultation for the above-mentioned project.
A hard copy is being sent today by mail. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Mary Barthelme

Mary Barthelme
Environmental and Historic Preservation Specialist
Bureau of Environmental Review and Assessment
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Avenue Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
Office: (518) 473-0154
Mary.Barthelme@stormrecovery.ny.gov

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
"Bonney.hartley@mohican-nsn.gov"
Shirley, Lori (NYSHCR)
RE: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project, Town of Rosendale,
Ulster County, New York
Friday, February 24, 2017 3:19:00 PM
THPO_Consult. Package Rosendale James Street_Stockbridge Munsee Mohican.pdf

Hello Bonney,
As a follow-up to the original consult attached the project has added new scope. Maintenance
dredging will also occur, removing the point bar along the northern bank to elevation 39.5 feet,
which is the original Rondout Creek flood control creek bottom elevation.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Mary
From: Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 5:01 PM
To: 'Bonney.hartley@mohican-nsn.gov' <Bonney.hartley@mohican-nsn.gov>
Cc: King, Thomas J (STORMRECOVERY) <Thomas.King@stormrecovery.ny.gov>; Gievers, Andrea
<AGievers@tectonicengineering.com>
Subject: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project,
Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York
Dear Bonney,
Please see the attached consultation for the above-mentioned project.
A hard copy is being sent today by mail. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Mary Barthelme

Mary Barthelme
Environmental and Historic Preservation Specialist
Bureau of Environmental Review and Assessment
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
99 Washington Avenue Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
Office: (518) 473-0154
Mary.Barthelme@stormrecovery.ny.gov

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
"nalligood@delawarenation.com"
"csmith@delawarenation.com"; "jross@delawarenation.com"; Shirley, Lori (NYSHCR)
RE: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project, Town of Rosendale,
Ulster County, New York
Friday, February 24, 2017 3:17:00 PM
THPO_Consult. Package Rosendale James Street_Delaware Nation Email Only.pdf

Hello Nekole,
As a follow-up to the original consultation for this project, new scope has been added. Maintenance
dredging will also occur, removing the point bar along the northern bank to elevation 39.5 feet,
which is the original Rondout Creek flood control creek bottom elevation.
All other elements of the project will stay the same. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Mary

From: Barthelme, Mary (STORMRECOVERY)
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 4:59 PM
To: nalligood@delawarenation.com
Cc: King, Thomas J (STORMRECOVERY) <Thomas.King@stormrecovery.ny.gov>;
csmith@delawarenation.com; jross@delawarenation.com; Gievers, Andrea
<AGievers@tectonicengineering.com>
Subject: Section 106 Compliance for the Town of Rosendale James Street Flood Control Project,
Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, New York
Dear Nekole,
Please see the attached consultation for the above-mentioned project.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Mary Barthelme

Mary Barthelme
Environmental and Historic Preservation Specialist
Bureau of Environmental Review and Assessment
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery

99 Washington Avenue Suite 1224
Albany, New York 12260
Office: (518) 473-0154
Mary.Barthelme@stormrecovery.ny.gov
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Potential Environmental Justice Areas Map
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Attachment 11
Permit Documentation
(To be added upon receipt)

Attachment 12
SEQR Documentation

